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Abstract 
To perform long missions, small unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) need efficient, lightweight 
propulsion systems that can operate on energy dense fuels.  Gas turbines offer better reliability, 
life, fuel flexibility, noise, and vibration than internal combustion (IC) engines, but they are 
uncompetitive due to fuel efficiencies around 6%.  At this scale, conventional efficiency 
improvement approaches such as high pressure ratios and cooled metal turbines are 
impractical.  Ceramic turbines could withstand high temperatures without cooling, but their life 
and reliability have been inadequate.   
This work explores the hypothesis that a low pressure ratio, highly recuperated ceramic engine 
design could overcome these problems.  First, an accepted water vapor erosion model is 
extended to correctly account for the effects of recuperation, fuel type, and atmospheric 
humidity on the burned gas water vapor content.  The results show that ceramic turbines 
without environmental barrier coatings can last 10,000 hours or more in highly recuperated 
engines, even at temperatures exceeding 1200C.   
Next, a new design for a small recuperated ceramic engine is developed and analyzed, in which 
blade speeds are limited to 270 m/s – about half the typical value.  A CARES slow crack growth 
analysis indicates this will lead to vastly improved life and reliability.  The literature on foreign 
object damage and production costs suggests likely improvements in those areas, as well. 
Finally, an original ceramic recuperator is developed to fit the proposed engine design.  
Tradeoffs between fabrication constraints, weight, volume, effectiveness, pressure losses, and 
other considerations are explored through analysis, simulations, and experiments.  For one 
design, these predict a thermal effectiveness in the 84-87% range at a specific weight of 44 
grams per gram/second of airflow, surpassing the current state of the art by a factor of 1.25-1.5.  
A prototype designed for 1100C operation was tested at 675C exhaust inlet temperature.  It 
did not crack or leak, and the performance roughly matched analytical predictions.  With a heat 
exchanger of this type, a small, low pressure ratio turboshaft engine could achieve an efficiency 
of 23%, making it highly competitive with other state of the art propulsion systems by almost all 
performance metrics. 
In sum, this work contributes a novel ceramic recuperator that can enable low pressure ratio 
gas turbines to achieve high fuel efficiencies, and provides a significant extension of ceramic 
turbine life and reliability theory that shows such engines could achieve long service lives.   
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1. Problem statement: need for higher-
efficiency gas turbines 
1.1 Shortcomings of small internal combustion engines 
Miniature internal combustion engines are a marvel of modern technology.   They generate 
tremendous power for their size, weight, and cost.  When they work, they are extremely useful, 
allowing humans to fell trees without an axe, generate electricity in remote locations, or fly 
unmanned aircraft across the Atlantic.  It has taken centuries of research by countless scientists, 
engineers, and inventors to bring modern engines to their current technological level.  To meet 
the stringent demands of today’s markets, engine designers must not only find ways to 
continuously improve the efficiency, reliability, durability, and emissions, but they must do so 
within extremely tight cost and weight restrictions.   
On the other hand, there is still plenty of room for improvement, as anyone who has operated a 
lawnmower, leaf blower, or chainsaw is likely to attest.  Pulling the recoil starter cord on one of 
these machines is sure to lead to an unpleasant experience, one way or another.  If it fails to 
start, the ill-prepared average consumer must attempt to troubleshoot this complex device.  One 
launches into this grim battle, immediately discovers some of the innumerable ways in which 
the manufacturer has cut corners on quality and durability to save money, and begins to wonder 
how this loose assemblage of cheap bits and bobs ever ran in the first place.   Persistence may 
eventually lead to triumph, but if the engine does start, one’s reward is a disagreeable period in 
the company of a hot, vibrating, noisy, smelly, dirty, heavy, polluting, and temperamental 
machine, which soon runs out of fuel.  Little wonder: with a fuel efficiency in the 10-15% range, 
it produces far more waste heat and noise than useful shaft power.   
Is the picture any brighter in applications such as military and commercial unmanned air 
vehicles (UAVs), where the operators are highly trained, flight endurance and reliability are 
critical, and engine cost is secondary?  The answer, unfortunately, is “not much.”  In this case, 
instead of intense cost pressure, there are several other challenges: high altitude flight, extreme 
temperatures, poor fuel quality in remote locations, and in NATO military forces, the new “single 
fuel forward” policy [1], which aims for all engines to be operable on kerosene-based jet fuel – 
just to name a few.  With a relatively small market and consequent small annual production 
quantities, it is even difficult to meet the relaxed cost requirements of this high-end market.   
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Surely it is worth looking for an alternative solution.  This must begin with a thorough 
understanding of why IC engines, despite all their shortcomings, are still the near-universal 
choice for long-endurance small UAV propulsion.  Accordingly, this chapter begins by surveying 
the types of missions for which UAVs are used, and the particular utility of “small” and “long 
endurance” UAVs.  Following this is a discussion of the UAV and propulsion system 
characteristics that enable long endurance, starting with the choice of energy source.  Next there 
is an exploration of the tradeoff between propulsion system specific power and specific fuel 
consumption (SFC).  A method is derived for estimating UAV endurance based on these two 
propulsion parameters, along with three characteristic UAV design parameters, the most 
influential being the power loading.  Endurance maps are generated for very different types of 
UAVs, with actual commercial engines superimposed on the maps, making the optimum choices 
obvious.  Finally, there is a synopsis of other desirable propulsion system features, including 
reliability, engine life, cost, noise, vibration, smoothness, and lubrication and cooling 
requirements.  The analysis sheds light on why IC engines still have a near-monopoly on long-
endurance small UAV propulsion, and sets specific performance targets that any new propulsion 
system must achieve, in order to compete.  For gas turbines, the key priority is fuel efficiency.  If 
this can be improved, turbines can be superior to IC engines, and in all but the heaviest power 
loading UAVs, superior to fuel cells as well.  The remainder of the thesis aims to contribute new 
knowledge and innovations that lead to dramatic fuel efficiency improvements, potentially 
enabling turboprop engines to become a new dominant paradigm for UAV propulsion. 
1.2 Importance of small, long-endurance, fueled UAVs 
This section explains why UAVs in general are valuable to humankind, and the particular value 
small UAVs can contribute, especially those which are capable of long flight times, and which 
carry their own energy sources rather than being dependent on the environment. 
Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly valuable in both military and civilian 
applications, especially for “dull, dirty, or dangerous” missions that are not easily performed by 
a human pilot.  Examples of military missions include remote detection of chemical and 
biological weapons, ad hoc deployable airborne communications network nodes, and 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).  One example of the myriad civilian 
applications that have been envisioned is inspection of electric power transmission lines, a 
time-consuming and tedious task currently performed by manned aircraft.  Others include GPS-
based measurement of landfills and other toxic sites that continuously emit poisonous gases, 
agricultural crop management, scientific payload emplacement in dangerous locations such as 
active volcanoes, and monitoring the migration of whales.   
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1.2.1 UAV size classes, and small UAVs 
UAVs span a wide range of sizes.  Vehicles as small as “smart dust” have been proposed [2].  One 
of the smallest UAVs that has actually been mass-produced in large numbers and used in 
practical situations is the RQ-14A Dragon Eye, a 2.7 kilogram gross takeoff weight (GTOW)1, 
backpack-portable UAV with a 1.1-meter wingspan and a flight endurance of up to one hour [3].  
Slightly larger is the Insitu ScanEagle, an 18-kg GTOW UAV that can fly up to 32 hours at a time 
[4].  At the other end of the size spectrum is the Northrop Grumman RQ-4A Global Hawk, which 
has a GTOW of about 10,400 kilograms, a 35.4 meter wingspan, a 36-hour flight endurance, and 
a range of 25,000 km [5].  These aircraft and others are used to collect intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (ISR) imagery in dangerous or questionable locations.   
One major difference between large and small aircraft involves who uses the information, and 
for what purpose.  Large UAVs typically send high-resolution imagery over long distances via 
satellite communications to a central command headquarters for strategic planning.  Small 
aircraft like Dragon Eye are launched and used by units in the field who need immediate 
information on whether enemy forces are hiding over the next hill, behind a building, or on a 
ship that is about to be boarded.  For these applications, direct control of the UAV by operating 
units and immediate access to the information collected, which may be of quite low resolution 
and relatively poor quality, can nevertheless be extremely valuable.  In the Battle of Fallujah in 
Iraq, the superb situational awareness afforded by continuous Dragon Eye and ScanEagle 
sorties saved the lives of hundreds of Allied servicemen and women [6].   
As the present technological trend of electronics miniaturization continues, smaller payloads 
are increasingly capable of collecting more valuable data, such as infrared imagery.  Also, small 
UAVs are simpler, stealthier, and less expensive than larger ones.  A final and key advantage is 
safety.  Any aircraft has a finite probability of crashing, but if a small aircraft crashes, the 
consequences are not as great.  For example, deaths, injuries, and significant property damage 
are extremely rare among radio-controlled model aircraft hobbyists, despite the fact that these 
amateur pilots routinely crash their airplanes.  This is because the aircraft are lightweight and 
typically slow-flying, so they simply do not have enough kinetic energy to create much damage 
upon impact.  For these reasons and others, “small” UAVs represent a size class that is growing 
in popularity.  Some common production-scale small UAVs are shown Figure 1.1.   
                                                             
1 Although the terms weight and mass technically have different meanings, they are used interchangeably 
in this thesis when discussing aircraft and engine weights.  This is to avoid awkward constructs like 
“gross takeoff mass” or reporting aircraft weight in Newtons. 
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There is no size-delineating definition of Small UAVs.  Officially, it is an affordable UAV which 
performs missions that are too dull, dirty, dangerous, or expensive for other manned or 
unmanned platforms, without an intrinsic size limit.  Because most are physically relatively 
small, this thesis focuses on UAVs with propulsion systems in the 1-10 kW maximum power 
range.  For typical UAVs with power loadings in the 5-20 kg/kW range, this would encompass 
max takeoff weights from 5-200 kg.  This differentiates the range from that of “man-portable” 
UAVs such as Dragon Eye, “micro” and “nano” UAVs which are even smaller, and also from the 
larger “tactical” and “strategic” classes.   
 
Figure 1.1.  Typical small UAVs ([3, 7-10])  
1.2.2 Long-endurance small UAVs 
One reason large UAVs are so popular despite their cost, safety, and logistics disadvantages is 
their persistence: the capability to focus an “unblinking stare” on an area of interest.  Large 
aircraft benefit from higher power loadings, more efficient aerodynamics and engines, and 
satellite communications, which all enable them to achieve longer range and time on station. 
Aircraft like Insitu’s ScanEagle and Integrator, Swift Engineering’s Killer Bee, NRL’s Ion Tiger, 
XFC, and Finder, and others are bringing long-endurance capability to smaller platforms.  
Battlefield commanders have found that the combination of quietness, visual stealthiness, 
dynamic retasking capability, and persistence of certain small UAVs like the ScanEagle make 
(a) NRL/AeroVironment 
RQ-14A Dragon Eye 
(b) InSitu/Boeing ScanEagle 
UAV 
  
(e) Video image from 
Dragon Eye onboard camera 
  
(c) AeroVironment 
RQ-17 Raven UAV 
  
(d) NRL FINDER UAVs stowed under wings 
of larger General Atomics Predator UAV 
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them a decisive advantage in dynamic, rapidly-evolving situations like infantry battles.  
Persistence enables the UAV to keep a steady eye on a situation, making sure no events are 
missed.   Short-endurance aircraft must hand off their surveillance duties to new aircraft more 
frequently in order to fly home and refuel.  A related advantage is that an aircraft already in the 
air can reach a target more quickly than one that has not yet been launched, especially when the 
launch point is distant from the area of operations.   
A related advantage is range, which is the maximum distance an aircraft can fly without 
refueling.  An aircraft that can stay in the air longer can fly farther.  The ability to fly long 
distances is of major importance, allowing the aircraft to fly in dangerous locations while its 
operators remain somewhere safe, or to cross oceans, or to transport cargo further without 
refueling.  The aircraft design drivers for maximizing range vs. maximizing flight endurance are 
slightly different, but the propulsion system requirements are the same.  In both cases, a high 
energy-to-weight ratio fuel and an efficient propulsion system are essential.  In this thesis, 
“long-endurance UAVs” may be taken to encompass long-range UAVs as well. 
A long endurance UAV is also more flexible: it can trade fuel for payload, carrying more fuel 
when range or time on station is more important, and less when the key requirement is to carry 
a heavy load. 
Finally, small UAVs designed for very short missions are not faced with a technology problem: 
rather than putting up with the weaknesses of IC engines, they can, and do, use battery-electric 
propulsion systems.  Motors and batteries are exceptionally reliable, simple, robust, and 
controllable.  Engines are used only when battery-electrics are not an option due to range or 
endurance requirements.  
This thesis aims to provide research and ideas that could give long endurance UAVs a 
propulsion system with many of the same desirable features as electric motors.  Upcoming 
sections of this chapter will explore UAV propulsion systems in more detail, elaborating upon 
the key metrics by which they are evaluated, and focusing especially on those which enable long 
flight range and endurance.  First, however, it is important to point out why  
1.2.3 The value of UAVs that carry stored energy 
Some UAVs are unpowered, but this severely limits the types of missions they can perform.  For 
example, sailplanes have no propulsion systems, but they can only stay aloft in times and 
locations where there is rising air.  Balloons use buoyancy to stay up, but the winds control 
where they fly, and how fast.  Similarly, some UAVs harvest energy from their environment 
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rather than carrying stored energy with them, but these, too, are mission-limited and therefore 
rare.  For example, solar powered UAVs are being considered for stationary communications 
relay platforms in lieu of satellites.  However, solar radiation is inconveniently diffuse: the 
average solar radiation that reaches the earth’s surface at 40 degrees latitude over an eight hour 
day is 600 watts per square meter [11], and today’s best lightweight thin-film cells are only 17% 
efficient [12].  These cells would give the Dragon Eye UAV, with its 0.4m2 of wing area, an 
average power generation capability of about 40 watts.  It requires 120 watts to fly on average, 
and 300 watts to climb.  Even if the power were sufficient, a solar powered Dragon Eye could 
not fly at night, dusk, or dawn.  It would be much less useful and flexible.  These examples 
illustrate why most UAVs employ a propulsion system and a carry a supply of stored energy: 
this yields much greater flexibility in the types of missions they can perform.     
This thesis focuses on conventional aircraft propulsion systems that convert stored energy to 
propulsive work.  The stored energy may be in fuel, batteries, decaying nuclear isotopes, a 
coiled spring, ultracapacitors, gas pressure, a flywheel, or other forms.  Propulsive work is the 
thrust needed to overcome the aircraft’s aerodynamic drag, multiplied by the distance it travels.  
The rate at which this work is done is thrust times velocity, and is called the aerodynamic power.  
The engine or motor must produce this much power, plus margin for propeller/fan/jet 
inefficiency, transient maneuvers, and climbing to higher altitudes.  The next section will discuss 
energy storage and power production options, compare them on a weight basis, and show how 
these metrics influence the flight endurance for a range of different UAV designs. 
1.3 Features that enable long endurance 
1.3.1 Energy storage media  
Table 1.1 compares the specific energy of batteries, common liquid fuels for UAVs, and a new 
fuel that is receiving attention at this time, compressed hydrogen.  Figure 1.2 presents this 
information graphically, along with statistics on other fuels, and on the y-axis, the 
corresponding volumetric energy density information of each fuel.  These references show why 
most unmanned aircraft are powered by liquid hydrocarbons: they simply contain substantially 
more energy than the alternatives, on a mass and volume basis.  They are also cheap, and 
readily available worldwide (to varying degrees, as the next section explains).  Finally, being 
liquids at ambient temperature and pressure, they are storable in lightweight tanks: in contrast 
with hydrogen, the tank weight fraction is typically 5%, leaving 95% for the fuel itself [13].  
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It is regrettable that the specific energy of the best available batteries is far below that of the 
liquid fuels, because battery-powered electric motors are vastly simpler and more reliable than 
liquid-fueled engines or fuel cells.  This makes battery-electric propulsion the best choice 
whenever short mission durations are adequate.  Unfortunately, for most UAVs, range and time-
on-station are key performance metrics, so this is rarely the case.  Thus a goal for the designer of 
any new liquid-fueled propulsion system should be to attempt to achieve a reliability and 
simplicity of operation that approaches that of an electric motor as nearly as possible.   
Table 1.1.  Specific energy of common fuels and batteries* [14].  For fuels, lower heating 
value (LHV), i.e. excluding the latent heat of condensation of water vapor, is given. 
Energy storage medium Specific energy (MJ/kg) 
Batteries (lithium ion/lithium polymer) 0.65 
Ethanol 26.9 
JP8 / Jet-A / JP5 / kerosene  43.2 
Diesel fuel 42.8 
Gasoline 44.0 
Hydrogen, not including tank** 120 
Hydrogen, compressed gas, including tank (13% weight fraction) 18.5 
Hydrogen, liquid, including insulated dewar (38% weight fraction) 59.6 
* Omitted from the table are uncommon energy storage media such as nuclear isotopes.  These have enormous specific energies (for example, 
Plutonium 238 has specific heat output of .57 kW/kg, giving it a specific energy exceeding 106 MJ/kg over its first 87.7-year half-life [11]), but are not 
usually considered practical due to safety and availability considerations.  
** The higher heating value (HHV) of hydrogen is 142 MJ/kg.  Hydrogen is being used as a fuel in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells, which 
operate at temperatures well below 100C, so the exhaust products may include liquid water.  There is some debate on whether the LHV or HHV should 
be used in this case.  However, this is only important for calculating the efficiency of the fuel cell.  The specific fuel consumption – watts of electric power 
out divided by grams per second of hydrogen in – is unaffected. 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Specific energy (MJ/kg) and energy density (MJ/liter) for various fuels ([15]).  
Fuel cells offer a way to achieve reliability and long endurance with electric propulsion.  Fuel 
cells generate electric power from the chemical energy in hydrocarbons directly, bypassing the 
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production of heat as an intermediate step, so they are highly efficient.  Solid oxide fuel cells 
(SOFCs) have the potential to run on liquid hydrocarbons, but various technical challenges 
stand in the way.  SOFC-powered UAVs have been demonstrated running on compressed 
gaseous fuels [16, 17], but not yet on liquid hydrocarbons to this author’s knowledge.  Most fuel 
cell powered UAVs have used PEM fuel cells running on hydrogen [17].   
As the charts show, hydrogen exceeds the specific energy of liquid hydrocarbons by a factor of 
three.  However, the volumetric energy density is much lower, so a large tank is required.  To 
reach aircraft-compatible storage density requires either high pressures, up to 700 bar, or 
liquefaction and storage at ~23 K (-250C), thus an extremely well insulated tank.  Either way, 
the tank must be heavy: the best hydrogen storage fractions that have been achieved (to this 
author’s knowledge) at small-UAV scale are 13% and 38%, respectively.  Offsetting this to some 
extent is the fact that fuel cells are much more efficient than small engines.  Thus their specific 
fuel consumption is still good, even accounting for the tank weight.  This subject will be 
considered again in sections 1.3.4 - 1.3.6. 
For now, it may be concluded that liquid hydrocarbons are excellent fuels for aircraft because 
they contain a lot of energy per unit weight and volume, and can be stored at ambient 
temperatures and pressures in lightweight tanks.  The next section will explain which of the 
liquid hydrocarbons is preferred in military applications, and why. 
1.3.2  “Heavy fuel” and the Single Fuel Forward policy 
For many sound reasons, the U.S. and other North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
members have tried since the 1980s to convert all military engines to run on jet fuel, specifically 
JP5 and JP8 [1, 18].  Garrett [19] reviewed the reasoning behind the Single Fuel Forward policy.  
For the U.S. Air Force and Navy, a key motivation was fire safety.  During the Vietnam War, the 
Air Force used JP-4, which has a flammability range2 of -23C to 38C, and found that aircraft 
were being lost due to fuel fires after being hit by enemy ground fire.  With its flammability 
range of 35-74C, JP-8 greatly reduces the risk of fire and thus the incidence of casualties.   
Fire safety is even more important aboard ships, and for this reason the Navy had already been 
exclusively using JP-5, which has a flash point3 of 140F.   The U.S. Army had meanwhile found 
                                                             
2 The “flammability range” of a fuel is the range of temperatures over which the fuel will evaporate in air 
to form a combustible mixture. 
3 The low end of the flammability range is called the fuel’s “flash point”.  Below this temperature, the 
vapor pressure of the fuel is so low that the mixture of evaporated fuel with air is too lean to burn.  Thus, 
at temperatures below the flash point, the fuel cannot ignite, even in the presence of a spark. 
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that diesel fuel can form wax crystals in cold weather, which can clog fuel lines and filters and 
thereby prevent engines from starting and running.  Diesel fueled vehicles can generally be 
operated on JP-8 with few, if any, modifications, and doing so prevents the cold weather starting 
problem.  Finally, all three forces supported fuel standardization because it greatly simplifies 
supply logistics and interoperability of ground and air forces.  In summary, the expected 
improvements in fire safety, engine starting in cold weather, and supply logistics make Single 
Fuel Forward a very worthwhile goal [19]. 
Unfortunately, while diesel engines can easily be made to run on heavy fuel and gas turbines are 
specifically designed for it, attempting to operate a spark ignition (gasoline) engine on JP5 or 
JP8 causes problems.  Two features of jet fuel make it extremely difficult to use in a spark 
ignition engine, whether two-stroke or four-stroke.  The first is its low volatility, which greatly 
reduces the fraction of fuel that can evaporate at ambient temperatures.  This causes difficulties 
in starting the engine, and also results in a substantial fraction of fuel wetting the walls and 
traveling through the engine without burning, which causes low fuel efficiency and high exhaust 
temperatures.  The second and more important problem is the extremely low “octane” rating, a 
measure of knock resistance.  Compared to octane ratings of 87-100 typical for gasoline and up 
to 107 for pure ethanol, the octane rating of jet fuel has been estimated in the range of 30-45.  
This means that the fuel has very poor knock resistance.  Knock is a pressure-induced explosion 
(not a detonation as is commonly thought) [20].  It causes a sudden local pressure rise that 
sends pressure waves ringing through the chamber, vastly increasing convection heat transfer 
to the piston and cylinder walls, causing severe engine damage [14].  Controlling knock by 
adding fuel or retarding the spark timing will severely reduce the engine’s efficiency and power 
output.  The only other way to control knock is to limit the engine’s compression ratio to about 
7:1 or less, which has the same effects. 
Since spark-ignition IC engines are the dominant powerplant for small UAVs at present, only 
one true diesel engine is beginning to become available commercially, and spark-ignition ideas 
running on heavy fuel are unappealing for the reasons just mentioned, the single fuel forward 
policy adds importance and urgency to the search for an alternative powerplant. 
1.3.3 Three UAV characteristics: propulsion weight fraction, mean to peak 
power ratio, power loading 
Throughout the spectrum of vehicle sizes, types, and mission requirements, the maximum 
power available from the propulsion system and the maximum total stored energy carried in 
the fuel or battery are closely related to each other and to the vehicle size as shown in Figure 1.3 
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[21].  Thus it is convenient to analyze onboard power and energy on a per-unit-aircraft-mass 
basis and to compare these quantities with the gross takeoff weight of the vehicle.  The 
following original derivation shows how to quickly estimate the optimum tradeoff between the 
specific power and average SFC of the propulsion system, based on the required mission length 
and three simple parameters that characterize the UAV.   
The first is the propulsion system weight fraction (WtFracpropsys).  It is defined here as the weight 
of all propulsion system components including the fuel, divided by the gross takeoff weight of 
the aircraft.  The “non-fuel weight” could be an engine and its ancillary components (cooling 
system, air and fuel filters, exhaust, starter/generator, etc.) or equally, a fuel cell, an electric 
motor, and all their ancillary components (humidifier, cooling system, air filter, gas pressure 
regulator, etc.).  The propulsion system weight fraction for a given aircraft may vary from 25-
75% depending on mission and payload requirements, but most aircraft of all sizes cluster near 
the middle of that range (Figure 1.4). 
 
Figure 1.3.  Propulsive power vs. energy for 
various sizes of unmanned vehicles [21] 
 
Figure 1.4.  Propulsion system vs. gross 
takeoff weight ratio for various aircraft [21] 
The second is the ratio of mean to peak power (Pratiomean_peak) required during a typical mission.  
The power the UAV needs to take off and climb to altitude is usually the peak power required.  
For fixed wing aircraft this is usually much more than the power needed for level cruise, which 
in turn is greater than the power required to loiter on target, or to descend and land.  The same 
trends occur in helicopters, but the reduction in power over the mission is typically much less 
marked.  Furthermore, if the aircraft consumes a fuel, it gets lighter and needs less power in the 
later mission phases.  The Breguet range equation ([22] p. 131) captures this effect exactly.  
Whether this equation or actual flight statistics are used to compute the average to peak power 
ratio, for present purposes the result is the same.   
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The third parameter, the power loading (Ploading), is the one that most strongly influences the 
propulsion system design.  It is the gross takeoff weight of the aircraft, divided by the peak 
power required from the engine (usually at takeoff).  Here, aircraft designs vary widely.  Power-
intensive vehicles like high-disc-loading helicopters may have Ploading < 5 kg/kW (~8 lb/hp).  
Light, slow, high lift-to-drag ratio sailplane-like aircraft appear on the opposite end of the 
spectrum, with power loadings sometimes exceeding 20 kg/kW (~33 lb/hp).  
Table 1.2 provides the weight, peak and mean power, propulsion system weight fraction, ratio 
of peak to mean power, and power loading for a variety of fixed- and rotary-wing UAVs.   
Table 1.2.  Mean/peak power ratio, propulsion weight fraction, and power loading for 
several fixed- and rotary-wing UAVs.  (Sources: Integrator [23]*; T-Hawk [24]**; others 











































2.27 5.00 1.04 2.30 .300 .402 .120 .161 7.56 12.4 40% 46% 
FINDER 
Gas powered 
air launched     
27.2 60.0 7.26 16.0 1.45 1.95 .829 1.11 18.7 30.8 57% 26% 
Ion Tiger 
Long endur-
ance, fuel cell  
powered 






61.2 135 22.7 50.0 5.97 8.00 1.79 2.40 10.3 16.9 30% 37% 
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9.07 20.0 4.31 9.50 3.02 4.05 2.54 3.41 3.00 4.94 84% 48% 
Average rotary-wing UAV 5.95 kg/kW 79% 44% 
* Average mission power was estimated based on assumptions: propeller efficiency = 75%; L/D (lift to drag ratio) = 
15; flight speed = 55 knots; generator load = 450W electrical at 90% efficiency; mean mission weight = 115 lbf.  This 
gives average mission power = 2.40 hp, and assuming cruise SFC is 0.7 lb/hp-hr, an average fuel burn rate of ~1.7 
lb/hr, which roughly matches the 41 lb max fuel load and 24 hour endurance capability specified in [23].  
** Estimated average power fraction for T-hawk is [(mean mission weight)/(gross takeoff weight)]3/2, following ideal 
power equation for helicopters. Fuel load for 40 minute flight is 2.5 lbs., so mean mission weight is 18.75 lbs. 
 
The examples shown here were chosen to represent a wide range of design parameters, mission 
types, and vehicle configurations.  The T-Hawk hovering duct UAV and the Ion Tiger low-speed 
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24-hour fuel cell powered sailplane could hardly be more different.  The Ion Tiger flies on one 
fifth the power of the T-Hawk, yet its gross weight is nearly double, and its mission duration is 
36 times as long.  Interestingly, the mean-to-peak power fractions of the two aircraft are not 
very different (58% vs. 84%), and the propulsion weight fractions are nearly identical (45% vs. 
48%).  However, the power loadings differ by a factor of 10 (3.2 kg/kW vs. 29.3 kg/kW).   
1.3.4 Two propulsion system characteristics that influence endurance: 
specific power and specific fuel consumption 
Any propulsion system can be characterized by two crucial variables that influence UAV flight 
endurance: the specific power and the specific fuel consumption.  This section will define those 
terms rigorously, and provide actual specifications from commercially available battery-electric 
systems, fuel cells, IC engines, and gas turbines. 
The specific power is the maximum amount of power the system can produce, divided by its 
weight.  This is called its “specific power”.  To enable a fair comparison between IC engines, 
turbine engines, and battery or fuel cell powered electrics, the definition must be stricter in two 
ways.  First, the “maximum power” should be defined as the shaft power output at a convenient 
propeller speed.  This gives IC engines another advantage over their competitors, in that the 
others produce power in an intermediate form (electricity or very high speed shaft power).  
This must be converted to prop-speed shaft power, e.g. by a gearbox or electric motor, which 
adds weight and reduces power and efficiency.  Second, the installed power should be used – 
that is, maximum shaft power divided by the weight of all propulsion system components other 
than the energy storage medium.  For engines, that weight must include starter/generator, 
muffler/exhaust, cooling system, cooling fan(s), air ducts, filters, fuel pumps, etc.  For battery-
electrics, it should include motor, gearbox, motor cooling fans and ducts, and motor controllers 
along with their cooling, ducting, and wiring.  For fuel cells, installed weight should include the 
fuel cell and all “balance of plant” components (humidifier, cooling system, etc.), the propulsion 
motor and controller along with their cooling systems, and all components of the fuel tank that 
do not scale with the size of the tank (e.g., the pressure regulator for gaseous storage systems). 
The specific fuel consumption or “SFC” of a propulsion system is the power output, again on a 
propeller shaft power basis, divided by the fuel consumption.  The SFC can be measured 
throughout an engine’s speed and load range, not just at maximum power.  Aircraft engines 
typically spend a small percentage of each flight operating at maximum power, and the rest at 
part power, making the latter more appropriate for mission endurance calculations.  Thus it is 
normally adequate to use a single SFC measurement taken at a moderate power setting – 
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ideally, the mission-average power requirement described later.  It should be noted that an SFC 
value can readily be computed for battery-electric systems even though they do not consume a 
fuel.  Batteries contain a fixed amount of energy per unit weight.  The ratio of the two, multiplied 
by the efficiency of the electric motor and its controller, is the appropriate SFC figure. 
Table 1.3 presents specific power and SFC for various actual propulsion systems: 
battery/electrics, gas turbines, two- and four-stroke spark-ignition IC engines running on 
gasoline, methanol, and jet fuel, diesel engines, and fuel cells.  Most of these are Technology 
Readiness Level (“TRL”) 9 – fully developed, demonstrated, and in most cases, available 
commercially.  A few are in somewhat earlier stages of development, but all have been flown in 
a UAV except the PEM fuel cell running on liquid hydrogen, which is in development at NRL.  It 
can be difficult to obtain independently-verified power, SFC, and installed weight data on most 
propulsion systems.  When generating this table, specifications taken from marketing materials 
were verified against independent or internal NRL dynamometer tests wherever available.  For 
engines, when measured installed weights were not available, bare engine weight was 
multiplied by a 1.74 installation factor (refs. [13, 25, 26] suggest factors of 1.74, 1.80, and 1.72, 
respectively).  To provide a fair comparison for gaseous fuels, liquid fuels, and batteries, SFCs 
include a tank weight factor: 1/.95 for liquid fuels, 1/.13 for compressed gas H2, 1/.38 for liquid 
H2, and 1.0 for batteries.  The battery-electric “SFC” figure includes a motor efficiency factor of 
1/.9.  Turboprop engine SFCs are given at full power (“fp”) and part power (“pp”), the latter 
being computed by multiplying published/measured full power SFC by 1/0.6 unless measured 
values were available.   
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Table 1.3.  Installed* power, weight, and specific fuel consumption SFC for selected 
commercially available and high-TRL developmental UAV engines  10 kW.  
Propulsion System Name, 
Manufacturer, and Fuel Type 
Specific Power 
of Engine, 


















Electric motor + battery 
         
Electric motor & Li+ ion battery 2,321 1.41 6.71 5.00 4.75 2.15 9.31 5,669 176 [27] 
Electric motor + fuel cell 
         
PEM Fuel Cell + 13wt% compressed 
gas H2 
200 .122 .671 .500 5.51 2.50 .848 516 1,939 [28] 
PEM Fuel Cell + 38wt% liquid H2 200 .122 .671 .500 5.51 2.50 .290 176 5,667 [28] 
IC engine / gasoline 
         




2-stroke 3W-56 (T-Hawk), petrol 957 .582 4.05 3.02 6.96 3.16 1.20 730 1,370 
[24, 
30] 
2-stroke Desert  Aircraft DA-100L, 
petrol 
1,191 .724 7.31 5.45 10.1 4.58 1.35 822 1,217 
[31, 
32] 
4-stroke Insitu Enya R-120, petrol 545 .332 1.000 .746 3.02 1.37 .606 368 2,714 [33] 
IC engine / methanol 
         
Erickson MCC, methanol 875 .532 2.20 1.64 4.13 1.87 2.68 1,633 613 [34] 
2-stroke OS Max FX160, methanol 1,716 1.04 3.70 2.76 3.55 1.61 2.68 1,633 613 
[35, 
36] 
IC engine / heavy fuel (JP5, JP8) 
        
2-stroke Diesel Cosworth AE-1, JP-8 605 .368 3.00 2.24 8.15 3.70 .505 307 3,254 
[37, 
38] 
4-stroke Wankel Cubewano  
Sonic 35, JP8 
1,163 .707 8.80 6.56 12.4 5.64 .895 544 1,838 
[25, 
39] 
4-stroke RCV, JP8 776 .472 4.60 2.54 7.22 3.27 .853 519 1,928 
[40, 
41] 
Gas turbine / heavy fuel (JP5, JP8) 
        
Wren MW-44 Turboprop, JP8 (full 
power SFC) 
2,679 1.63 7.50 5.59 4.60 2.09 
4.41pp 
2.65fp* 
1,610 373(pp*) [42] 
JetCat Turboprop, JP8 (full power 
SFC) 






Jakadofsky Turboprop, JP8 (full 
power SFC) 






* Manufacturer specifications have been verified against independent or internal NRL dynamometer tests where 
available.  Installed weight includes starter/generator, muffler/exhaust, cooling system, fan, air duct, filters, 
regulators, etc.  When measured installed weight was not available, bare engine weight was multiplied by 1.74 
installation factor (refs. [13, 25, 26] suggest factors of 1.74, 1.80, and 1.72, respectively).  SFC includes tank weight 
factor: 1/.95 for liquid fuels, 1/.13 for compressed gas H2, 1/.38 for liquid H2.  Turboprop engine SFCs are given at full 
power (“fp”) and part power (“pp”).  Part-power SFCs were computed by multiplying published/measured full power 
SFC by 1/0.6 unless measured values were available.  Part-power SFCs were used for plotting engine performance in 
all UAV endurance maps in this thesis. 
These data are presented graphically in section 1.3.6, overlaid on endurance maps for real UAVs, 
and are easier to understand in that form.  Discussion of their meaning is reserved until then. 
1.3.5 How to choose the most suitable propulsion system 
When designing a new UAV, the designer has some flexibility to make a tradeoff between the 
weight of the propulsion system and its efficiency.  A lightweight but inefficient engine will 
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require more fuel to complete the mission than a heavy but efficient one, so the total weight of 
fuel and engine may be greater in the first case.  The optimum trade depends on the mission, 
with long-endurance UAVs favoring heavy but efficient propulsion systems, and UAVs designed 
for short flight times favoring lightweight but less efficient systems.  This section presents an 
analysis of that tradeoff and quantifies the optimum for various types of UAVs, for the purpose 
of setting specific engine performance targets by the end of this chapter. 
A generic equation for the maximum flight endurance of a UAV may be derived in terms of the 
five parameters defined above, as follows.  From first principles, the maximum flight endurance 
Eflight of the aircraft is simply the weight of the energy carried (hereafter called “fuel” although it 
could be batteries or other forms), Wtfuel, divided by the product of the average power Pavg over 
the entire mission, and the average specific fuel consumption of the propulsion system, SFCavg, 
eq. (1.1).   The fuel weight plus the total non-fuel weight (engine, ancillaries, etc.) equals the 
total propulsion system weight, which in turn is the propulsion system weight fraction 
(WtFracpropsys) times aircraft gross takeoff weight (GTOW), eq. (1.2).  The average power equals 
the peak power times the average-peak power ratio, eq. (1.3).  The peak power of the 
propulsion system equals the weight of its non-fuel components times its “specific power” Pspec, 
eq. (1.4).  By combining these equations with the definition of power loading, eq. (1.5), the new 
flight endurance formula, eq. (1.6), is derived. 
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1.3.6 Results: optimum combinations of UAV and propulsion system 
characteristics 
In Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6, equation (1.6) was used to calculate endurance curves for two very 
different UAVs.  The first is a very high power loading aircraft with the characteristics of the 
NRL Ion Tiger, while the second is based on the parameters of the Honeywell T-Hawk, a very 
low power loading hovering duct.  As might be expected, similar types of propulsion systems 
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cluster near each other on these charts.  Simple cycle turbines are light and inefficient, two-
stroke engines are generally lighter but less efficient than four-strokes, Wankel engines offer 
nearly the best of both (partially explaining their popularity for UAV propulsion), and diesels 
and fuel cells with liquid hydrogen offer the best efficiency, but are heavy.   
These charts make it quite clear why internal combustion engines, particularly four stroke 
piston and Wankel engines, are so popular for long-endurance small UAV propulsion.  Battery-
electrics, for all their advantages, cannot even begin to compete, nor can gas turbines at their 
present level of efficiency.  Another interesting observation: when the fuel weight includes the 
tank weight, as it must for a fair comparison, the SFC of fuel cells running on compressed 
hydrogen is inferior to that of a twelve year old four-stroke gasoline engine, and to that of an 
emerging diesel engine.  The two heavy fuel spark-ignition engines also roughly match the 
advanced PEM fuel cell/compressed hydrogen SFC, but they are much lighter.  This enables the 
aircraft to carry more fuel.  If a 550W (~.75hp) engine with the specific power and SFC of the 
Cubewano Wankel, Enya four-stroke, or Cosworth diesel were available, it would enable the Ion 
Tiger to fly for 39, 40, or 65 hours, respectively. 
The picture is just as clear-cut, and no less surprising, for the T-Hawk.  Its 3W-56 engine enables 
a 40-minute flight.  The graph suggests a Cubewano Wankel would be a better choice, enabling a 
74-minute flight time.  Not surprisingly, this is now being investigated [46].  The Wren MW-44 
turboprop might also be worth considering.  It would weigh the same as the 3W-56 (4.6 lbs), 
would produce much less noise and vibration, and would give the vehicle heavy fuel 
compatibility and a massive power increase (from 3kW/4hp to 5.6kW/7.5hp).  However, with 
its horrendous part-power SFC of 2680 gm/kW-hr (4.4 lb/hp-hr), it could only keep the T-Hawk 
aloft for 28 minutes.  Going further in that direction, battery-electric propulsion would be viable, 
enabling a 13-minute flight.  It is telling that despite their many operational advantages, neither 
turbines nor battery-electrics have been considered for the T-Hawk.  This shows what a high 
premium users place on long mission durations.  Moving in the other direction toward heavier-
but-more-efficient propulsion would not work, either.  With a heavy propulsion system like a 
diesel engine or fuel cell, according to the Figure, it could not get off the ground at all! 
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Figure 1.5.  Endurance map for a very high power loading UAV (example: NRL Ion Tiger) 
 
 
Figure 1.6.  Endurance map for a very low power loading UAV (example: T-Hawk) 
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It may be observed that state-of-the-art propulsion systems congregate along a diagonal band 
on the chart.  There are heavy and efficient engines, lightweight and inefficient ones, and 
engines that fall in the middle of both scales.  There is no “magic” propulsion system that  is both 
far lighter and far more efficient than its competitors, and no one bothers to manufacture heavy 
and inefficient engines because no one would buy them.  The former represent the engines of 
the future; the latter, those of the past. 
There is clearly an inherent tradeoff between SFC and engine weight.  Accepting less of one can 
enable more of the other to be achieved.  When setting goals for new research, program 
managers should not seek big advancements in both metrics simultaneously; doing so risks 
failure.  Rather, it makes sense to seek incremental improvements in the area where the 
greatest potential payoff lies.   
In Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8, endurance curves are plotted for the “average” fixed- and rotary-
wing UAVs from Table 1.2, with a “leading edge” line drawn through five of the newest and best 
IC engines, turbines, and fuel cell systems.  The point where the line is tangent to an endurance 
curve describes the optimum propulsion system for that UAV based on today’s technology. 
 
 
Figure 1.7.  Endurance map for the “average 
fixed-wing UAV” from Table 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.8.  Endurance map for “average 
rotary-wing UAV” from Table 1.2. 
Interestingly, the optima for these two UAVs are not very far apart.  The average fixed-wing UAV 
would do best with a heavy (500 W/kg) but ultra-efficient (250 gm/kW-hr or.41 lb/hp-hr or 
33% efficient) engine – even more efficient than the Cosworth diesel (and even heavier).  The 
average helicopter would sacrifice some SFC for a lighter engine, optimizing at 1100 W/kg and 
Average Fixed-Wing UAV Endurance Map Average Rotary-Wing UAV Endurance Map 
Fixed-wing optimum with present technology:  
specific power500 W/kg; SFC250gm/kWhr 
(.3 lb/hp; .41 lb/hp-hr) 
Rotary-wing optimum with present technology:  
specific power1100 W/kg; SFC500gm/kWhr 
(.67 lb/hp; .82 lb/hp-hr) 
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500 gm/kW-hr (.82 lb/hp-hr, or 17% efficient).  A new engine designed to meet a target 
somewhere in the middle, perhaps around 860 W/kg (.52 hp/lb) and 390 gm/kW-hr (.64 lb/hp-
hr including 5% tank weight allowance; 370 gm/kW-hr or .61 lb/hp-hr based on fuel weight 
alone) might be quite attractive to both markets.   
1.3.7 Conclusion: IC engines are dominant because they optimally balance 
SFC and power-to-weight 
In sum, this section provides statistics on mature UAVs and powerplants, along with a derived 
method for estimating the maximum flight endurance of any UAV/powerplant combination.  
Endurance maps are plotted for various UAVs, and data points for commercial engines are 
drawn along with a trend line capturing the latest and best current technology.  It is shown that 
a combination of moderately good efficiency and moderately good power-to-weight ratio leads 
to the best achievable performance for a range of aircraft types.  Not coincidentally, this is 
where IC engines fall in the continuum of mature propulsion systems.  This answers the 
question posed in Section 1.1: despite all their weaknesses, IC engines are the dominant choice 
for small UAV propulsion because their moderately good SFC and specific power yield 
maximum flight endurance for a wide range of UAVs.   
This analysis does not imply that gas turbines, fuel cells, and other alternative propulsion 
systems should be abandoned.  To the contrary, it suggests that they can begin to supplant IC 
engines for small UAV propulsion, if their specific power and SFC evolve toward the ranges that 
maximize UAV endurance.  In particular, a new turboshaft engine that is much heavier than 
those available today, but also much more efficient, would be very competitive with IC engines.  
As the next section will show, there is much to be gained from trying to realize this vision. 
1.4 Other desirable propulsion system characteristics  
This section reviews other propulsion system performance metrics that are not related to 
endurance: reliability, life, cost (both first cost and life-cycle cost), noise, vibration, smoothness, 
and simplicity of the cooling and lubrication system.  In most of these areas, gas turbines 
already excel. 
1.4.1 Reliability and life 
Few data on failure rates and time between overhauls are available for miniature engines.  The 
vast majority are manufactured for and used by model aircraft hobbyists, who are not 
concerned about either statistic as much as they care about low cost.  Many small UAVs use 
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battery-electric propulsion, and reliability data on these systems is very high.  One liquid-fueled 
small UAV that has accumulated enough flight hours to establish reliability statistics is the 
ScanEagle, which has logged hundreds of thousands of hours in operational environments.  
However, the ScanEagle is owned and operated by the contractor, so engine maintenance, 
overhauls, and replacement are not the government’s responsibility.  This may explain why the 
author was unable to find any reliability statistics on ScanEagle or other liquid-fueled <10kW 
UAV engines.  The Shadow 200 UAV uses a 28 kW (38 hp) engine that can achieve an inflight 
shutdown (IFSD) rate <1 per 5000 hours according to the UAV manufacturer [47]; another 
source suggests that it has been as low as one per 80 hours in certain operational environments 
[48].  Based on informal interviews with NRL program managers, in the absence of better 
statistics, an IFSD rate of one per 100 hours may be considered a reasonable order-of-
magnitude estimate for <10kW UAV engines. 
In the “Propulsion Technologies” chapter of Uninhabited Air Vehicles: Enabling Science for 
Military Systems" (2000), the National Academy of Engineering provides a few statistics, a 
qualitative analysis of UAV engine reliability based on data from manned aircraft, and a concise 
summary of the advantages of gas turbines, all of which are relevant to the present discussion: 
“The gas turbine engine is vastly superior to alternative engines in all propulsion 
metrics. This high level of performance reflects the intrinsic merits of the concept and 
the $50 billion to $100 billion invested in gas turbine research and development over 
the past 50 years. The power-to-weight ratio of gas turbines is three to six times that of 
aircraft piston engines. The difference in reliability is even greater. The in-flight 
shutdown (IFSD) rate, a measure of reliability, for gas turbine engines in large 
commercial aircraft is 0.5 shutdowns for every 105 hours of flight. For single-engine 
military jet aircraft, the IFSD rate is 2 for every 105 hours. The IFSD rate for light 
aircraft piston engines is considerably worse, about 5 to 10 for every 105 hours. 
Although the IFSD statistics are not available for small piston engines in current UAVs, 
anecdotally, they are even higher. Gas turbines can also operate for long periods of 
times (4,000 to 8,000 hours) between overhauls, compared to 1,200 to 1,700 hours for 
aircraft piston engines. The small piston engines in current UAVs are replaced every 
100 hours or less of service. The attractiveness of small piston engines is their low cost 
and the lack of availability of high-performance gas turbines in very small sizes.  
Alternative propulsion concepts may only be desirable when suitable gas turbines are 
not available.” [21] 
To summarize, judging from statistics on manned aircraft engines, gas turbines are capable of 
achieving roughly 10 times the reliability and 10 times the life of IC engines.  If the latter are 
achieving a 100 hour life and a 100 hour IFSD rate, a gas turbine engine should be able to 
achieve 1000 hours in both categories. 
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1.4.2 Cost 
Most small UAVs use engines originally developed for the model aircraft hobbyist market or for 
consumer products like chainsaws.  Both markets are notoriously cost-sensitive, but demand 
high annual production quantities, so manufacturers can still sustain a profit.  Until recently, the 
same was not true of the UAV market, although that is starting to change.  Small engines 
designed for tactical unmanned air vehicles and model aircraft hobbyists are presently sold at 
retail prices of $100-$1300 (US) per kilowatt [49, 50].  At the low end of this range are gasoline- 
and methanol-fueled two stroke single cylinder piston engines.  At the high end are miniature 
turboprop engines, Wankel engines, and multicylinder piston engines.   
1.4.3 Noise 
Small engine noise levels are highly variable and influenced by many factors.  First, noise is 
directional, and sound intensity levels vary depending on the position of the measurement 
relative to the engine.  Second, internal combustion engines generate noise at the exhaust, the 
intake, and by vibrations which are transmitted into the aircraft structure.  Lightweight 
composite aircraft structures can amplify noise generated by the vibration of the engine itself.  
Third, the propeller generates noise as well, as does the gearbox if one is present, and these 
sources of noise can be substantial, especially when the propeller is positioned near a solid 
object, such as a wing or tail surface.  The propeller and gearbox are the dominant noise sources 
for turboprop engines and electric aircraft.  Even for piston engines, propeller noise can be a 
large contributor to the total sound level when the propeller tips operate at high Mach numbers, 
or when the exhaust and intake are well-muffled by an effective silencer.   
Qualitatively, it may be said that internal combustion engines are the noisiest propulsion 
system; electric motors are the quietest; and turboprop engines are between the two.  Noise 
mitigation is more difficult for IC engines than for turboprop engines because they generate 
lower frequency sound.  Turboprop engines and electric motors produce high-frequency noise 
that naturally damps out quickly in the atmosphere.   
1.4.4 Vibration and “smoothness” 
To reduce the vibration transmitted from a UAV engine to the airframe, elastomeric or space 
frame engine mounts are used, which absorb and dampen some of the motion.  The payload has 
its own internal vibration damping and stabilization system as well.  The payload and flight 
computer are mounted as far away from the engine as practical, so that vibrations transmitted 
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through the aircraft structure are substantially reduced in intensity by the time they reach the 
sensitive components.   
Torque variation is typically assumed to follow the following rules of thumb.  For a spark 
ignition engine of moderate compression ratio, the peak torque per revolution may be 
estimated as approximately six to eight times the mean torque.  Diesel engines have a ratio 
between 12:1 and 16:1 due to their much higher compression ratio ([14, 51].  Wankel-type 
rotary engines are substantially smoother, with a 4:1 peak:mean torque ratio typically quoted 
by manufacturers [39, 49].  Turboprop engines and electric motors are essentially perfectly 
smooth.   
Torque variation is often considered unimportant because the propeller acts as a flywheel, and 
is typically strong enough to withstand the strong acceleration and deceleration that occurs on 
every revolution of the crankshaft.  However, a few experimental miniature diesel engines for 
UAV propulsion have been developed, and it has been found in several such cases that this 
assumption did not hold: wooden propellers were breaking frequently, and had to be replaced 
with aluminum propellers or mounted with a substantial additional flywheel [52].  Engine 
torque variation has also caused severe problems in many installations where the engine and 
propeller had to be mounted far apart from each other and connected by a long shaft [53].  
Furthermore, in reduction gear systems driving propellers or helicopter rotors, the 
transmission must be designed to withstand the peak torque rather than the mean torque; 
when torque input to the transmission is highly variable, the transmission must be much 
stronger and heavier.  Finally, the engine torque variation strongly influences the power 
consumption and weight of the starter motor.  For all these reasons, torque variation is an 
important consideration, and propulsion systems with little or no torque variation, namely 
turbines and electric motors, are extremely desirable for UAV propulsion. 
1.4.5 Cooling 
The ideal propulsion system would require no cooling system at all.  Gas turbine engines 
approximate this condition more nearly than any other option.  Air from the compressor keeps 
the case cool enough to avoid melting or high temperature creep, even when made from 
aluminum.    Of the gross heat release rate in the combustor,  Qcomb, less than 5% is typically 
rejected from the housing as waste heat, while in internal combustion engines the figure may be 
30% or more [14], and 55% for PEM fuel cells [54].  Even electric motors require cooling 
provisions amounting to (1-motor), typically 5-10% of the electric power input.  Any cooling 
requirements are disadvantageous for a propulsion system, not just because cooling represents 
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wasted energy, but also because it adds weight and drag to the vehicle.  The drag, in particular, 
can be substantial.  Cooling is also an inconvenience because it requires air to be ducted through 
channels inside the aircraft, making weatherproofing more difficult.  Finally, cooling adds 
complexity to the propulsion system and is another potential cause of failure – and not an 
uncommon one [55]. 
1.4.6 Lubrication 
A common method for lubricating small piston engines is to require users to mix oil with the 
fuel.  Most commercial turboprop engines also do this today, and cool the bearings by spraying a 
mixture of fuel and oil on the rolling elements [42, 43], although one has a more advanced 
closed-loop oil system with an oil cooler [45] .   
Fuel-mix systems have several disadvantages.  First, it is not uncommon for users to forget to 
add the oil to the fuel.  Military soldiers in particular, being under a high degree of stress and 
operating in a chaotic environment, are particularly prone to making this mistake [56].  Second, 
the oil tends to remain unburned and to show up in the exhaust as fine droplets, which emit a 
strong infrared signature that makes the UAV more easily detectable from the ground.  For 
these reasons and others, closed-loop oil systems are preferred, although these add a level of 
complexity and an extra system that can cause engine failures.  Best of all are systems which do 
not require any lubrication at all.  This is nearly impossible for IC engines, which require not 
only rotating bearings but also sliding surfaces and seals.  Electric motors often run on grease-
lubricated bearings, which do fail occasionally, but can achieve long lives when well designed 
and maintained.  Gas turbines have no sliding seals, but do require high-speed bearings; 
however, these can be lubricated in a number of ways that do not require fuel-mix or closed-
loop oil.  These include 1) greased bearings for uncommonly low-speed engines when special 
greases and cooling provisions are used [57, 58]; 2) purely fuel-lubricated bearings [59]; 3) air 
bearings [60-63]; and magnetic bearings [64].   
The miniature ball bearings in model aircraft turboprop engines typically only last about 25 
hours.  However, every model aircraft micro-turboprop engine known to this author positions 
the bearings between the compressor and turbine, presumably for simplicity and compactness.  
This, unfortunately results in typical bearing operating temperatures in the neighborhood of 
300C, virtually guaranteeing short bearing lives.  In contrast, power-generation microturbines 
often locate the bearings upstream from the compressor, cantilevering the turbine and 
compressor rotors and keeping the bearings much cooler, so bearings in these engines generally 
last much longer.  To achieve a long bearing life also requires minimizing the axial load, which is 
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not only possible, but common in larger engines.  This can be done by careful design of the 
turbomachinery, or through the use of a balance piston, or even by using an air or passive 
magnetic thrust bearing to offload the ball bearings.  This thesis returns to these topics later.  In 
sum, the short bearing lives in model aircraft turboprop engines are not inherent features of 
small gas turbines, but rather, are due to engine design decisions that could be made differently.   
1.4.7 Electric power generation 
Small UAVs require electric power to operate their flight control and communications systems, 
and in most cases, their payloads.  The more electric power is available onboard the aircraft, the 
more flexibility it has to operate high-powered devices, which is particularly useful when 
payloads like radar jammers, hyperspectral imagers, laser target designators, or long-distance 
communications relays are of interest.  Battery-electric and fuel-cell powered UAVs have a 
ready source of electric power, but IC engines and gas turbines must employ an electric 
generator of some kind to produce this power, or carry it along in batteries.   
A major advantage of gas turbines in this respect is their high shaft speed.  The weight of a shaft-
driven generator or alternator is roughly proportional to its torque, but the power output is 
proportional to torque times speed.  Thus very high speed engines (turbines) using integral 
direct-drive generators can produce more electric power per unit weight than low-speed 
engines (piston engines). 
1.4.8 High altitude operation 
Turbine engines also perform better at high altitudes than IC engines.  The fuel efficiency of a 
turbine increases with altitude due to the reduction in atmospheric temperature, and the 
consequent reduction in compressor power requirement.  This also partially counteracts the 
reduction in maximum power that all engines experience due to the low air density at altitude.  
In IC engines, that power reduction is severe, so they must be turbocharged when high altitude 
operation is required.  Fuel cells would presumably suffer at low air density, as well.  The 
inherent compatibility with high-altitude operation is a major advantage of gas turbines. 
1.4.9 Control and adjustment 
Many IC engines are entirely mechanical, using a carburetor to create the fuel/air mixture 
because this is a very low-cost system.  The disadvantage is that frequent adjustment is 
required.  Setting the needle valve on a small engine can be tricky, and the best setting for 
maximum power fuel efficiency is probably not the ideal for maximum reliability or power.  The 
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mixture may even need in-flight adjustment.  Skilled engine operators do much of this based on 
experience and judgment.  Managing the mixture and other settings with an engine computer is 
one way to solve the problem, but this is not a trivial thing to accomplish.  Normally, when IC 
engines are adapted for computer control, they become electronically fuel injected or “EFI” 
engines.  The engine computer or “ECU” normally adjusts spark timing and fuel quantity once 
per crankshaft revolution, and monitors the knock sensor and crankshaft position at higher data 
rates.  The computer must be fast and sophisticated, because even at 6,000 rpm, one shaft 
revolution takes place every ten milliseconds.  Thus, EFI conversion is typically a significant 
undertaking, and has a major effect on cost.   
In contrast, all model aircraft turboprop engines are managed by an engine computer or 
“FADEC” (full authority digital engine control) - but despite its elaborate name, this device is 
typically simpler and slower than an IC engine ECU.  Being a steady-flow device, a turbine 
requires only a few simple sensors and only one controlled variable, the fuel flow rate.  These 
can be monitored and adjusted at much lower data rates, with simpler control logic. 
1.5 Attractive performance targets for a new engine 
Figure 1.9 summarizes the performance of some of the existing and developing engines 
presented in this chapter, according to most of the performance metrics that have been 
discussed.  It also includes, in the last column, proposed specifications for a new engine.  These 
are based on the specific power and SFC goals from section 1.3.6, along with other performance 
targets that should be achievable as well, according to later sections of this thesis.   
This table presents targets that are independent of engine size.  To attempt to achieve these 
targets requires choosing specific targets for power output and weight.  In the absence of 
specific customer-driven requirements, this thesis focuses on the 3-6 kW range.  Three 
kilowatts was the initial target, but as the bearing system, turbomachinery, and recuperator 
designs were studied and refined, the power output evolved to about 5.2 kilowatts (7.0 hp).  To 
meet the specifications, this engine would weigh 6.1 kg (14.5 lbs) and consume 370 gm/kW-hr 
(.6 lb/hp-hr) of jet fuel to meet the SFC specification.  With this engine, an “average fixed wing 
UAV,” at a power loading of 16.5 kg/kW, would weigh about 87 kg or 191 lbs., and could fly for 
29 hours on 27 kg (59 lb) of fuel.  The “average rotary wing UAV” would weigh 31 kg (69 lb) and 
could fly for 4.6 hours on 7.2 kg (16 lb) of fuel. 
The target SFC is defined here as being measured at the propeller shaft. This means that for 
turbines, it must include gearbox losses to convert the high turbine shaft speed (~100,000 rpm) 
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to a value compatible with the propeller (6,000-8,000 rpm).  For series-electric systems, it must 
include generator, rectifier, motor, and motor controller losses.  
 
Figure 1.9. Performance specifications for existing and developing engines, and suitable 
goals for the development of a new, high-efficiency turbine engine. 
1.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has shown that gas turbine engines have many attractive features in comparison 
with internal combustion engines.  Simple cycle turbines are available in the hobby market, and 
have excellent power-to-weight ratios, but due to their very high SFC, they are never used for 
UAV propulsion.  This is unfortunate, because in terms of reliability, life, cost per flight hour, 
simplicity, smoothness, vibration, and noise, turbines are far superior to IC engines and other 
mature propulsion systems.  If turbines could reach higher fuel efficiencies at the expense of a 
large weight increase, this would be a trade worth making.  The next chapter explores how to 
accomplish that goal. 
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2. Solution: routes to higher efficiencies 
The previous chapter established that if their SFCs can be reduced by about a factor of three, gas 
turbines could replace internal combustion engines as the dominant UAV propulsion system.  
Furthermore, this is true even if a threefold reduction in power-to-weight ratio is necessary to 
accomplish the SFC reduction, because the resulting engine would still be quieter, smoother, 
more reliable, longer lasting, easier to control, and less expensive to operate on a per-flight-hour 
basis.   
This chapter surveys published literature on how to improve the efficiency of small turbine 
engines.  After reviewing the relationship between SFC and efficiency, the discussion turns to 
thermodynamic cycle parameters, the most influential being the turbine inlet temperature, 
pressure ratio, degree of recuperation, turbomachinery efficiencies, and heat and gas leakage 
rates.  Publications on each topic are examined in turn, augmented where appropriate by 
original analytical work.  The conclusion is that the efficiency goal can be met with a highly 
recuperated, low pressure ratio turboshaft engine that uses ceramics to accommodate high 
temperatures, multistage turbomachinery to reach high efficiencies, and careful attention to 
minimizing heat and gas leaks.  Later chapters investigate each of those topics. 
2.1 SFC vs. efficiency 
The previous chapter specified engine efficiency in terms of SFC because this is the relevant 
figure of merit for aircraft, regardless of the type of fuel (or other energy source) used.  
However, when designing engines, it is more convenient and intuitive to speak in terms of 
efficiency.  Converting between the two is possible in the following simple way.  SFC and 
efficiency are inversely proportional, and the constant of proportionality is the energy content 
of the fuel by weight, or its “lower heating value,” QLHV.  A 100% efficient engine would convert 
all of the fuel into useful shaft or electric power, wasting nothing, so its SFC would equal 1/QLHV.  
A less efficient engine would have a proportionally higher SFC.  Thus: 
    
 
      
 2.1 
For convenience, Table 2.1 provides equations with convenient unit conversions for three 
common fuels. Chapter 1 explained why standard jet fuels JP-5 and JP-8 are preferred for 
military UAVs.  They similar to Jet-A, Jet-A1, and kerosene fuels.  They have a required minimum 
lower heating value of 42.8 MJ/kg [65] but the actual value varies throughout a range, averaging 
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43.2 MJ/kg [66].  The latter is used as a baseline value throughout this thesis.  Thus the SFC goal 
of 370 gm/kW-hr set forth in chapter 1 corresponds to an efficiency goal of 22.5%. 
Table 2.1.  SFC/efficiency relationships for common liquid hydrocarbon fuels 
Jet fuel (43.2 MJ/kg) Gasoline (45.5 MJ/kg) Diesel fuel (42.6 MJ/kg) 
SFC = (1/)*83.3 gm/kW-hr 
SFC = (1/)*.137 lb/hp-hr 
SFC = (1/)*79.1 gm/kW-hr 
SFC = (1/)*.130 lb/hp-hr 
SFC = (1/)*84.5 gm/kW-hr 
SFC = (1/)*.139 lb/hp-hr 
2.2 State of the art for small turbine efficiency  
As noted in Chapter 1, as of late 2011 the most efficient miniature turboprop engine for small 
UAVs has a best-case fuel efficiency of 8.5% [45], and its competitors cluster in the 6% fuel 
efficiency neighborhood [42, 43].  Stationary power generation engines do not have the severe 
weight constraints of aircraft engines, so one might expect them to be much better.  This section 
reviews the status quo, including both production engines and lab demonstrators.  Publications 
on paper designs and component-level studies are reserved for later sections. 
One gas turbine designed for portable power generation that actually reached production status 
was the IHI Dynajet.  It produced about three kilowatts of electric power, and weighed about 65 
kg.  Like many power generation engines, it used a recuperator – a heat exchanger that transfers 
waste heat from the engine exhaust to the combustion air supply, reducing the amount of fuel 
needed to reach the target turbine inlet temperature.  This makes the engine heavier, but 
normally, also much more efficient.  However, the Dynajet was only about 6% efficient.  Monroe 
et al. [67, 68] undertook an exhaustive study to determine why this engine's measured 
efficiency was so low, in contrast to the 20% value that its designers expected, based on 
component efficiencies measured in rig tests.  Fluid leaks among the components and heat 
leakage from the hot section into the compressor flow path were shown to be the primary 
causes of the discrepancy.  The analysis suggested that many of these flows could be reduced 
substantially through better insulation and seals, resulting in an expected fuel-to-electrical 
efficiency value of about 14%, if all recommended strategies were implemented.   
In 2010, Visser et al. described the development of a new three kilowatt recuperated engine 
designed for residential and commercial combined heat and power (CHP) that had achieved 
12.2% fuel-to-electrical efficiency in laboratory tests [69].  The recuperator was made from 
stainless steel and was “not optimized”, so the life expectation was about 100 hours.  The 
compressor and turbine were automotive turbocharger components, which are designed for 
different constraints than a microturbine, as Rodgers has explained [70].  These two issues kept 
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the efficiency from being as high as it could have been, according to the authors, who 
conjectured that 20% might be achievable over time.  
Finally, although this thesis focuses on the <10 kW size range, there is a larger installed base of 
“microturbines” ranging from 30-100 kW, with better cost and life statistics.  One example is the 
Capstone C30, a 30 kW machine that achieves 26% efficiency [71].  The installed cost in 2003 
was $2636, it can operate on various fuels including natural gas, and it is available with add-on 
modules to enable waste heat recovery for Combined Heat and Power (CHP) [72]. These 
features are typical of microturbines more generally. 
Numerous design studies on potentially higher-efficiency <10 kW engines have been published.  
Before reviewing these, the next section discusses routes to high efficiency as derived from first 
principles. 
2.3 System level parameters that influence cycle efficiency 
2.3.1 Peak cycle temperature, the Carnot limit, and comparison with real 
engines 
Engines that burn fuel to release heat, and convert that heat to mechanical energy, are “heat 
engines”.  The theoretical maximum efficiency of any heat engine operating with maximum and 
minimum cycle temperatures of TH and TC, respectively, is the “Carnot efficiency” and is 
determined using equation (2.2). 





Advanced metals, thermal barrier coatings, and internally cooled blades enable modern engines 
to run at very high peak cycle temperatures.  As of May 2011, the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries J-
series M501J combined cycle powerplant had the world’s highest efficiency (60%), and the 
world’s highest turbine inlet temperature (1600C) [73, 74].  With such a high peak 
temperature, if the Carnot efficiency were the main limitation, it could theoretically approach 
85% efficiency according to Figure 2.1.  In crude, simple, miniature turbine engines for model 
aircraft, peak cycle temperatures are around 900C, theoretically enabling a Carnot efficiency 
near 75%, yet as noted already, model turbines range from 5-8% efficiency.   
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Figure 2.1. Carnot efficiency as a function of hot reservoir temperature 
Clearly there are other efficiency-robbing processes at work that are far more important than 
the Carnot limit, especially in small engines.  These are as follows.  First, in ideal cycles there is 
no entropy generation, while in real engines, this is unavoidable.  Second, even ignoring 
irreversibilities, most real engine cycles barely even resemble their ideal cycle counterparts, for 
practical reasons.  The next section elaborates. 
2.3.2 Ideal vs. real thermodynamic power cycles  
 
Figure 2.2 compares real gas turbine cycles with the ideal Carnot and Ericsson cycles, both of 
which could achieve the theoretical Carnot efficiency if they could be realized in practice.  In 
part (a), a simple Brayton-cycle gas turbine engine is compared with the ideal Carnot cycle at 
the same peak temperature.  The comparison is appropriate because both cycles use adiabatic 
compression and expansion processes to move between the cool and hot parts of the cycle.  In 
part (b) of the figure, an intercooled, reheated, recuperated multistage gas turbine is compared 
with the ideal Ericsson cycle.    
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Figure 2.2. T-s diagrams (conceptual/qualitative only) of real vs. ideal engine cycles. 
Examining the left (green) side, process 1-2i represents the first step of a Carnot cycle:  
isentropic compression from, say, 300K to 1200K.  This would require a compressor pressure 
ratio of ~190:1.  Process 1-2r represents a more practical process: adiabatic but entropy-
generating compression to a lower peak temperature.  Process 2r-3 represents combustion at 
constant pressure, heating the working fluid (air) to 1200K, while the ideal process 2i-3 
requires the gas to be heated while expanding, remaining at 1200K throughout the process – 
again, a difficult thing to accomplish in practice.  Process 3-4i is ideal isentropic expansion over 
a 190:1 pressure ratio (impractical) while process 3-4r is nonisentropic expansion through a 
turbine over a ~5:1 pressure ratio (practical).  Process 4i-1 is ideal isothermal compression at 
300K (impractical) while process 4r-1 is involves dumping hot exhaust into the atmosphere and 
replacing it with fresh, cool air at 300K (practical, but wasteful). 
Clearly the real Brayton cycle is a poor approximation of the ideal Carnot cycle - a mere sliver of 
the large rectangle that it “should” be.  Most of the cycle takes place at temperatures far from the 
cold and hot temperatures, leaving large unfilled areas in the corners of the Carnot rectangle.  
However, it is equally clear that simple Brayton cycles are far more readily implemented than 
(a) Simple cycle real gas turbine engine cycle (green/blue) vs. ideal Carnot cycle (black) 
(b) Intercooled/reheat/recuperated turbine cycle (green/blue) vs. ideal Ericsson cycle (black) 
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Carnot cycles.  This alone explains why simple Brayton cycle engines are by far the predominant 
type of gas turbine engine in the market today. 
In part (b) of the figure, an intercooled, reheated, recuperated multistage gas turbine is 
compared with the ideal Ericsson cycle.   The intercooled compressor and reheated turbine 
approximate the isothermal compression and expansion processes 1-2i and 3-4i in the ideal 
Ericsson cycle.  To traverse between the cool and hot portions of the cycle, a constant-pressure 
recuperation process is used, replacing the adiabatic compression process in the 
Carnot/Brayton cycles discussed previously.  This process uses a heat exchanger to transfer 
most of the otherwise-wasted heat in the exhaust gases at state 4r to the compressed air at state 
2r.  The exhaust gases thus cool to state “y” before leaving the engine, warming the compressed 
air to state “x” just prior to the combustor entrance.  Combustion occurs from state “x” to state 3, 
when the gases expand through part of the turbine.  Combustion and expansion occur again in 
several stages until state 4r is reached.  The more reheat/expansion stages, the more closely this 
resembles the isothermal expansion process 3-4i of the Ericsson cycle.   
The basic advantage is to allow all of the heat release in the cycle to occur at a high temperature, 
near the limit of the materials/cooling/coatings technology for the particular engine in 
question.  In accordance with Carnot’s observation, this leads to higher cycle efficiencies.   
In sum, the cycle pictured in part (b) is a closer relative of the ideal Ericsson cycle than the 
Brayton is to the Carnot in part (a), so the former should be more efficient.  This sets the stage 
for discussing technological trends over time that have led to higher efficiencies, and how they 
could be applied to very small engines.  The right sides of the figures above will serve to 
illustrate certain key points. 
2.3.3 Large aircraft engine efficiency-improvement trends 
Over time, advances in turbine engine technology have led to higher cycle efficiencies.  In large, 
simple-cycle engines – which are by far the dominant portion of the worldwide gas turbine 
market – this has generally been accomplished by increasing the overall pressure ratio, the 
turbine inlet temperature, and the compressor and turbine efficiencies [66, 75-78]. 
The effects of these trends are shown on the right (blue) side of Figure 2.2 (a).  Higher pressure 
ratios lead to a higher post-compression temperature at 2r and lower post-expansion 
temperature at 4r, enlarging the quadrilateral and making it fit the rectangle somewhat better, 
though still not very well.  Higher turbine inlet temperatures increase the Carnot efficiency of 
both the real and the ideal cycle, so even if the “fit” does not get better, the maximum efficiency 
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does increase.  Higher turbomachinery efficiencies increase the slope of segments 1-2r and 3-4r, 
bringing them closer to the straight vertical walls of the Carnot cycle rectangle. 
Terrestrial applications like stationary power generation and ship propulsion have different 
design constraints.  Here, power-to-weight and power-to-volume ratios matter less than cycle 
efficiency, so the cycles illustrated in (b) are more appropriate design choices.  Here, higher 
pressure ratios increase the width of the trapezoid, while higher temperatures increase its 
height.  The real cycle approximates the ideal cycle reasonably well for both wide and narrow 
trapezoids, and heat is added at high temperatures in both cases.  Therefore, the cycle can be 
reasonably efficient, regardless of the cycle pressure ratio.  Engineers starting the design 
process with a blank slate will have wide latitude to select the engine pressure ratio that 
balances fuel efficiency, engine life, and capital cost to most effectively meet the desires of the 
market.  Moderate pressure ratios accomplish this.  For example, the Solar Turbines Mercury 50 
4.6MW recuperated gas turbine operates at a pressure ratio of 9.9:1 [79], and the Textron-
Lycoming AGT1500 that powers the M1 Abrams tank runs at 13.8:1 [75].   
McDonald et al. have provided a comprehensive review of the relatively few recuperated 
aircraft engines that have been developed throughout history, along with recommendations for 
new research directions [78, 80, 81].  In Part I they note that recuperated engines were  
“…not deemed attractive enough to deploy in an era of low-fuel cost, and based on the 
limited magnitude of the increased range, when considering the combined weight of the 
heavier engine and reduced fuel inventory (i.e. effect of the parasitic heat exchanger weight). 
Repeatedly, over the years the nemesis of the more complex thermodynamic cycle was 
identified as the lack of high-temperature heat exchanger technology readiness, notably their 
excessive weight and size, and more importantly their questionable integrity and reliability 
when operating in a severe thermally cyclic environment.”   
In Part III they point out that  
There are many areas not covered in this paper that need to be addressed, the salient ones 
including the following. The parasitic weight of the heat exchangers, and the extent to which 
fuel inventory can be reduced to offset this by the virtue of lower SFC needs detailed 
evaluation. From the flight test of a helicopter powered by a recuperated turboshaft engine 
many years ago, a reduction in engine noise was observed due to the “muffling” effect of the 
recuperator. Noise attenuation for the various heat exchanged engines discussed in this paper 
needs to be addressed. Also the effect that the thermal capacitance of the recuperator and IC 
have on engine power change and throttle response is important in the design of the control 
system. A topic that the authors have not seen addressed in the open literature is the increased 
vulnerability of heat exchanged engines to foreign material ingestion (e.g. birds, dust, ice, 
etc.). Such debris could end on the matrix faces of the IC and recuperator. While future 
aeroengines will have clean combustion, the possibility of fouling of the recuperator would 
have to be investigated.  
To varying degrees, this thesis addresses many of these research topics. 
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Finally, Figure 2.3, taken from [82], provides a comprehensive survey of large aircraft engines; 
the most efficient one, the AL-34, is also the recuperated engine.  This shows how dramatically a 
recuperator can improve fuel efficiency. 
 
Figure 2.3.  Turboshaft aircraft engines, plotted by power and SFC [82].  The AL-34 
(circled in red) is the only recuperated engine on the chart, and is also the most efficient. 
2.3.4 Applicable lessons and strategies for small engines 
In small engines, some of the above large-aircraft engine efficiency improvement strategies can 
be used, but others cannot.  Specifically:   
 Advanced high-temperature materials developed for large engines are directly applicable. 
 Advanced CFD and experimental methods can be used to improve turbomachinery 
efficiencies, but they will still always be lower than in large engines because [83]: 
- Smaller blades operate at lower Reynolds numbers, so viscous losses are greater. 
- Blade tip clearances are larger as a percent of span, increasing tip losses. 
- Trailing edges are thicker as a fraction of blade chord, increasing trailing edge drag. 
 Cooling the blades is intractable, for three reasons [84, 85].   
- The turbine blades are tiny in small engines—on the order of 10mm in chord and 1mm 
in thickness—so it is simply difficult to fit embedded cooling air channels inside them. 
- Cooled turbines use ceramic thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) to insulate the blades from 
the bulk flow, reducing cooling requirements and making this strategy more effective.  
However, TBCs are typically about .25 mm thick.  In small turbines with 1mm thick 
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blades, TBC coatings on both sides would thicken the blades by 50%, greatly impacting 
aerodynamic performance.  Since the coatings are nonstructural, but add weight, they 
would also increase the stress.  For these reasons, TBCs do not make much sense for 
very small turbines, which in turn makes blade cooling a less effective strategy. 
- Convection heat transfer coefficients are greater in small turbines due to short blade 
chords, and also because small turbines have more surface area relative to their volume 
(length2 vs. length3 geometric scaling).  This results in proportionally greater cooling 
requirements at small scale, which exact larger penalties on overall cycle efficiency.   
 High pressure ratios are less practical, because the high-pressure turbine stages require 
even smaller blades than the low-pressure stages, and thus are even less efficient.  Pressure 
ratios are typically below about 3:1 for sub-10 kW engines [42-44], and around 4:1 for small 
high-efficiency power generation microturbines such as the Capstone C30 [71].   
In sum, for small engines, turbomachinery efficiencies are inherently low, and cooled metal 
blades and high pressure ratio cycles are impractical, but higher-temperature materials and 
recuperation do show significant promise.   
2.4 Thermodynamic cycle analysis 
The following quantitative analysis will illuminate the optimal strategy for combining these two 
approaches.  Wilson [75] provides methods to calculate the efficiency of gas turbine cycles, 
based on assumed turbomachinery and combustor efficiencies, recuperator effectiveness and 
pressure losses, turbine inlet temperature, overall pressure ratio, and leakage rate.  The results 
are plotted in Figure 2.4 for turbomachinery efficiencies of 85% and 73%, representing large 
and small engines, respectively.  All other assumptions are held constant in both cases. 
The charts make two assumptions that require caveats.  First, Wilson’s textbook suggests that 
for preliminary design, it is common to assume that the gas leakage rate out of the hot section 
equals the fuel flow rate in, so that the overall mass flow rate is unchanged.  This was done in 
the charts, but should be verified later when a detailed engine design is available to analyze.  
Second, the charts assume turbomachinery efficiencies are constant, independent of pressure 
ratio.  In small engines, this is probably not achievable.  High pressure ratio engines will have 
even lower overall turbomachinery efficiencies, because the blades of the high pressure stages 
will be so tiny.  However, the charts still serve to illustrate the basic trends. 
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Figure 2.4.  Large and small engine efficiency vs. pressure ratio, for simple vs. 
recuperated cycles and low vs. high turbine inlet temperatures. 
Conclusions from these graphs: 
 In large engines, simply increasing pressure ratio “works”: cycle efficiency continues to 
rise.  In small engines, this no longer pays off beyond a certain limit – 6:1 in the low 
temperature case and 9:1 in the high temperature case. 
 Recuperation makes a bigger impact on small engines, doubling their achievable 
efficiency rather than increasing it by merely one third. 
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 Most importantly, recuperation shifts the peak efficiency to a much lower pressure ratio: 
from 9:1 to 3.5:1 in the high temperature case, for example.   
The last bullet has important consequences.  First, low pressure ratios will result in higher 
turbomachinery efficiencies.  Second, low pressure ratio engines need fewer compressor and 
turbine stages, so they are simpler.  Third, the shaft speed can be lower, simplifying the bearing 
system and propeller gearbox.  Fourth, all of the engine components will be larger.  This is both 
an advantage and a disadvantage.  One advantage in small engines is ease of manufacturing: tiny 
components require high manufacturing precision and are difficult to make.  Another is that 
ceramic turbines are more reliable when they are small, because it is less likely that a flaw 
larger than the critical size for crack growth will exist in the part.   
The main negative effect of low pressure ratios is lower specific power: the engine gets larger 
and heavier.  This is not only because a heat exchanger (a large, heavy component) has been 
added, but also because a higher mass flow rate of air is required to produce a given power 
output.  However, Chapter 1 proved that a threefold increase in engine weight is a price worth 
paying if it enables a threefold improvement in efficiency.  It is shown in later chapters that this 
weight/efficiency trade can be accomplished.   
Having established the benefits of high turbine inlet temperatures and recuperation, upcoming 
sections look more closely at how to achieve these in practical small engines. 
2.5 High temperature materials and their limits 
2.5.1 Metal “superalloys” 
Superalloys made from nickel, cobalt, iron, and other elements in small quantities have 
historically been used to make most of the hot components (turbine rotors, stators, combustor 
liners, etc.) in large engines.  Both the alloy materials and the manufacturing processes have 
been improved over time.  Early blades were investment-cast by traditional methods, but later, 
it was found that castings could be directionally solidified by maintaining a thermal gradient in 
the mold.  The resulting “DS” blades had metal grains aligned with the radial direction, parallel 
to the applied stress, greatly increasing resistance to fatigue and high-temperature creep, as 
shown in Figure 2.5.  Most recently, these methods have been refined to produce single-crystal 
(“SC” or “SX”) blades with even better performance [86], with the latest engines using 4th 
generation SX alloys like CMSX-10 [87].   
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However, in small engines, given the impracticality of blade cooling, even such advanced 
technology still limits turbine inlet temperatures to 900-1100C per Figure 2.5.  The exact 
temperature limit depends on the applied stress, the design life of the engine, and the duty cycle.  
Unfortunately, the single crystal alloys are not readily adaptable to small gas turbines because 
they are so small, and normally use integrally bladed turbine disks (“blisks”) rather than 
individual blades assembled into a separate disk.  This means most of the turbine blades will not 
be aligned with the primary crystal axis, resulting in inferior strength and creep resistance.  
Worse, casting very small parts is difficult, and reputedly, only Rolls-Royce Allison has yet made 
the investment to try casting integrally bladed rotors for medium-size engines [88].  A better 
option is conventionally-cast alloys like CM 681 LC.  
 
Figure 2.5.  Turbine superalloy properties from: (a),(b) - GE Energy [89]; (c) - Reed [90]; 
(d) replotted in SI units from Wahl & Harris [91] 
Notably, these graphs are based on a nominal design stress of 137 MPa.  Figure 2.6 (a) shows 
FEA results for first principal stresses due to rotation only, in a conservative metal turbine rotor 
 (a) Low-cycle fatigue life (b) 100,000 hour creep-rupture temperature 
 (c) 1,000-hour creep-rupture  (d) Creep-rupture stress vs. temperature for CM186LC, 
 temperature (Reed) a single crystal alloy (adapted from Wahl & Harris) 
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design operating at a mean blade speed of 260 m/s.  For this case, the stress is shown to be 
about 400 MPa.  Furthermore, the creep-rupture life is far longer than the actual engine life.  To 
avoid catastrophic failure, the engine must be overhauled long before this time limit is reached.   
Finally, the blade root stress is proportional to the material density, and superalloy densities are 
high, around 8700 kg/m3.  For this reason, along with an interest in higher temperature 
capability, gas turbine engine manufacturers have investigated other classes of materials as 
well.  These include intermetallics such as nickel and titanium aluminides; monolithic ceramics; 
and ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs).   
 
Figure 2.6.  First principal stress for the same miniature turbine engine rotor made from 
(a) Cannon-Muskegon CM681LC (metal), and (b) Kyocera SN282 silicon nitride (ceramic). 
2.5.2 Intermetallics  
Intermetallics are formed when the bond strength between unlike atoms (Ni-Al, Ti-Al) is 
stronger than that between like atoms (Ni-Ni, Ti-Ti).  They occupy a position between metals 
and ceramics in terms of hardness and fracture toughness.  Titanium aluminide and nickel 
aluminide are considered potentially suitable for turbine rotors because they are less dense 
than the superalloys (~3900, 7500, and 8200 kg/m3 respectively [92]), which reduces stress, 
and they are very resistant to high temperature creep and oxidation.  However, the creep- and 
oxidation-limited temperature capability of titanium aluminide is reported to be in the 800-
900C range depending on the applied stress, according to [92, 93].  Nickel aluminide is better, 
but still cannot be used beyond about 1100C (Figure 2.7).  Thus they have mainly been 
considered for low-pressure turbine stages in high overall pressure ratio aero engines, where 
temperatures are relatively low.  Even in that case, Lasalmonie reports that intermetallics have 
not yet been applied in production engines despite 30 years of research “due to the materials' 
(a) CM681LC microturbine superalloy  (b) Material: SN282 silicon nitride
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intrinsic properties (brittleness, small range of operating temperature, unfavourable property 
balance, scattered properties). The other reasons are manufacturing related (difficult 
processing, high cost).” [94]  
 
Figure 2.7.  Nickel aluminide (IC-221M, top line) yield strength vs. temperature [95] 
2.5.3 Ceramics  
Ceramics are crystalline nonmetallic materials characterized by strong covalent bonding among 
atoms.  They are typically oxides, nitrides, or carbides, and as a class they are usually brittle 
(low fracture toughness), hard materials that resist acidic corrosion and very high 
temperatures.  Many are considerably less dense than superalloys and nickel intermetallics.  
This, combined with the high temperature capability, has motivated over a billion dollars of 
research expenditures on ceramic turbine research and development in the U.S. alone [96].  
Turbine-grade silicon nitrides such as SN2824, AS8005, SN886, NT1547, have been thoroughly 
refined for turbine applications. Figure 2.8 provides fatigue and creep data for the first two of 
these.  
Despite the vast body of research on ceramic turbines [97, 98], they still “have not yet reached 
bill-of-materials status” [96].  Researchers have cited reliability, life, and cost obstacles to wider 
adoption. However, silicon nitride turbocharger rotors have been manufactured for the 
notoriously cost-sensitive automotive market at rates exceeding 10,000 per month, achieving 
good life and reliability in Japanese sports cars.  This suggests that rather than just seeking 
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higher-performance materials, it might also be fruitful to design gas turbines to create a more 
benign environment for existing ceramics.  Chapter 3 will review these issues in more detail.  
For the sake of the present discussion on thermodynamic cycles, however, it suffices to conclude 
from Figure 2.8 that mature silicon nitrides can accommodate a turbine inlet temperature of at 
least 1315C at an operating stress of 150 MPa, for at least 1000 hours.  As shown in Figure 2.6 
(b) above, peak stresses in an example turbine rotor made from SN282 silicon nitride are 133 
MPa.  The rotor was designed for a pressure ratio of 1.35, a mean blade speed of 283 m/s, and a 
turbine inlet temperature of 1300C.   
 
Figure 2.8.  High temperature fatigue and creep properties for turbine-grade Si3N4 [99]. 
2.5.4 Ceramic matrix composites 
CMCs are materials comprising long ceramic fibers of near-perfect crystalline structure, 
surrounded by a ceramic matrix that holds them in place and transfers loads to the fibers.  
Oxide-based CMCs are typically made from alumina, mullite, or yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) 
fibers in a ceramic oxide matrix.  “Nonoxide” CMCs are typically made from silicon carbide (SiC) 
or graphite fibers, or more complex materials containing Si, Ti, N, C, and other elements.  They 
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generally employ a SiC-based matrix impregnated by chemical vapor infiltration or by “polymer 
precursor” materials like polysilazanes, which are liquid polymers at room temperature, but 
when fired in an appropriate atmosphere, undergo a chemical reaction and convert to ceramics. 
The fiber is typically bonded only weakly to the matrix, either through the use of a low strength 
interfacial coating on the fiber, like boron nitride or carbon, or by the use of a porous matrix 
material that itself is weak.   When a crack propagates through the matrix, the fiber “debonds” 
and “pulls out” locally, as shown in Figure 2.9.  The fibers bridge the crack, support the load, and 
thereby prevent the crack from growing further.  This is why CMCs are much tougher than 
monolithic ceramics, with fracture toughness values on the order of ~20 MPa*m1/2, vs. ~6 
MPa*m1/2 as is more typical for monolithics.[38]. 
 
Figure 2.9. Fiber pullout in a cracked ceramic matrix composite [100] 
Tougher materials are more resistant to crack propagation initiated by small flaws introduced 
during the manufacturing process, stress concentrations due to part geometry, or “foreign 
object damage” (FOD) caused by particles ingested into the engine.  The number of flaws in a 
part, and their size distribution, can be calculated from a statistical model that is summarized in 
Chapter 3.  Large parts contain more and larger flaws than small parts, increasing the 
probability of crack initiation and growth.  High fracture toughness materials are thus more 
important in large parts, explaining why CMCs are more prevalent in large engines than 
monolithics.  Large engine manufacturers have successfully tested CMC combustor liners, 
turbine stators, and recently, even turbine rotors [101].   
2.5.5 Ceramic turbines in very small engines 
A number of studies have recommended the use of ceramic and CMC components in very small 
engines.  Works describing both ceramics and recuperation will be described in a later section.  
Meanwhile, a series of recent series of studies on straightforward replacement of metal 
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elements in a mostly-unmodified model aircraft turbojet engine is worth mentioning [102-104].  
The experiments were undertaken mainly to explore the design and fabrication of durable 
micro ceramic gas turbines, and were successful in that an engine with a ceramic turbine rotor 
and stator was successfully run for an hour at 120,000 rpm.  The overall efficiency of the engine 
improved only slightly, relative to the base case with the metal turbine; however, demonstrating 
efficiency improvements was not the objective of those studies.  This is unsurprising in any case, 
because as has demonstrated above, high cycle temperatures alone can only yield minor 
efficiency gains when employed alone.     
2.6 Improving ceramic turbine reliability through engine 
architecture 
The advantages of ceramic turbines are greatly magnified when they are used in a cycle that 
includes a heat exchanger, particularly in small engines.  Some of the most prolific and visionary 
researchers on this topic are D.G. Wilson, C.F. McDonald, and C. Rodgers [75, 83, 105-117].   
Wilson has long advocated the use of multiple turbine stages, a low cycle pressure ratio, and a 
high degree of recuperation as a way to improve both ceramic turbine reliability and overall 
engine efficiency.  Notable writings on this topic include [105], summarized on pp. 562-566 of 
[75], which describes two 100 kW automotive engines, one conventional high-pressure ratio 
(HPR) single stage engine, and one three-stage low pressure ratio (LPR) design.  The latter is 
larger than the former, but still smaller than a comparable internal combustion engine.  
Operating at a pressure ratio of only 2.5, the LPR turbine engine can achieve an efficiency of 
56%.  This is only four points short of the world leading M501J combined cycle powerplant 
mentioned earlier, which is 4600 times larger, and far more complex.  It is also much higher than 
the HPR engine’s 46% efficiency and the IC engine’s <40%.  Wilson uses a three-stage axial-flow 
turbine in the LPR engine, despite its lower pressure ratio.  This reduces the mean blade speed 
from 630 m/s to of 326 m/s, and reduces the output shaft speed from 158,000 to 32,500 rpm, 
greatly simplifying the bearing system and transmission.   
Another Wilson paper [106] describes a similar design - a 300 kW stationary power generation 
engine designed for even lower (275 m/s) blade speed - and notes three additional advantages 
of this approach.  First, this keeps turbine stresses so low that the rotor could be made from 
mullite, a much lower cost material.  Second, foreign object damage (FOD) is less of a problem; 
Wilson notes the finding of a threshold kinetic energy below which a particle collision causes no 
FOD damage at all, and suggests this equates to a threshold impact velocity of 485 m/s in his 
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engine.  Third, Wilson claims that noise is proportional to the fourth or fifth power of blade 
speed, so will be “almost negligible” in low blade speed designs.  
2.7 Ceramic recuperators and regenerators 
These two engine designs assume the use of Wilson’s discontinuous-rotation regenerator [118], 
which can achieve an effectiveness of 97.5% [108].  A regenerator is a periodic flow device that 
exposes a heat storage medium, such as a disc of ceramic honeycomb material, to alternating 
flows of compressed air and turbine exhaust.  Regenerators can achieve very high effectiveness, 
but require clamping or sliding high-temperature seals and ducts, so they are mechanically 
complex. In UAV applications, their weight and size cannot be accommodated.   
For these reasons, McDonald, who has authored numerous papers focusing on <10kW engines, 
has advocated recuperators in preference to regenerators [113].  A recuperator is a fixed-
surface heat exchanger in which gases flow steadily in opposite directions through tiny channels 
in the core.  Manifolds are used to distribute the air and exhaust streams equally into thousands 
of internal channels, interweave them, and collect the separate streams together again at their 
respective outlets. 
The same reference, along with [109, 112, 114, 117], and an Oak Ridge National Labs study on 
recuperator materials [119], underscore the point that ceramic recuperators are needed, for 
several reasons.  First, recuperation lowers the optimum cycle pressure ratio for efficiency as 
noted above.  Low pressure ratios mean that there is less temperature drop in the turbine, so 
the exhaust temperature is higher.  If a ceramic turbine is used to enable a high turbine inlet 
temperature, the turbine outlet temperature will be high as well, so that the recuperator will 
need to be made from a ceramic material.  In [120], McDonald and Rodgers project that a 100 
kW engine could achieve 40% efficiency (net fuel-to-electrical) with an 85%-efficient ceramic 
turbine, a 90%-effective ceramic recuperator, a turbine inlet temperature of 1371C (2500F), a 
turbine outlet temperature of 989C, a compressor efficiency of 79%, pressure losses totaling 
10%, and an overall pressure ratio of 4.5.   
Those references lament the dearth of investment in ceramic heat exchangers and describe 
them as being in their technological infancy.  Omatete [119] noted that research interest dried 
up with the oil price drop in the 1980s, but did collect a few interesting references.  In one study 
by GTE [121], 561 ceramic recuperators made from cordierite, a magnesia-alumina-silica 
ceramic with a very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), were installed in industrial 
furnaces and operated in “relatively clean exhaust gases” at temperatures up to 1370C.  72% of 
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them were still operating after four years, reducing fuel requirements by 12-61% and saving 
5*1011 BTU/year of energy, the equivalent of 1400 kg/hr of jet fuel.  The 117 remaining units 
were no longer in use because of failure, business climate, or plant shutdown.  The major 
problems were “recuperator plugging and corrosive attack by alkali compounds” but “in most 
cases, plugged recuperators could be cleaned with an air lance during normal shutdown and 
reused”.  The presence of alkali compounds was due to the industrial processes in which they 
were used.  The recuperators were crossflow, with a generally cube-shaped form factor; they 
were not segmented, and they preheated the air to only 705C.  All of these features would tend 
to lead to high thermal stresses, so their surprisingly high reliability is all the more impressive.  
(In this author’s judgment, the thermal stresses could have been greatly mitigated through the 
use of a segmented, counterflow design and/or a higher aspect ratio, with the largest dimension 
aligned with the direction of the thermal gradient.)  A follow-on study investigated zirconia-
toughened mullite as a replacement material to improve durability, strength, and corrosion 
resistance.  The same material was used in the recuperator for this thesis.  The Omatete study 
also recommends mullite-based materials as candidates for heat exchanger fabrication, due to 
its high temperature corrosion resistance. 
An essential McDonald reference on recuperators is [122].  This surveys the field and quantifies 
state-of-the-art performance trends.  A chart from this paper (Figure 2.10) quantifies the 
recuperator core size and weight trends as a function of the heat exchanger effectiveness target.   
McDonald and Rodgers proposed a 10 kW engine designed for UAV propulsion [110], using a 
ceramic microchannel recuperator fabricated by laminating laser-cut tapecast sheets.  This 
revolutionary method of making recuperators was demonstrated at Ceramatec, Inc. by M. 
Wilson et al. [123].  With a 92% effective recuperator having 10% pressure losses, turbine and 
compressor efficiencies of 83% and 73% respectively, and a turbine inlet temperature of 
1170C, Wilson and Rodgers suggest that their engine design could achieve an efficiency of 30%.   
However, with its single-stage radial ceramic turbine operating at blade speeds of 565 m/s, 
stresses would be high, FOD and slow crack growth resistance would be poor, and the ceramic 
turbine’s reliability may fall short of expectations.  Chapter 3 will explain these issues in more 
detail.  Another issue is heat and fluid leakage, discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 2.10.  Recuperator specific size and weight, from McDonald [109]. 
2.8 Recuperator designs that minimize heat leakage 
The studies already mentioned by Monroe on the IHI Dynajet [67, 68] highlight the importance 
of minimizing heat and gas leakage.  Monroe found that gas leakage in that engine could amount 
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to several percent of the overall mass flow rate, and along with heat losses, caused the efficiency 
to drop from 20% to 6%.  The main culprits were gas leakage from the compressor to the heat 
exchanger air outlet / combustor interface, and heat leakage from the hot section to the 
compressor.   
Gas and heat leakage are especially big challenges for rectangular form-factor recuperators, 
with air and exhaust ducted to and from the recuperator via pipes and bolt flanges.   This is a 
common architecture because it is simple (examples: ch. 11 in [97]; [110]; [124, 125]).  The 
problem is that the ducts delivering hot gases to and from the recuperator are difficult to 
insulate, and thermal expansion causes high stresses, requiring flexible couplings which are 
cumbersome, heavy, and prone to leakage or outright breakage.  A more elegant concept  
envisioned by the same authors [111] proposes an integrated axial-flow annular recuperator 
surrounding the hot section components, a common design that plumbs into the gas turbine 
flow path much more naturally.  Over 4000 have been delivered in Capstone’s microturbines 
[126].   
 
Figure 2.11.  Microturbine recuperator and engine layout (Capstone [127], [128]).  
Recuperator core flow is in the axial direction.  
From a thermal insulation perspective, a radial-inflow recuperator like the one in the AGT1500, 
which powers the M1 Abrams tank as described in a U.S. Patent [129], might be better than the 
axial flow recuperator pictured above.  By positioning the cool surfaces toward the exterior and 
the hot surfaces inwards, this design naturally reduces unwanted heat losses while retaining the 
convenient annular shape and inlet/outlet locations.  Another innovative concept disclosed in 
this patent is to segment the heat exchanger along radial planes, to avoid the thermal stress that 
would be created when the interior gets hot and expands, while the outside stays cool.  A 
disadvantage of the AGT1500 recuperator is that the core passages were internally pressurized, 
so leaks would tend to expand.  The near-ambient pressure exhaust gases flowed through 
radially, and the high pressure air entered through side ports, flowed through the interior 
(a) Recuperator (b) Engine layout 
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passages of the core, and exited through more side ports.  Internal pressurization tends to 
expand leaks, while external pressurization shrinks them.     
A 9kW engine based on a “Swiss-roll” recuperator, which is also a radial-inflow design, is 
described in [130].  The recuperator surrounds the combustor and is integral with it, a very 
compact arrangement that nicely minimizes the area of hot surfaces that must be insulated from 
the environment, as the authors point out.  They project an overall efficiency around 20% for 
this 8.5-9kW engine.   
2.9 Recuperator-combustor integration 
Shih et al. also note in [130] that the Swiss roll recuperator construction mirrors that of 
Weinberg's "heat recirculating combustors" [131-133].  In these devices, fuel and air are 
combined upstream from the combustor in very lean proportions, and allowed to flow through 
the recuperator together as a homogeneous mixture of gases.  This extends the flammability 
limits of the fuel/air mixture to as little as one fifth of the usual value, enabling a stable flame 
without the need for a combustor liner to create a hot stoichiometric primary zone and to 
supply dilution air to cool it.  The result is a more uniform heat release and a lower peak 
temperature, which greatly reduces NOx and CO emissions because these compounds form at 
high temperatures.  The combustor is also very simple – little more than an empty volume, with 
a pilot burner or electric preheater to initiate combustion during startup. 
This type of combustor can improve engine efficiency in two ways.  First, by avoiding the need 
for a combustor liner to meter the primary and diluent air in the combustor, it avoids the 
stagnation pressure losses normally associated with this component.  These are often budgeted 
at about 3% of the overall compressor pressure rise, and are a significant efficiency detriment 
because they reduce the work done by the turbine.  Second, more uniform and complete 
combustion results in more of the fuel energy being released as heat.  Fully reacting all of the jet 
fuel to H2O and CO2 produces more energy than leaving some unreacted CO, NO, and unburned 
hydrocarbons in the exhaust. 
2.10 Turbomachinery efficiencies 
In the papers already mentioned, Wilson also makes the case that using multistage 
turbomachinery when a single stage is adequate, can significantly improve its overall efficiency.  
A single compressor stage operating at near ideal specific speed can easily generate a pressure 
ratio of 4-5, and a high-work-coefficient axial turbine can accommodate the same expansion 
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ratio.  However, in [105] the LPR automotive engine pressure ratio is only 2.5, yet Wilson 
chooses a three-stage axial turbine and a three-stage radial compressor because this raises the 
turbine efficiency from 84 to 88%, and the compressor efficiency from 83 to 87%.   
Three things explain the higher efficiencies.  First, the blades are physically larger, enabling 
tighter tip clearances as a percent of span, and thinner blade trailing edges as a percent of chord.  
Second, if the stage pressure ratio is low, there is greater design flexibility when choosing the 
blade speed, which allows the designer to set the turbine velocity diagram to maximize the stage 
efficiency.  “Smith charts” such as pp. 299-300 of [75] show that the optimum work, flow, and 
reaction coefficients for efficiency are around 1.0, 0.5, and 50% respectively.  This is 
corroborated by Tan for small, low Reynolds number axial turbines [134].  However, 
commercial engines often push work coefficients to 2.0 or even 3.0 to stay within structural 
limitations while keeping the number of stages to a minimum.    
The third reason multistage turbines are more efficient is the kinetic energy at the outlet of each 
compressor and turbine stage except the last one is useful because the flow is fed directly into 
the inlet of the next stage.  Between stages, there is little opportunity for dissipation of that 
energy.  After the last compressor stage, however, a low gas velocity is needed to minimize 
losses as the flow traverses a series of sharp corners, narrow channels, ducts, and then enters 
the combustor.  This cannot be obtained by diffusing the outlet flow, converting dynamic to 
static pressure; for stability reasons, only a fraction of the dynamic head can be recovered in a 
diffuser, typically about half.  (In terms of velocity, this is known as the de Haller ratio, and an 
outlet/inlet velocity ratio of .71, which is 1/2, is an approximate minimum for stability, [75].)  
Similarly, in a turbine, the outlet flow must be low to flow through a recuperator with minimum 
losses, or to avoid wasted kinetic energy in the exhaust in a simple-cycle engine.  In a single 
compressor or turbine stage, as much as 15% of the enthalpy change may be in the form of 
kinetic energy, according to [106].  By breaking up a single stage into three, only one third the 
kinetic energy is wasted, making the multistage compressor or turbine as a whole more 
efficient.   
Designers often try to minimize the number of compressor and turbine stages in order to 
simplify the engine, reduce cost and weight, and improve reliability by reducing parts count, 
which is correlated [135, 136].  However, it was amply demonstrated in Chapter 1 that present-
day engines, which are indeed simple, lightweight, and cheap, are never used for UAV 
propulsion because they are too inefficient.  For the engine described in [57], the weight of the 
turbine is about 100 grams - only 2.5% of the weight of the complete system.  A small increase 
in turbine weight is a price worth paying for a significant efficiency increase for UAVs. 
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A question remains as to whether axial-flow or radial-flow turbomachinery is best.  Wilson 
proposes radial compressors, but axial turbines, for the following reasons.  At small scale, radial 
flow turbines are more efficient, considering only a single stage at a time [66, 75], but multistage 
radial turbines are almost never used because they require cumbersome ducting arrangements.  
Axial flow turbines also have much less hub mass, which helps with transient thermal stresses 
and shaft dynamics, and they offer more design flexibility because they can operate at a wider 
range of work coefficients.  Small-scale multistage axial flow compressors are never seen in 
practice.  Presumably one difficulty would be achieving efficient diffusion in the tiny blade-to-
blade passages, which are dominated by viscous losses and vulnerability to laminar flow 
separation.  Another is that many stages (5-10) would be needed, so high stator and rotor blade 
counts would be needed to keep the axial length per stage small, and the overall rotor length 
manageable.  Tiny blades and very thin airfoils would be required, which would be weak, flimsy, 
and hard to manufacture.   
2.11 Conclusions and statement of research objectives 
Taking all of the lessons from Chapters 1 and 2 into account, it is apparent that a low pressure 
ratio recuperated engine with a ceramic turbine and heat exchanger could be an ideal match for 
the propulsion system needs and priorities for small, long-endurance UAVs, far exceeding the 
performance of small IC engines by many measures.  An integrated engine design effort affords 
the greatest probability of success in developing a high-efficiency, high-reliability turboshaft 
engine for UAV propulsion.  Only in this way can all possible steps be taken to avoid 1) the 
reliability, foreign object damage, and cost problems of highly stressed ceramic turbines; 2) the 
bearing system and transmission complexity problems with high-speed single-stage engines; 3) 
the heat and fluid leakage problems known to be prevalent in very small gas turbines; 4) the low 
efficiency of simple cycle engines; and 5) the mechanical complexity of rotating regenerators 
with sliding or clamping seals.   
Accordingly, this thesis describes component- and system-level investigations aimed toward the 
goal of developing a recuperated engine for small UAV propulsion, starting from a blank sheet.  
It has already been established that multistage turbomachinery and a low pressure ratio cycle 
are advantageous to produce conditions in the engine which are compatible with the limitations 
of technologically mature monolithic ceramics, and also to keep the output shaft speed low in 
order to simplify the bearing system.  A radial-flow ceramic recuperator with the hot side facing 
inwards should be investigated, to minimize stray heat transfers and to maximize the flow area.   
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In conclusion, the research areas that require investigation in order to determine whether a 
high-efficiency gas turbine can actually be developed, are as follows: 
1) Quantitative design criteria for ceramic turbines in recuperated engines are needed.  
Prerequisites for designing a new engine are a) an analysis of water vapor erosion, a 
major life-limiting phenomenon, in recuperated engines; and b) a specific design limit 
for the blade speed, to ensure adequate reliability by limiting stresses, slow crack 
growth, and foreign object damage probability to acceptable values.  These are the 
subjects of Chapter 3. 
2) With that information, a conceptual layout for a new engine can be developed, 
incorporating a ceramic recuperator and a multistage axial flow ceramic turbine.  This 
establishes a pressure ratio and mass flow rate to guide the design of the ceramic 
recuperator.  The recuperator must be a new concept, or at least a modified version of 
an existing one, because there is no suitable technologically mature ceramic recuperator 
available in the size range of interest.  These design topics are covered in Chapter 4. 
3) Methods of fabricating the recuperator must be identified, which can consistently yield 
high-quality, high-performance, high-reliability heat exchangers.  Chapter 5 surveys 
three sets of experiments aimed toward identifying a way to accomplish this, along with 
a conceptual design for a recuperator compatible with these methods. 
4) The ceramic recuperator must be analyzed, to ensure that its performance can meet the 
requirements for effectiveness, pressure losses, and weight that are required for the 
engine to achieve its performance targets.  Chapter 6 describes a one-dimensional 
axisymmetric finite difference model used for basic analysis, and a 3D viscous CFD 
model for analyzing the real geometry, and quantifying the influence of the inlet and 
outlet manifolds. 
5) The heat exchanger must be fabricated and tested, to validate the performance 
predictions of the model.  The test should also begin to validate the integrity and 
reliability of the design with respect to leakage and thermal cycling This experimental 
work is discussed in Chapter 7. 
6) Conclusions may be drawn regarding any refinements needed to the initial engine 
design, based on the new recuperator and its performance.  Finally, the results of all of 
these investigations may be set into the context of the background literature that has 
just been reviewed, clarifying the contributions this thesis makes to the body of 
knowledge.  This is the topic of Chapter 8. 
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3. Detailed Analysis of Ceramic Turbines 
Chapter 1 of this thesis showed that an attractive target SFC for a new UAV engine would be 370 
gm/kW-hr.  This equates to a net jet fuel to propeller efficiency of 22.5%.  Chapter 2 showed 
that achieving this value in a small engine would require a combination of strategies, one of 
which is a turbine inlet temperature higher than metals can withstand.  This chapter reviews 
problems that have prevented ceramic turbines from gaining widespread acceptance, and 
explores methods to circumvent these problems through judicious engine design decisions.   
This chapter includes certain topics that are more relevant to the general gas turbine research 
community than to just small UAVs.  In particular, the water vapor erosion analysis in section 
3.2 shows the effects of both jet fuel and natural gas, although the latter is only relevant for 
stationary power generation engines and unlikely to be used in a UAV.  Also, the cycle model in 
part 3.2.5 assumes turbomachinery efficiencies and blade chords more representative of 30-
100kW microturbines as opposed to values expected in <10 kW engines (80-85% vs. 73-78%, 
and 2cm vs. 1cm, respectively).  These changes have only small effects on the results of the 
analysis.  Later in this thesis, after a conceptual engine design is proposed, the analysis is  
revisited for that special case. 
3.1 Key life-limiting processes for ceramic turbines 
Over a billion dollars have been spent on ceramic turbine research and development, but 
ceramic turbines have not yet reached production [96].  Mature turbine-grade silicon nitrides 
(e.g. SN2828, AS8009, SN8810, NT15411) have excellent properties, but studies still cite life, 
reliability, and cost issues, often concluding that the materials themselves require further 
improvement.  However, under less severe operating conditions, ceramics can excel in all these 
areas.  In an ongoing long-term endurance test at NRL, a low cost porcelain vessel has been 
subjected to the thermal shock of hot coffee several times daily for ten years – over 5,000 
startup/shutdown cycles – with no perceptible degradation.  Ceramic turbocharger rotors have 
been manufactured for the notoriously cost-sensitive automotive market at rates exceeding 
10,000 per month, achieving good life and reliability in Japanese sports cars.  These examples 
suggest that rather than just seeking higher-performance materials, it might also be fruitful to 
design gas turbines at the system level to create a benign environment for existing ceramics.   
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As discussed in chapter 2, high-temperature creep was a problem for early ceramic turbines, but 
this has been relegated to the background by progress in materials science.  Today, the main 
phenomena that limit the life of ceramic turbines are water vapor erosion, slow crack growth, 
and foreign object damage.   
Foremost among stated concerns is water vapor erosion [137-146], a process in which water in 
the combustion products reacts with silicon nitride at high temperatures, forming gases that get 
swept away by the freestream.  This erodes the blade surfaces at a rate “far beyond acceptable 
long term limits” [137].  However, conditions controlling the recession rate vary widely among 
engine designs, a fact that is usually neglected.  For example, a common assumption in the water 
vapor studies is that “[t]he combustion environment for hydrocarbon/air systems contains 
~10% water vapor, independent of hydrocarbon type and fuel-to-air ratio” [138]; [146, 147].  
This is incorrect.  The water vapor content of lean combustion products depends directly on the 
fuel’s hydrogen content and the engine’s air/fuel ratio.  For a typical recuperated microturbine 
operating at a Jet-A air/fuel equivalence ratio of 7.6, at 15C and 50% relative humidity, the 
water vapor content is only 2.6%.  The erosion rate is proportional to water vapor partial 
pressure squared, and thus is almost sixteen times lower than the 10% rule of thumb would 
suggest.   
Similarly, most ceramic demonstration engines have had design point mean blade speeds in the 
500-600 m/s range.  The problems that control the life, reliability, and cost of ceramic turbines 
are all strongly influenced by the blade speed.  For example, the critical flaw size to initiate fast 
fracture is proportional to the square of the applied stress, which in turn is proportional to the 
square of the blade speed.   Thus, halving the blade speed should increase the critical flaw size 
by a factor of sixteen.  The same strategy might therefore be expected to reduce slow crack 
growth (SCG) rates by a large factor as well.   
Lower blade speeds also reduce the probability of foreign object damage (FOD), which can be a 
major problem at the high blade and gas speeds typical in gas turbine engines [148-151].  Since 
FOD particle kinetic energy (½mV2) controls the probability of impact damage, halving the 
blade speed should quadruple the limiting particle mass that an engine could ingest without 
damage.   
In this chapter, a detailed water vapor erosion analysis shows that ceramic turbine lives in the 
tens of thousands of hours are achievable, without environmental barrier coatings (EBCs), in 
low pressure ratio recuperated engines.  It is also shown that this architecture can use very low 
blade speeds (220-350 m/s) without compromising simplicity, practicality, or efficiency.  A 
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CARES/Life analysis is then used to demonstrate that low blade speeds lead to monumental 
improvements in life and reliability.  Next, the likely effects on FOD vulnerability and cost are 
reviewed.  Finally, erosion-limited life estimates are compared with efficiency and specific work 
calculations from a cycle model, suggesting that ceramic turbines could be viable today in 
markets far beyond UAV propulsion. 
3.2 Water vapor erosion 
Silicon nitride oxidizes at its surface, forming a silica layer that combines with water vapor at 
high temperatures to form gaseous products, according to the following reactions [140]: 
Si3N4 + 6H2O → 3SiO2 + 2N2(g) + 6H2(g) (3.1) 
SiO2(s) + 2H2O(g) → Si(OH)4(g) (3.2) 
The gases diffuse through the boundary layer and get swept away by the freestream, eroding 
the blade surface.  Once the silica layer thickness reaches a steady state value, often after only a 
few hours, the surface recesses at a constant rate controlled by the boundary layer gas diffusion 
process.  
3.2.1 Standard model 
For a given specimen geometry and measurement method, the erosion rate has been predicted 
successfully [137, 138, 140-143] by:  
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 ̇  is the recession rate (m/hr) 
B1 is a material constant (m/hr) / ([m/s].5bar1.5) 
V is the local gas velocity (m/s) 
PH2O is the water vapor partial pressure (bar) 
Ptotal is the total gas pressure (bar) 
Q is an activation energy (-108,000 J/mol per [137, 141, 142])  
R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol-K) 
T is the local gas temperature (K) 
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The constant B1 must be calibrated from test results for a given material.  Two exhaustive sets of 
experiments, summarized in Table 3.1, are suitable for this purpose.  Tests 1 and 4, described in 
[142] and [143], were performed in a Rolls-Royce model 501-K12 gas turbine engine in a humid 
environment.  In test 1, first stage stator blades were made from AS800, and the engine was run 
for 815 hours.  Test 4 was identical except the stator blade material was SN282, and the test ran 
for 1818 hours.  Tests 2, 3, 5, and 6 are described in [137] with additional results given in Fig. 6 
of [141].  These were conducted in the NASA high pressure burner rig (HPBR) using jet fuel in 
slightly lean equivalence ratios, for durations from 50 to 200 hours with AS800 and SN282 
specimens.   
Unfortunately, the resulting B1 values do not agree very closely.  To estimate recession rates in a 
way consistent with both series of tests, this mismatch must be reconciled.   
3.2.2 Modified model 
A minor change to the standard model yields much better agreement among values of B 
calculated from the engine and HPBR tests, as can be seen in the “B2” column in Table 3.1.  The 
proposed adjustment also resolves a theoretical error that emerged when the model was 
generalized beyond its underlying assumptions.  Finally, it quantifies a phenomenon not 
explained by the standard model: in tests where the local variation in erosion rate is observable, 
the erosion rate is much higher than average at the leading edge of a specimen, and lower than 
average at the trailing edge.   
The modified correlation is derived in section 3.2.3.  It is suitable for a test sample or blade 
airfoil that can reasonably be approximated as a flat plate in laminar flow.  The equations are: 
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12 Rolls-Royce Allison, Indianapolis, IN 
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where 
L is the specimen length in the streamwise direction (cm) 
x is the distance downstream from the leading edge (cm)  
 ̇      is the average recession rate (m/hr)  
 ̇        is the local recession rate (m/hr) at position x 
B2 is a new material constant (m/hr) / [(m/s).5bar1.5cm-.5] 
 
Table 3.1.  Measured recession values and test conditions from published studies, and 
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AS800 
1 Engine .748 573 .899 8.9 2.7 1561 474 780 
2 HPBR .242 20 .600 6 1.3 1600 1238 706 
3 HPBR .085 20 .600 6 1.3 1425 1178 672 
SN282 
4 Engine .380 573 .899 8.9 2.7 1533 280 460 
5 HPBR .097 20 .600 6 1.3 1499 855 474 
6 HPBR .079 20 .600 6 1.3 1473 812 450 
* Recession rates reported by weight have been divided by an average density of 3.3 
gm/cm3 for Si3N4 to yield linear rates; thus 1 mg/cm2/hr=3.03 m/hr.  
** Both references quote pressures in “atm” (normally 101,325 Pa) but appear to mean 
“bar” (100,000 Pa). 
In the analyses that follow, a B2 value of 460 (m/hr)/[(m/s).5bar1.5cm-.5] is used, representing 
SN282. There is no commercial source for AS800 at present, and water vapor erosion data for 
other commercial silicon nitrides are not readily available.  Erosion rates are computed at the 
trailing edge of the first stator blade row airfoils by setting x=L and using equation (3.5).  
Although erosion rates are higher at the leading edges, the flow there is less sensitive to airfoil 
geometry, and the airfoils are much thicker.  At the trailing edges, which are thin, there is little 
material to spare, and the trailing edge thickness affects the throat area and thus the blade row 
flow characteristic, so the trailing edge is where erosion is the most damaging.  Figure 6 in [144] 
shows an eroded blade after one of the engine tests, giving an idea of the relative magnitude of 
the problem at the leading vs. trailing edge.  A limiting recession value of .04 mm is used in the 
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following calculations, based on an assumed initial TE thickness of 0.8 mm, and 10% allowable 
trailing edge thinning. 
The next section derives the modified model (3.4), (3.5).  The derivation may be skipped 
without loss of continuity.   
3.2.3 Derivation of modified water vapor erosion model 
The modified model (3.4),(3.5) is readily deduced by returning to  [137], which references Opila 
et al. [152], where the form of standard model (3.3) was originally derived.  The authors started 
from an accepted correlation for gas diffusion through the boundary layer in laminar flow over a 
flat plate (e.g. [153], eqs. 7.32 and 7.27):  
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 (3.7) 
or equivalently, in dimensionless groups,  
   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅          
   
      (3.8) 
           
   
      (3.9) 
where 
  is the concentration of the bulk gas mixture (kg/m3) 
 i is concentration of the diffusing species at the surface 
D is the mass diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
 is the gas viscosity (Ns/m2) 
Javg is average mass flux of the diffusing species  (kg/m2s) 
   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the dimensionless Sherwood number, JavgL/(D i)  
Shx is the local Sherwood number at position x 
Re is the dimensionless Reynolds number  VL/ or  Vx/ 
Sc is the dimensionless Schmidt number, /( D) 
In the Smialek reference, flux and species concentration terms Javg,  , and  i are denoted in 
molar units, e.g.   in mol/m3, etc.  However, they can equivalently be denoted in mass-basis 
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units such as density (kg/m3) by multiplying by the appropriate molecular weights, leading to 
more familiar forms of the dimensionless groups such as Reynolds number in (3.8),(3.9). 
In both Smialek et al.’s HPBR tests [137] and Opila’s thermogravimetric experiments [152], 
surface recession was measured by weight.  Therefore, these references began with the average 
mass transfer correlation (3.6) to derive the water vapor erosion model.  Following [152], 
Smialek et al. then reason, essentially, that the diffusion coefficient D  1/Ptotal; the gas density   
 Ptotal; and the partial pressure of the diffusing species PSi(OH)4  PH2O2 e-Q/RT. Combining these 
ideas with (3.6), they conclude that the recession rate is proportional to e-Q/RTV1/2PH2O2Ptotal-1/2, 
which is equivalent to (3).   
However, algebraically, the streamwise sample length should also appear in this expression to 
the -½ power. For simplicity, this was omitted in references [137] and [152], and this worked, 
since all of the HPBR specimens and all of the TGA specimens had the same streamwise length.  
On the other hand, in the Rolls-Royce engine tests, the blade chord was different (2.7 cm), and 
the local recession rate at the trailing edge of the blade airfoils was measured, not the average 
over the entire surface.  These differences are accounted for in (3.4),(3.5), but not (3.3).  The 
better agreement among B2 values than B1 values, and the better agreement with mass transfer 
theory, suggest the modified model should be used.   
Equations (3.8),(3.9) are exactly analogous to the familiar equation for convection heat transfer 
over a flat plate in laminar flow, e.g.    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         
   
     .  In both cases, the boundary layer 
thickness grows in proportion to √ , where x is the distance downstream from the leading edge, 
and heat and mass fluxes are highest where the boundary layer is thinnest, at the leading edge.  
This explains why, for tests in which the local variation in erosion rates is observable, the 
erosion rate at the leading edge of each specimen is always greater than the average over the 
entire surface, while rates measured at the trailing edge are lower.  A good example of this is 
shown in Figure 6 in [144].   
Some limitations of the new model are as follows.  First, it is suitable only for geometries that 
can be approximated as a flat plate in laminar flow, such as blade airfoils.  For flow geometries 
that differ entirely from a flat plate, different correlations should be used.  For example, to 
model recession in a heat exchanger, an internal flow correlation such as that for fully 
developed laminar flow in tubes might be suitable.  Second, as with similar heat transfer 
correlations, the appearance of the streamwise position “x” in the denominator results in an 
infinite recession rate at the leading edge of the airfoil (x=0), which is incorrect.  This is because 
airfoils are not infinitely thin flat plates.  To model leading edge recession accurately, a different 
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model that reflects the finite thickness and curvature would be needed.  However, from mid-
chord to the trailing edge, the new model proposed here should give reasonable 
approximations.  Third, at higher Reynolds numbers, a turbulent flow correlation should be 
used.  The Rolls-Royce 501-K first stage stator blades operate near the Reynolds number limit 
for laminar flow.   
In summary, the only differences between the standard model (3.3) and the modified model 
(3.4),(3.5) are the appearance of the square root of the length term (L0.5, x0.5) in the 
denominator, and differentiation between the average recession rate over the entire surface and 
the local rate at a position x downstream from the leading edge.  These changes improve the 
agreement among erosion rates measured in different series of tests.  The adjustments also 
bring the standard model into better agreement with mass transfer theory.  The revised model 
quantifies an observed variation in erosion rate with streamwise position on the specimen 
surface, with higher rates near the leading edge and lower rates near the trailing edge, which is 
not explained by the standard model.  The new model is therefore recommended. 
Having established a method for estimating the recession rate at the trailing edge of a ceramic 
rotor or stator blade, the next task is to estimate the water vapor content of the combustion 
products.   
3.2.4 Water vapor content of combustion products 
The most exact method of calculating the water vapor content of combustion products is to use 
a chemical equilibrium code, which models the high-temperature dissociation of combustion 
products into reactive radicals by Gibbs free energy minimization.  This was done in [146], 
resulting in the graph shown in Figure 3.1.  This plot has frequently been cited as justification 
for the assumption that water vapor content is “about 10%”.  
Though the contents of the graph are not disputed in this thesis for the conditions on which it is 
based, it is inadequate for present purposes in the following ways.  First, due to the log scale, the 
plot is difficult to read precisely.  Second, it does not provide results at lean enough air/fuel 
ratios for modeling recuperated cycles.  Third, a spreadsheet computer program to calculate 
water vapor erosion requires some form of analytical model (ideally a set of equations) rather 
than a graph.   
Accordingly, an alternative approach is proposed here.  That is to calculate the water vapor 
content of combustion products directly from a balanced chemical reaction. 
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Figure 3.1.  From [146]: equilibrium products of combustion for various fuel-air 
equivalence ratios FA.  (Henceforth, its reciprocal, the air-fuel ratio AF, is used.) 
Equation (3.10) represents a hydrocarbon fuel CxHy burning in humid air (O2 + 3.76N2 + nH2O).  
Jet-A fuel has a molar H:C ratio of about 1.92 [146] and is approximated as C12H23.  Military fuels 
JP8 and JP5 are similar.  Natural gas is typically ~95% methane [154] and is approximated here 
as CH4.  The air-fuel equivalence ratio AF is the ratio of dry air to fuel (flow rates by mole or 
mass), divided by the stoichiometric ratio, per (3.11).  The numerator of this expression is 
computed using a cycle model, provided later.  The denominator, the dry stoichiometric air/fuel 
ratio, can be obtained from (3.10) by setting AF=1 and z=0, giving 84.5 mol/mol (14.6 gm/gm) 
for jet fuel and 9.52 mol/mol (17.1 gm/gm) for methane.  The number of moles of water vapor 
in the reactants, z, can be calculated from (3.12) along with assumed values for the relative 
humidity RH and atmospheric pressure Patm (bar).  A fourth-order curve fit (3.13) gives the 
saturation pressure of water vapor in air, Psat (bar), as a function of temperature Tatm (C), from 
data points reported in [155].     
Balanced reaction: 
CxHy + (x+y/4)AFO2 + 3.76(x+y/4)AFN2 + zH2O → (x+y/4)(AF-1)O2 + xCO2 + 
(y/2+z)H2O + 3.76(x+y/4)AFN2 
(3.10) 
Air-fuel equivalence ratio: 
    
    ̇       ̇
     ̇       ̇        
 
(3.11) 
Moles of water vapor in reactants:   
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Concentration of water vapor in combustion products: 
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Even though the real chemistry is far more complex, these formulas are satisfactory for erosion 
calculations.  This is demonstrated in Table 3.2, where the predictions of the balanced-reaction 
model are compared with output from the NASA equilibrium code used in [146].   
Table 3.2.  Equilibrium code output for 1700K, 1 atm products of fuel-lean Jet-A 
combustion in dry air.  Species appearing in <1% concentrations (Ar, NO, CO, OH…) are 
omitted for brevity. 
Equilibrium code 
Fuel/air eq. ratio FA 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Air/fuel eq. ratio AF 20 10 5 3.33 2.5 2 
[CO2], % 0.74 1.43 2.82 4.18 5.53 6.85 
[H2O], % 0.65 1.31 2.63 3.93 5.22 6.49 
[N2], % 77.5 77.2 76.7 76.2 75.7 75.2 
[O2], % 19.5 18.4 16.2 14.1 11.9 9.86 
Other species (Ar, NO, CO, OH, …) appear in concentrations below 1%. 
Current model 
[H2O] (XH2O), % 0.68 1.35 2.69 4.00 5.30 6.58 
Error 4.34% 3.13% 2.28% 1.83% 1.63% 1.45% 
 
Clearly, for lean mixtures typical in turbine engines, the effects of dissociation are negligible.  
The mole fraction of water vapor is strongly dependent on the fuel-air ratio, and for dry air 
conditions and jet fuel, is always well below 10%.  At other temperatures, pressures, and lean 
air-fuel ratios, the agreement between the two models remains good.  Therefore, the balanced-
reaction model (3.10)-(3.13) is advocated and used here, in preference to either the overly 
simple 10% rule of thumb, or the overly complex equilibrium code method. 
Next, (3.4)-(3.13) is combined with a thermodynamic model and some basic assumptions to 
predict water vapor erosion and cycle efficiency for a range of engine designs.   
3.2.5 Cycle Model 
Wilson ([75] pp. 103-106) provides formulas that allow the specific heat addition  ̇ , specific 
work  ̇ , and thermal efficiency     to be calculated for both simple (CBE) and regenerative 
(CBEX) cycles.  These are defined in (3.15)-(3.17).  We assume the sum of all leakage flows 
equals the mass flow rate of fuel added in the combustor, so that the total mass flow of gas at 
any point in the engine is a constant: ̇ burned_gases = ̇ air + ̇ fuel  ̇ leakage.  The air/fuel equivalence 
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ratio AF may be now be calculated from (3.18) for a particular compressor pressure ratio PRc 
and turbine inlet temperature Tti. 
 ̇  
             
    ̇    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅    
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 The following constants are assumed:  
 Jet fuel lower heating value QLHVfuel =43.2MJ/kg 
 Natural gas lower heating value QLHVfuel =47.1MJ/kg 
 Atmospheric pressure Patm = 1.00 bar at engine inlet 
 Turbine polytropic efficiency ηpt = 80% 
 Compressor polytropic efficiency ηpc = 85% 
 Mean specific heat in compressor Cpc = 1020 J/kg-K 
 Mean specific heat in turbine Cpt = 1230 J/kg-K 
 Gas constant everywhere, R = 287 J/kg-K 
 
3.2.6 Pressure loss models 
Gas turbine design textbooks advocate modeling burner and heat exchanger stagnation 
pressure losses as fixed percentages of the compressor outlet absolute pressure (for example: 
[156] p. 102; [75] p. 105; [66] p. 62; [157] p. 243).  On the surface, this appears reasonable, and 
makes it easy to calculate the turbine pressure ratio: PRt = PRc ⋅ (1 - P0), where P0 is 
supposed to represent the net combined effect of burner, recuperator air-side, and recuperator 
exhaust-side pressure losses (Pb, Phx_air, Phx_ex).  However, beneath the surface of this benign-
looking equation lurk several incongruities. 
First, the conventional use of the summation symbol is unfortunate, because the combined 
effect of the three losses is not a sum. The turbine inlet pressure is Patm⋅(PRc - Phx_air - Pb), 
while the turbine outlet pressure is Patm⋅(1 + Phx_ex).  Thus, the turbine pressure ratio is:  
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Turbine pressure ratio PRt = (PRc - Phx_air - Pb) / (1 + Phx_ex)  (3.19) 
Though the air-side and burner losses can be summed, the exhaust-side heat exchanger 
pressure loss is in the denominator, so its importance is magnified.   
Second, it makes little sense to model the exhaust side pressure loss, on its own, as a fixed 
percentage of compressor outlet pressure.  To illustrate: if Phx_ex is assumed to be 10% of 
compressor delivery pressure, then in a 4:1 pressure ratio engine, the pressure loss would be .2 
bars (a sensible value), but in a 15:1 pressure ratio engine, there should be 1.5 bars of pressure 
loss in the heat exchanger exhaust channels, a ridiculously large value that would produce sonic 
flow in the recuperator channels.   
Third, at high pressure ratios, densities are high and volumetric flow rates are low, so it is easy 
to design for low air-side pressure losses.  In fact, according to Wilson [75], air-side pressure 
losses in high pressure ratio engines can easily be too low, as in the Textron-Lycoming AGT 
1500, the M1 Abrams tank engine.  This leads to flow maldistribution in the manifolds, which 
hurts recuperator performance. Thus, assuming air-side pressure losses are proportional to 
compressor outlet absolute pressure is too pessimistic at high pressure ratios. 
Fourth, at very low pressure ratios, assuming losses proportional to the absolute compressor 
outlet pressure starts giving absurd answers.  For example, for  P0=15%, at PRc=2.0, PRt=1.7.  
This means 30% of the compressor pressure rise is assumed to be wasted.  At PRc=1.2, PRt=1.02, 
so 90% of the pressure rise is wasted. 
In this chapter only, these problems are rectified by simply assuming fixed heat exchanger 
pressure losses, and using the conventional model for burner pressure loss.  Specifically: 
 Burner pressure loss Pb = 5% of compressor outlet pressure (Pb =.05*PRc*Patm) 
 Heat exchanger air pressure loss Phx_air = .05 bar 
 Heat exchanger exhaust pressure loss Phx_ex = .10 bar 
This was done because it is simple, easily understood, resolves the first and second objections 
mentioned above, and does not depart too far from the conventional approach.  (For example, 
the above numbers give P0 = 1- PRt/PRc = 15.8% at PRc=2.0, decreasing to 13.9% at 
PRc=15.0.)  These things were deemed important for publication. 
In later chapters, very low pressure ratio cycles become the main focus, so a model that 
addresses objection #3 is needed.  Also, once the engine design and heat exchanger size are 
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fixed, it does make sense for the pressure losses to vary, in some way, with the pressure ratio, 
because in off-design conditions the mass flow rate, hence the pressure losses, will be smaller 
than at peak power.   
To accomplish those two things, a simple change will suffice.  Rather than modeling pressure 
losses as fixed percentages of the absolute compressor outlet pressure, they should be modeled 
as fixed percentages of the gage compressor outlet pressure.  In other words, pressure losses 
are modeled as fractions of the compressor pressure rise, rather than the pressure ratio.  The 
conventional model is shown below as (3.20)-(3.21), and the new model is (3.22)-(3.23).  This 
way, if P0=15%, then the turbine pressure drop will be 15% smaller than the compressor 
pressure rise in all cases – intuitively, a more reasonable approach.     
Absolute pressure model PRt = PRc ⋅  (1 - P0)  (3.20) 
   (conventional) P0 = 1- PRt/PRc (3.21) 
   
Gage pressure model PRt = 1 + (PRc - 1) ⋅  (1 - P0) (3.22) 
   (new) P0 = 1 – (PRt - 1)/(PRc - 1) (3.23) 
Unfortunately, the revised model still gives overly pessimistic pressure losses for high-pressure 
ratio cycles, including possibly supersonic flow in the exhaust channels.  High pressure ratios 
(up to 15) are analyzed in this chapter alone, while the rest of the thesis focuses on low pressure 
ratios (below 6).  Accordingly, fixed losses are used here, and (3.22)-(3.23) are used throughout 
the remainder. 
3.2.7 Mean Blade and Gas Speeds 
 To analyze water vapor erosion rates also requires the local gas velocity.  Mean blade and gas 
speeds at the first stator trailing edge depend on PRc, Tti, the number of turbine stages, and their 
efficiencies and velocity diagrams (work, flow, and reaction coefficients).  It is always possible to 
reduce blade and gas velocities by using more turbine stages.  Doing this improves efficiency 
and reduces stresses, but also increases weight and complexity.  Thus there is a tradeoff to be 
made.   
 A central point of this thesis is that when ceramic turbine life and reliability are important, it 
helps to keep blade speeds well below the typical 500-600 m/s range.  Here the blade speed is 
limited to 350 m/s by adjusting the number of stages, Nst.  At the lowest pressure ratios, two 
turbine stages are retained even if the blade speed could be held below the limit with only one 
stage.  This was done because it shows that blade speeds as low as 260 m/s are quite practical 
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in low pressure ratio engines.  Commercial engines sometimes use two stages even when one 
would suffice, to give the flexibility of a two-shaft engine with a free power turbine.  With 
cantilever-supported turbine rotors, there is no need for concentric shafts, and the bearings can 
all be located away from the hot section components.  This common layout retains most of the 
simplicity and cost advantages of a single-stage engine [158].   
In the tables that follow, it is assumed that each stage operates at a work coefficient =2.0, a 
flow coefficient =0.6, and a degree of reaction Rn=50%.  Relative blade speeds, gas speeds, and 
Mach numbers are calculated as follows:  
Turbine temperature ratio TRt = PRt^ Rηp/Cpt) (3.24) 
Turbine total enthalpy change h0t = CptTti ⋅ (1 - 1/TRt) (3.25) 
Stage blade speed u = √                (3.26) 
Ratio of specific heats t = Cpt / (Cpt - R) (3.27) 
Trailing edge Mach number MTE = 
   
√      
  (3.28) 
3.2.8 Results and Discussion 
Table 3.3 gives results for Tti=1200C in engines burning jet fuel and operating in ambient 
conditions of 15C and 50% relative humidity.   
Table 3.3.  Number of turbine stages, blade speeds, relative gas speeds and Mach 
numbers, fuel/air ratios, burned gas water vapor contents, erosion rates, and turbine life 









MTE AF XH2O 





2 1.90 1.90 2 226 365 .492 2.17 6.8% .0113 3,553 
3 2.85 2.85 2 284 458 .617 2.28 6.6% .0213 1,874 
5 4.75 4.75 2 338 546 .736 2.45 6.2% .0442 905 
7 6.65 6.65 3 300 485 .653 2.61 5.9% .0623 642 
10 9.50 9.50 3 322 520 .700 2.82 5.5% .0968 413 
15 14.25 14.25 3 344 555 .748 3.14 5.0% .1535 261 
Recuperated Cycle 
2 1.68 1.85 2 205 331 .446 8.53 2.4% .0013 31,630 
3 2.55 2.80 2 269 435 .586 6.71 2.8% .0037 10,731 
5 4.28 4.70 2 328 530 .714 5.42 3.3% .0121 3,294 
7 6.00 6.60 3 293 473 .637 4.87 3.6% .0224 1,787 
10 8.59 9.45 3 316 511 .688 4.44 3.8% .0458 873 
15 12.91 14.20 3 339 547 .737 4.08 4.1% .0997 401 
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Observations: 
 The exhaust water vapor content is below 10% in all cases, and is especially low in 
recuperated engines. 
 The high air-fuel ratios in low-PRc recuperated engines result in very low water vapor 
contents, and hence much longer turbine lives.  For example, at PRc=3, the recuperated 
engine lasts over 10,000 hours, almost six times as long as the simple cycle engine. 
 All life estimates are in the hundreds of hours, indicating that short-life engines for 
missiles or expendable UAVs, whether recuperated or not, could use ceramic turbines. 
 A two-stage turbine can operate at blade speeds below 350 m/s, for pressure ratios up 
to about 5:1 and stage work coefficients of 2.0.   
Table 3.4 shows how the burned gas water vapor content varies depending on fuel type and 
turbine inlet temperature, and quantifies the effect of ambient humidity.  Aircraft and missiles 
mostly operate at altitudes, where the air is dry, so standard-day conditions (T=15C, RH=50%) 
represent a conservative assumption.  However, for applications like stationary power 
generation in humid climates, an engine may operate in high humidity for its entire life.  Here 
we use the average dew point in Bangkok, Thailand [159], one of the most humid climates in the 
world, to represent worst-case conditions. 
Table 3.4.  Burned gas water vapor content (mol%) for various pressure ratios, turbine 
inlet temperatures, fuels, and standard (15C, RH=50%) vs. humid (23C, RH=100%) 
conditions. 
PRc 
Jet Fuel Natural Gas 
Standard Day Humid Day Standard Day Humid Day 
1050 1200 1350 1050 1200 1350 1050 1200 1350 1050 1200 1350 
Simple Cycle 
2 6.0 6.8 7.6 7.8 8.6 9.3 9.4 10.6 11.9 11.0 12.2 13.4 
5 5.4 6.2 6.9 7.1 7.9 8.7 8.3 9.5 10.8 9.9 11.1 12.4 
15 4.2 5.0 5.8 6.0 6.7 7.5 6.4 7.7 9.0 8.0 9.3 10.5 
Recuperated Cycle 
2 2.2 2.4 2.6 4.1 4.3 4.5 3.1 3.4 3.7 5.0 5.3 5.6 
5 3.0 3.3 3.6 4.9 5.1 5.4 4.4 4.9 5.3 6.2 6.7 7.1 
15 3.7 4.1 4.5 5.5 5.9 6.3 5.5 6.2 6.8 7.3 7.9 8.5 
Burned gas water vapor contents vary greatly, from near 2% in low-PRc recuperated engines on 
jet fuel in standard conditions to over 13% for low-PRc simple cycle engines in humid climates 
on natural gas.  Since water vapor partial pressure is squared in the erosion rate model, H2O 
content and pressure ratio variations lead to tremendous variability in turbine life, especially at 
high turbine inlet temperatures, as shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.2.  Some noteworthy trends: 
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 Humid conditions reduce the turbine life in simple cycle engines by a factor of 1.5-2, and in 
recuperated engines by a factor of 2-3.  In the latter, leaner air-fuel ratios produce less water 
in the exhaust, so humidity plays a bigger role. 
 The change from jet fuel to natural gas reduces engine life by roughly a factor of two in all 
cases, reflecting the higher H:C ratio of CH4 vs. C12H23. 
 Nevertheless, in recuperated engines, turbines without environmental barrier coatings can 
last for thousands of hours – even in humid climates on natural gas fuel. 
Table 3.5.  Erosion-limited life (hr) for 1200C turbine inlet temp. for jet fuel vs. natural 
gas, and standard vs. humid conditions. 
PRc 
Simple Cycle Recuperated Cycle 
Jet fuel Natural gas Jet fuel Natural gas 
Std Hum Std Hum Std Hum Std Hum 
2 3,553 2,265 1,471 1,113 31,630 9,855 15,512 6,505 
3 1,874 1,175 778 582 10,731 3,854 5,033 2,402 
5 905 552 377 277 3,294 1,338 1,492 792 
7 642 383 269 194 1,787 770 797 445 
10 413 239 174 123 873 396 385 224 
15 261 144 111 76 401 190 175 106 
 
 
Figure 3.2.  Data from Table 3.5, with lower (1050C) and higher (1350C) turbine inlet 
temperatures for comparison.  Bumps in curves reflect increments in number of turbine 
stages to keep blade speeds below 350 m/s. 
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In conclusion, this section presents a revised water vapor erosion model and a precise way to 
estimate the water vapor content in burned gases.  This tool, along with a cycle model based on 
small-engine component efficiencies, has been used to quantify the water erosion rates for 
various engine types.  These included simple and recuperated turbines operating at various 
pressure ratios and turbine inlet temperatures, in standard and humid atmospheres, on two 
different fuels.  The results show that ceramic turbines will last hundreds of hours in almost any 
engine type; thousands of hours in low pressure ratio engines, whether simple or recuperated; 
and tens of thousands of hours in low pressure ratio recuperated engines.  In the latter, 
extremely low blade speeds (220-350 m/s) and relative gas Mach numbers (.50-.75) can be 
used in engine configurations that are nevertheless simple and practical.  It will later be shown 
that they are also highly efficient.  First, however, it is worth examining whether low blade 
speeds could be an effective design strategy for circumventing several other stumbling blocks 
for ceramic turbines: slow crack growth, foreign object damage, and perhaps even cost. 
3.3 Slow crack growth  
To quantify the beneficial effects of low blade speeds on reliability, the CARES/Life integrated 
design code [160] has been used to assess the probability of failure due to fast fracture and slow 
crack growth (SCG) for an example turbine rotor.  The rotor was the high pressure rotor from 
the three kilowatt engine of the author’s design, described in section 4 and in [57, 158].  The 
radius at the blade midspan is 25 mm, resulting in a mean blade speed of 262 m/s at 100,000 
rpm.  The analysis that was conducted is described in [161, 162], from which much of the 
material in this section was taken. 
3.3.1 CARES/Life 
Randomly-distributed internal and surface flaws in brittle materials cause their apparent 
strength to vary from specimen to specimen, even under identical testing conditions. 
CARES/Life predicts the failure probability of a ceramic component by combining finite element 
analysis with stochastic information about the material strength [163, 164].  The latter is 
determined from rupture testing of nominally identical specimens in simple tension or flexure, 
using regression techniques.  The probabilistic nature of material strength is modeled by the 
Weibull cumulative distribution function [165].  
For uniaxially stressed components, the two-parameter Weibull distribution for volume flaws 
describes the fast-fracture failure probability, Pf, as 
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where V is the volume, (x,y,z) is the uniaxial stress at a point location in the body, and m and 
0V are the shape and scale parameters of the Weibull distribution, with 0V given in units of 
stressvolume1/m.  An analogous equation based on surface area can be derived for surface flaws.  
To predict reliability for multiaxial stress states, the Principle of Independent Action (PIA) 
theory [166] or Batdorf theory [167] is used.  Batdorf theory combines the weakest link theory 
with linear elastic fracture mechanics.  It includes the calculation of the combined probability of 
the critical flaw being within a certain size range and being located and oriented so that it may 
cause fracture.  
Slow crack growth refers to the stable extension of a crack over time.  It results from the 
combination of stress at the crack tip and chemical attack, such that chemical bonds break and 
the crack tip extends.  The crack length, a, as a function of time, t, can be expressed as a power 
law [168] of the form 
  
  
      
 
 (3.30) 
where KIeq is the equivalent mode I stress intensity factor from the applied effective stress, and A 
and N are material parameters that depend on the temperature and environment.  A and N thus 
vary with position and time, while a and KIeq are functions of position, time, and crack 
orientation.  CARES/Life tracks these variations, takes into account the time dependence of 
loading and material response, and integrates the results from all elements to evaluate the 
overall component reliability.   
3.3.2 Example Rotor Properties and Loads 
To shed light on the relative importance of centrifugal vs. thermal stresses, two studies were 
conducted.  The first was based on structural loading alone, while the second also included 
transient thermal effects.  Due to software limitations, both studies focused only on volume-
based flaws.  Several materials were considered: two turbine-grade silicon nitrides, and a 
zirconia-toughened mullite (ZTM) composite under study at NRL.  Their properties are shown 
in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7.  The ZTM material properties are developmental goals only, and have 
not been achieved or even measured yet. 
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SN282  305 0.28 3380 2.9 1200 30 
NT154 310 0.27 3230 2.9 1100 30 
Mullite* 150 0.24 2800 5.3 950 8 
*Zirconia-toughened mullite composite being developed at NRL 
 
 
Table 3.7.  Weibull and SCG parameters for the considered ceramic materials.  The 




















SN282  30 540 570 105 2,053 
NT154 7.5 670 970 17 146,000 
Mullite** 15 390 445 25 15,700 
**Properties listed here are estimates or development goals, not 
measurements 
The second analysis included centrifugal stress due to 100,000 rpm rotation, and thermal stress 
due to sudden heating when the burner was lit.  With the rotor initially at 15C, a convection 
boundary condition was applied to exposed surfaces as shown in Figure 3.3, with a heat transfer 
coefficient of h=627 W/m2K and a gas temperature of 1225C.  The duration of a “load block” 
was 10 minutes.  After each load block, the stress and thermal states were reset, and another 
block began, with damage accumulating.  
 
Figure 3.3. Surfaces where convection condition was applied (h=627 W/m2K, 1225C).  
Initial rotor temperature was 15C.  The diameter at the blade tips is 58 mm. 
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It should be borne in mind that this rotor design is fairly conventional, and much has already 
been done to minimize stresses.  The blade airfoils are stacked radially; they are thicker at the 
root than at the tip; root fillets are as large as possible to minimize the stress concentration 
there; the hub has a nearly ideal radial thickness distribution; and hub has no central bore, 
which cuts the hub stress in half.  Thermal stresses are lower for the present design than for a 
radial-flow rotor of equal size, due to radial turbines’ greater hub mass and thermal inertia.   
With this in mind, the results from both studies are presented next, to show the beneficial 
effects of low blade speeds. 
3.3.3 Results 
Table 3.8 shows the probability of failure for purely centrifugal loading, when the rotor is made 
from SN282.  The ANSYS model predicted a maximum principal stress of 101 MPa at 100,000 
rpm.  A SolidWorks FEA model corroborated these results (see Figure 3.4). 
Table 3.8.  Probability of failure due to fast fracture and slow crack growth, for SN282 
material and various speeds.  100,000 rpm equals 262 m/s mean blade speed. 
Speed  
rpm 
Probability of failure, Pf 
Fast fracture 1 day 1 month 1 year 10 years 
100,000 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
120,000 1.11E-16 4.11E-15 1.10E-14 2.29E-14 4.49E-14 
140,000 9.74E-13 5.09E-11 1.37E-10 2.85E-10 5.58E-10 
160,000 2.94E-09 1.79E-07 4.84E-07 1.00E-06 1.97E-06 
180,000 3.44E-06 2.41E-04 6.51E-04 1.35E-03 2.64E-03 
200,000 1.91E-03 1.41E-01 3.36E-01 5.73E-01 8.11E-01 
210,000 3.52E-02 9.50E-01 1.00E+00   




Figure 3.4.  FEA results for first principal stress distribution at 100,000 rpm based on 
centrifugal and gas pressure loading only (no thermal loads).   
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It is easy to see how a turbine designer could be lulled into a false sense of security if thermal 
stresses (which are labor-intensive to simulate) are ignored.  At the design speed of 100,000 
rpm, the probability of failure is zero.  In the same report, when only thermal stresses were 
considered, the stress for the SN282 rotor peaked at 172 MPa but then fell to an equilibrium 
level of only 53 MPa [162] after about 100 seconds (data not shown in the figures/tables here).   
Figure 3.5 shows the time history of combined centrifugal and transient thermal loads during 
each load block for the SN282 rotor, and also includes results from the studies when the 
material was NT154 or ZTM.  The final stress is 339 MPa for the SN282 rotor.   
 
Figure 3.5.  Thermal+centrifugal stress for the example rotor, for SN282, NT154, and 
mullite composite material.   
Table 3.9 provides the probability of failure due to slow crack growth, for all three materials. 
Table 3.9.  Reliability analysis results based on combined transient thermal and 
centrifugal loads at 100,000 rpm. 
# load blocks Time 
Probability of failure due to SCG 
SN282 NT154 Mullite 
1 10 min .000122 .149 0.9999 
10 100 min .000238 .368 1.0 
100 16.7 hrs .000466 .762 1.0 
144 1 day .000518 .821 1.0 
4320 1 month .00140 1.0 1.0 
51840 1 year .00289 1.0 1.0 
518400 10 years .00564 1.0 1.0 
3.3.4 Discussion 
From the foregoing, several conclusions can be drawn.  First, thermal stresses – both transient 
and steady - are much greater than centrifugal stresses, for the design analyzed here (>400 MPa 
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transient vs. 340 MPa steady).  Other integrally bladed rotors have behaved similarly, e.g. [169].  
It seems likely that most rotors of conventional design will have similar transient thermal stress 
distributions unless special measures are taken.  Special measures could include non-blisk 
designs, for example individual blades mounted to the hub with compliant elements, or a 
starting procedure designed to minimize thermal shock. 
Second, it is interesting that this analysis suggests combined thermal and centrifugal stresses 
will be so high.  The first analysis (centrifugal loads only) gives 110 MPa steady stress, while the 
steady centrifugal+thermal stress is 340 MPa.  This is presumably due to the fact that a 15 deg. C 
temperature boundary condition was imposed at the end of the protruding shaft, where it mates 
with the well-cooled metal bearing shaft assembly.  This heat sink keeps the center of the hub 
cool relative to the rim, resulting in compressive stresses at the rim which exacerbate the blade 
root stresses greatly.  This has been corroborated by an FEA analysis in a different software 
package with the same rotor shape and boundary conditions. 
This leads to the third conclusion, which is that integrally bladed disks, while ideal from a cost 
and simplicity point of view, are at risk from thermal stresses.  One avenue for exploration may 
be to add short meridional cuts in the hub rim between each pair of blades, dividing the rim into 
segments that are free to expand and contract with temperature.   
Fourth, despite the thermal stress issue, the analysis above suggests that the present design will 
achieve more than adequate reliability, at least from a SCG standpoint, for its application.  The 
rotor is predicted to have 99.95% reliability after 4320 hours, including 144 start/stop cycles, 
despite the relatively high thermal stresses predicted.   
Fifth, if the rotor had been designed for a more typical blade speed – about 550 m/s – then the 
steady stress due only to centrifugal loads would have been 3-4 times the present level.  This 
would correspond to the 200,000 rpm case.  Here the probability of failure is much higher: 
Pf=34% after 4320 hours (one month) and 144 start/stop cycles. 
Thus it is clear that for the present rotor design, low blade speeds are not only advantageous, 
they are essential.  Since the present rotor design is quite conventional, by extension the same 
conclusion may be extended to all ceramic turbine rotors, with the possible exception of novel 
designs with features that somehow keep combined centrifugal and transient thermal stresses 
in the ~300 MPa range despite higher blade speeds.   
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3.4 Foreign Object Damage 
The effects of FOD impact on ceramic turbine materials have been studied extensively [148-151, 
170].  Many studies have identified a “critical impact velocity”, below which particles of a given 
mass that impact a substrate of specific dimensions may cause no damage at all.  For example, 
standard 3x4x45mm flexure bars were subjected to hardened steel balls at various impact 
velocity by Choi et al [148], who found essentially no damage or loss of strength at impact 
velocities below 300 m/s for SN282 specimens, and 400 m/s for AS800. 
The above conclusion was drawn only for impact targets in the shape of standard bend bars, 
3mm thick.  Thinner targets have since been shown to be significantly more vulnerable to FOD 
damage when the particle size was the same (1.6 mm diameter steel or silicon nitride balls).  
The example rotor used in the SCG analysis above has blades that are at most 1.5mm thick, so if 
an object with the mass of a 1.6mm steel ball were to impact it, they would surely be damaged.   
On the other hand, smaller engines are less likely to ingest large particles than larger engines.  
The 1.6mm steel ball discussed above would barely fit between two of the blades of the sample 
rotor described above.  Thus this size particle is a boulder relative to the example rotor, but a 
pebble relative to a large engine such as the Rolls-Royce model 501-K engine discussed in the 
water vapor section below.  The latter had stator blades of 27mm chord, and judging from the 
profile drawn in [143], a maximum thickness around 3mm.   
Furthermore, for shaft power engines, it should be possible to reduce the probability of foreign 
object damage by placing an air filter upstream from the compressor inlet.  In this case, 
assuming no foreign objects of mass greater than the damaging kinetic energy threshold are 
present in the engine before the air filter is attached, the risk of FOD is mainly due to particles 
generated in the engine during operation.  Most often these consist of some form of carbon 
deposit, with hardness and density below that of steel, so that the probability of damage should 
be lower.   
In summary, the relative velocity of particles impacting the turbine rotor blades will likely be 
less than or equal to the blade speed.  Thus, limiting blade speeds to about 350 m/s should 
greatly improve reliability and life.  In the special case of shaft power engines designed for land-
based use, where the weight of a large air filter is tolerable, this approach may be used in 
combination with the low blade speed strategy to keep the risk of foreign object damage within 
tolerable limits. 
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Finally, it is worth noting that reference [148] shows critical impact velocities for environmental 
barrier coatings on similar specimens with the same steel balls were much lower: 100-200 m/s.  
It was shown in the water vapor erosion section that uncoated turbines can last thousands of 
hours in recuperated engine designs.  Eliminating the EBC may also be a significant cost 
advantage.  Therefore, in low pressure ratio recuperated engines, avoiding the use of EBCs is an 
approach worth considering. 
3.5 Cost  
A final obstacle for ceramic turbines is cost.  The same obstacle prevented metal gas turbines 
from being used in the automotive market [105].  However, for decades, ceramic turbocharger 
rotors have been produced at rates exceeding 10,000 per month by Kyocera and others, for the 
notoriously cost-sensitive automotive market [171].  For guidance on desigining low-cost 
ceramic components, we therefore turn to a cost study by Kyocera [97] for a ceramic turbine 
stator. 
The lesson from this study is that diamond grinding is by far the most expensive step in the 
production of ceramic parts.  Further conversations with this manufacturer revealed that 
grinding exterior surfaces of parts, where there is room to use a large grinding wheel, is not a 
costly process because material removal rates are high.  An example is the blade tip OD of the 
example rotor. Conversely, using small-diameter diamond bits to grind hard-to-reach interior 
areas such as the blade airfoil surfaces is a slow and very time consuming process.   
When the Mach number of the flow over the blades is relatively low, the flow is relatively 
insensitive to small flaws or geometric imperfections in the blade surfaces.  Also, the trailing 
edge drag is lower, improving efficiency or allowing the trailing edges to be thicker, reducing 
their tendency to chip.  The latter would tend to improve part yield and thus reduce costs.  
Finally, due to lower stresses, the final inspection cost could be far lower, since expensive steps 
such as proof-testing, computed tomography, or x-ray inspection could be eliminated.  As a 
result, in the case of the example rotor, it was estimated that in high-rate production via the 
green-machining process, the primary factor controlling the cost would be the raw materials.  
We mention these facts as evidence that lower blade speeds could lead to significantly lower 
production costs for ceramic turbines.   
Thus far we have shown, hopefully, that the reliability, life, and cost of ceramic turbines can be 
improved through careful selection of the thermodynamic cycle, and through the use of lower 
blade speeds.  The final question is whether the engine designs that result from actually using 
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these two strategies could present an attractive business case; and, if so, in what markets?  This 
is the topic for the next section. 
 
Figure 3.6.  Estimated relative production cost of various stages in the process of 
manufacturing a ceramic turbine component, from a Kyocera study in [97]. 
3.6 Market implications 
We may use the same cycle model developed in the Water Vapor Erosion section to shed light 
on the important question of suitable target markets.  As a roadmap, Table 3.10 provides life, 
efficiency, and specific work calculations for various temperatures and pressure ratios, based on 
standard-day humidity and jet fuel.   
For markets in which moderate lives in the 1,000-4,000 hour range are acceptable, the table 
shows that recuperated ceramic gas turbines could deliver exceptionally high fuel efficiencies.  
One particularly attractive design point is the 5:1 pressure ratio, 1200C turbine inlet 
temperature recuperated cycle.  It has a reasonably long engine life (~3300 hours) and an 
extremely high cycle efficiency of 41%, giving a specific fuel consumption of 203 gm/kW-hr 
(.334 lb/hp-hr). Small to medium size piston engines, even diesels, would struggle to match this.  
Thus, this type of engine could be used for unmanned air vehicles, backup power generation, 
military portable power, general aviation, RV and boat power generation, general aviation, and 
perhaps even automotive markets.  The foregoing are listed in increasing order of increasingly 
challenging production cost requirements. 
When recuperation absolutely must be avoided, but turbine life still matters, moderate lives in 
the 1,000-2,000 hour range can be achieved along with moderate efficiencies, but only by 
reverting to the 1050C column.  Although metal turbines could also operate at this 
temperature, perhaps in some applications the creep resistance and low density of ceramics 
may make them worth considering anyway.  Simple cycle engines with ceramic turbines might 
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also make sense in moderate-life applications where the engine operates on jet fuel, in medium-
to-low ambient humidity, and at max rated temperature for only a small portion of its life.  For 
example, consider a UAV engine designed to run at maximum power (PRc=10, Tti=1350C) for a 
20-minute climb-out, then at cruise power (perhaps PRc=5, Tti=1050C) for the remainder of a 
12-hour flight.  A weighted average gives a life estimate of 1684 hours for this case, with the 
engine operating at 20% efficiency (SFC = 417 gm/kW-hr or .69 lb/hp-hr) or better throughout 
the flight. 
On the other end of the spectrum, ceramic turbines and extremely high degrees of recuperation 
(hx>95%) could be used for stationary power generation, even on natural gas in humid 
climates.  Wilson has observed that even sub-megawatt generators of this type could reach 
efficiencies well above 50% [83, 106].  Some illuminating treatises on this subject, and on other 
target markets for ceramic and recuperated/regenerated turbines are provided in [109, 110, 
112, 114, 122, 172].   
Table 3.10.  Efficiency and specific work for various engine cycles based on jet fuel, 15C, 
and 50% humidity.  Conservatively, one can divide life by 2 for natural gas, by 3 for 
humid weather, or by 6 for both.  Efficiency and specific work are unaffected. 
PRc 
Life (hr) Efficiency Specific Work 
1050 1200 1350 1050 1200 1350 1050 1200 1350 
Simple Cycle 
2 12,683 3,553 1,236 9% 9% 10% .37 .44 .51 
3 6,767 1,874 646 14% 15% 15% .55 .66 .77 
5 3,333 905 340 20% 21% 21% .69 .85 1.01 
7 2,173 642 215 23% 24% 25% .75 .93 1.12 
10 1,581 413 136 26% 27% 28% .76 .97 1.19 
15 1,032 261 90 28% 30% 31% .72 .96 1.21 
Recuperated Cycle 
2 104,057 31,630 11,745 25% 27% 28% .26 .31 .37 
3 35,667 10,731 3,951 34% 37% 39% .45 .55 .65 
5 11,048 3,294 1,203 37% 41% 44% .61 .76 .91 
7 5,443 1,787 650 37% 41% 44% .67 .85 1.03 
10 2,955 873 316 34% 39% 43% .69 .90 1.10 
15 1,365 401 156 30% 36% 41% .65 .89 1.13 
3.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has shown that two design strategies are very helpful for improving the life and 
reliability of uncoated ceramic turbines.  The first is the use of recuperated cycles and low 
pressure ratios to reduce water vapor erosion.  The second is the use of very low mean blade 
speeds to reduce slow crack growth and foreign object damage. 
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Recuperated engines operate at lean air/fuel ratios, produce less water vapor in the exhaust, 
and reach peak efficiency at low pressure ratios.  Together, these factors greatly reduce erosion 
rates, yielding lives exceeding 10,000 hours in very practical designs, even without EBCs.  They 
can last much longer than the 1,000 hours that chapter 1 showed was an appealing target for 
the UAV market; in fact, they can reach 10,000+ hour lives with an 85%-effective recuperator, 
and 100,000 hours with a higher-effectiveness recuperator, enabling them to be used in 
microturbines for stationary power generation, for example.   
Two improvements to standard methods for forecasting water vapor erosion rates have been 
identified in this chapter.  One is an adjustment to the basic equation to bring it into agreement 
with the flat plate mass transfer correlation from which it was derived.  The other is to 
recognize that the air/fuel ratio, fuel type, and ambient humidity all significantly influence the 
burned gas water vapor content, and hence the water vapor erosion rate.  It is not adequate to 
model the water vapor content of the burned gases as fixed at 10%.  Simple formulas have been 
provided, enabling all relevant variables to be computed in a simple spreadsheet-type model, 
for any engine design and environment. 
This chapter also has shown that low mean blade speeds, in the 220-350 m/s neighborhood, can 
result in extremely high reliability levels.  This is true even for simple integral bladed disk 
designs, with significant transient thermal stresses and very aggressive thermal cycling 
schedules.  The example rotor in section 3.3.2, operating at 262 m/s mean blade speed, reached 
a predicted reliability of 99.7% after one year of operation, despite exposure to thermal shocks 
once every 10 minutes.  Foreign object damage vulnerability is dramatically reduced by the use 
of such low blade speeds, as well.  A third advantage is that low blade speeds could lead to 
significantly lower production costs.   
In conclusion, ceramic turbines are ready for application today in long-life, high-efficiency 
recuperated engines designed for low blade speeds and pressure ratios.  This means they could 
be applied in various markets, recuperated turboshaft engines for UAVs being just one example.   
However, there are still many unanswered questions.  For example, can a recuperated ceramic 
turbine engine possibly meet both the weight and the efficiency goal established in chapter 1, at 
the same time?  What would it look like?  Can a compact ceramic recuperator actually be built 
via a practical, mass-production-compatible process?  These topics are addressed in chapter 4.   
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4. Engine and recuperator design concept 
Chapter 1 argued that turbine engines could replace IC engines in small UAVs and other markets 
if they were much more fuel efficient, even if this requires a big increase in weight.  Chapter 2 
showed that >20% efficiency is possible through the use of ceramic recuperators, ceramic 
turbines, and low pressure ratio cycles.  Chapter 3 showed that these engine architecture 
choices enable the low turbine blade speeds, stresses, and water vapor erosion rates needed for 
ceramic turbines to reach long lives and high reliability levels.   
To find out whether a high-efficiency turboshaft engine is viable, there are still many questions 
to be answered.  In particular: what are reasonable turbomachinery efficiency targets at this 
scale – particularly for small axial turbines, which have not been extensively researched?  What 
cycle pressure ratio is the most appropriate?  How difficult will it be to design a bearing system 
that can reach the 1000 hour life goal, for the given pressure ratio, shaft speed(s), impeller sizes, 
and so on?  What mass flow rate, effectiveness, pressures, etc. should the recuperator be 
designed to accommodate?  Can a conceptual design for an annular, radial-flow ceramic 
recuperator, which is desirable for reasons given in sections 2.8 and 2.9, be identified, that is 
compatible with a practical, scalable manufacturing process?   What is a reasonable estimate for 
the gas leakage rate between turbine and compressor?  What recuperator effectiveness, turbine 
efficiency, blade chord, total pressure, and relative gas velocity should be used when calculating 
the actual water vapor erosion rate?   
To answer these questions, a specific engine design is needed.  The interdependencies among all 
the components makes the design of an engine a necessarily iterative and nonlinear process.  
This chapter explains both the process and the final result.   
4.1 Design process 
To begin the engine design required a power output target.  Initially, the goal was three 
kilowatts.  A thermodynamic cycle analysis was performed, and decisions were made on the 
number of separate shafts and turbine stages to be used.  Next, a velocity diagram for the 
turbine was drawn and a preliminary design pressure ratio was selected, along with the type 
and number of compressor stages, a target shaft speed, and the type, sizes, and locations of the 
bearings.  Having made these choices, the mass flow rate of air and the sizes of all blade rows 
were determined, the turbomachinery efficiencies were estimated more carefully using 
analytical correlations, and the cycle analysis, pressure ratio, velocity diagrams, etc. were then 
revisited.   
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Upon convergence of a preliminary engine configuration, the turbine blades were designed, 
using ANSYS BladeModeler and CFX to perform the blade surface lofting and computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) respectively.  The resulting blades were then joined to a ceramic hub to 
form an integrally bladed disk ("blisk") in SolidWorks computer aided design (CAD) software, 
and finite element analysis (FEA) simulations were performed to model centrifugal, pressure, 
thermal, and combined stresses, shaft dynamics, and heat flow from the hot section to sensitive 
components such as the bearings.  If the CFD or FEA simulations revealed problems in any area, 
the turbine and/or the entire engine configuration was redesigned and analyzed again.   
In parallel with these efforts, preliminary drawings were released to manufacturers for 
comments and cost estimates.  Feedback from suppliers on manufacturability, tolerancing, 
methods for joining ceramics to metals, and related issues was relied upon to guide the design 
as it evolved.  Eventually, prototype compressor and turbine rotors, ceramic turbine stators, 
bearings, shafts, couplings, and generator parts were procured.   
In this way, a three kilowatt engine design coalesced that had many of the desired features 
described in Chapter 1.  Many lessons were learned during this process.  The design was 
described in detail in a journal article [158].  The engine architecture and basic design 
parameters are summarized in Figure 4.1.  It would weigh about four kilograms and had a 
predicted efficiency of 19%.  The ceramic turbine rotors operated at mean blade speeds of 262 
m/s blade speeds, giving very high predicted reliability, as explained in section 3.3.3.   
However, this engine had several shortcomings.  First, its predicted efficiency and power-weight 
fell slightly short of the goals in chapter 1.  Second, it was a two-shaft engine, with the alternator 
on the power turbine shaft.  This made the engine more flexible in terms of output shaft speed, 
but also more complex.  A separate starter motor would be needed to spool up the compressor, 
whereas a single-shaft engine could use the alternator for starting, and two sets of bearings and 
shaft speeds would be required.  Third, the ceramic turbine blades were fragile, and needed 
greater thickness at the root.  Fourth, the coupling that was designed to join mated the turbine 
shafts taper angle was too steep, giving poor centering.  Fifth, it was realized that the axial flux 
generator (item 10 in the figure) needed four discs and a smaller airgap to be capable of 
generating three kilowatts of electric power.  Sixth, grease lubricated bearings were used.  The 
author discussed this with a grease manufacturer [173], the bearing manufacturer [174], and an 
independent company that had tested both [58].  Advanced greases could reach the reliability 
and life targets, according to all three organizations, but only if its temperature were held within 
a narrow operating range (120-130 deg. C).  Since MILSPEC ambient conditions may vary from -
51C to +49C [175], this seemed a difficult thing to accomplish.  Converting the engine to oil 
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lubrication also seemed challenging, since the two shafts required four separate bearings and 




1. Engine inlet 
2. Compressor 
3. Ceramic insulation 
4. Fuel injector 
5. Recuperator 
6. Combustion volume 
7. Engine exhaust 
8. High pressure turbine 
9. Low pressure turbine 
10. Axial flux generator 
 
Specifications/assumptions 
Power and weight: 3kW, 4kg 
Efficiency: 19% fuel-electrical 
Turbine inlet temp.: 1225C 
Mass flow rate: .0454 kg/s 
Pressure ratio: 1.84 
Shaft speed: 100,000 rpm 
Bearings: 7mmID, greased 
Compressor efficiency*: 73% 
Turbine efficiency*: 73%  
* polytropic, total-to-static 
Parts fabricated 
 
 Compressor shaft assembly Ceramic turbine rotors and stators Generator discs 
 
Figure 4.1.  Three kilowatt engine cross section, specifications, and prototype 
components.  Parts shown, from left to right:  
To rectify these shortcomings, and to take into account the lessons learned during the initial 
exercise, a new engine was designed, following the same process described in the preceding 
paragraphs.  The remainder of this chapter will focus on this second, slightly larger engine 
design.  This begins with a simple thermodynamic analysis.  Second, a more detailed analytical 
model of the engine is described.  Third, a cross section of the resulting engine is shown and 
explained.  Fourth, the turbomachinery efficiencies assumed in both models are validated using 
results from CFD simulations on original turbine and compressor blades designed by the author.  
Fifth, mechanical considerations including bearing life and shaft dynamics are considered.  
Sixth, the conceptual design of the ceramic recuperator is explained.  The overall geometry and 
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flow path are described, along with the manufacturing method.  An analysis of the performance 
of the heat exchanger is left for Chapter 5. 
4.2 Cycle analysis 
This section establishes the pressure ratio, mass flow rate, recuperator efficiency, and other 
cycle parameters needed to establish an engine design.  The cycle model used here is the simple 
one reviewed in section 3.2.5 (p. 75).  The same model was also used to generate Figure 2.4.   
Although that figure showed the tradeoff between efficiency and pressure ratio for small 
engines, it oversimplified matters by assuming constant turbomachinery efficiencies.  This is not 
quite correct.  High pressure ratio compressors and turbines are less efficient because the high 
pressure blades are smaller, and therefore operate with larger tip clearances and blade trailing 
edge thicknesses relative to the blade chord.  Figure 2.4 therefore needs to be revisited using 
variable turbine and compressor efficiencies in order to provide a sound basis for design. 
Figure 4.2 shows the cycle efficiency as a function of pressure ratio for turbine inlet 
temperatures representing maximum allowable values for metals and ceramics.  The 
assumptions for these calculations are shown in Figure 4.3, and are justified by work described 
in various parts of this thesis. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Efficiency as a function of pressure ratio (red line) and mass flow rate for a 
5.26 kW engine (blue line), based on assumptions shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3.  Assumptions for cycle analysis. 
The turbomachinery efficiencies shown in Figure 4.3 are merely assumptions, except at the 2.0 
pressure ratio, where they are based on CFD results for the compressor and turbine designs 
described in upcoming sections.   The downward trend with increasing pressure ratio is similar 
to that given by Wilson ([75] p. 116).  As further justification, compressor maps are shown 
below for three small commercial turbochargers.  In the present engine design, these would 
operate in the yellow marked regions; the first two as one of two stages, the third as a single-
stage compressor.  Efficiencies (70%, 76%, 76%) are isentropic total-to-total.  Since volute exit 
velocities are unknown, corresponding polytropic total-static values cannot be computed, but if 
this were possible, the results would differ by at most a few percentage points.      
 
Figure 4.4.  Compressor maps for Garrett T3, Mitsubishi TD04, Garrett GT14 
turbochargers.   
Cycle analysis assumptions 
Turbine inlet temperature = 1300C 
ηt*:  .654 + .2/PRc  (75.4% at PRc=2) 
ηc*:  .639 + .2/PRc  (73.9% at PRc=2) 
PRt = 1 + (PRc - 1) ⋅ (1 - P0) 
P0** = 17.8%  
εhx = 84% 
ηburner = 95% including heat losses 
ηturbine-shaft-to-propeller = 90% 
 
* Polytropic total-to-static overall efficiency 
from first stage inlet to last stage outlet 
** Net effect of burner and recuperator 
stagnation pressure losses, combined per 
equations   and (3.19) 
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Minor notes on the other assumptions are as follows.  The heat exchanger effectiveness and 
pressure losses are representative of values found in tests and simulations on a prototype 
ceramic heat exchanger, described in upcoming sections.  The burner efficiency of 95% assumes 
that unburned fuel and combustor heat losses total 5% of the net heat input to the combustor, 
which will be justified later in this chapter.  The 90% turbine-shaft-to-propeller efficiency is 
commensurate with a series electric propulsion system that are both 95% efficient (aggressive 
but feasible), or a 90% efficient gearbox (very conservative). 
Based on these assumptions, Figure 4.2 shows that a small engine could achieve the target 22% 
efficiency at pressure ratios from 2.0 to 4.0.  It also suggests that the mass flow rate of air to 
make the power goal diminishes only 20% from 2.0 to its minimum at 3.6, and then beginning to 
increase again.  This may be a surprising result to those with experience designing very large 
engines, who would intuitively expect a massive increase in specific work (power divided by 
mass flow) as pressure ratio is pushed upwards from 2:1 to well beyond 4:1.  It is the very low 
turbomachinery efficiencies at small scales that cause specific power trend to be so different in 
this case. 
In the early stages of this project, it was thought that the ideal pressure ratio would be between 
2.8 and 3.6, the optima for cycle efficiency and specific work, respectively.  However, over time, 
the engine evolved toward lower pressure ratios, settling at 1.84 for the 3kW engine and at 2.0 
for the 5.26 kW engine.  Higher pressure ratios caused many difficulties, especially with 
turbomachinery efficiencies (which came out even worse than the Figure 4.3 trends assumed, 
perhaps due to the author’s inexperience) and with bearing lives.  To reach pressure ratios of 
2.8 or more, a high shaft speed is required, to keep the turbomachinery operating near optimum 
specific speed.  High shaft speeds require small bearings, which have small load capacities.  The 
target 1000 hour life set forth in chapter 1 is nearly impossible to achieve with 6mm ID bearings 
rotating at 200,000 rpm, for example.  Such small bearings are so easy to damage during 
installation, that the probability of reaching the life goal would be slim - even if the axial shaft 
loads at higher pressure ratios were not a limiting factor (which they are).   
At a pressure ratio of 2.0, the chart suggests a mass flow rate of about 56 grams per second.  
This slightly-higher-than-optimum mass flow rate makes the heat exchanger design more 
difficult in one sense, as the device must get larger in order to meet the effectiveness goal 
(which is already aggressive).  On the other hand, lower pressures put less stress on the walls of 
the heat exchanger, offsetting this disadvantage, so the trade seems acceptable. 
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In sum, this section has described a simple cycle model based on representative 
turbomachinery efficiencies in this size range, explained why a pressure ratio of 2.0 was chosen 
for the new engine, and estimated the mass flow rate to be .056 kg/s. 
4.3 Detailed model 
The starting point for designing an engine is a one dimensional flow model.  Commercial codes 
are available for this purpose, including GasTurb, Flowmaster, AxStream, and the Concepts 
NREC design suite.  However, none of these was readily available to the author.  As a learning 
exercise, to reduce project costs, and to maintain complete flexibility in the analyses that could 
be incorporated, an original 1-model was developed by the author in Microsoft Excel.   
Along with gas path calculations (gas properties, turbine velocity diagrams and blade angles at 
the meanline, hub, and tip, flow areas, loss estimates, etc.), the model computes estimates for 
turbine blade root stresses, bearing life, combustor volume and residence time, fuel flow rate, 
weights for some of the components, recuperator manifold velocities and losses, heat losses 
through the ceramic insulation, and other design variables of interest.  It also calculates gas 
properties needed as inputs for the CFD simulations, including gas viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, and specific heats.  The specific heats of air and exhaust are calculated using 
Chappell and Cockshutt polynomials from Appendix A of [75] based on the actual fuel/air ratio 
in the engine.  Many of the variables in this model are interdependent, so the calculation has to 
be iterative.  Where needed, initialization variables and relaxation parameters are used to 
ensure that the calculation converges to a stable value.  Generally this happens in less than 100 
iterations and takes only a few seconds. 
 
Figure 4.5.  Air and exhaust specific heats, from Chappell and Cockshutt polynomials 
given in Appendix A of [75]. 
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4.4 Engine design 
These investigations produced the engine design that is described in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7.   
Table 4.1.  Second engine design: expected performance 
Weight  
6.1 kg with 5.26 kW alternator 
5.8 kg with 2kW alternator and epicyclic gearbox 
Efficiency 
22.3% fuel-to-electrical with 90% efficient alternator 
23.5% fuel-to-propeller with 95% efficient gearbox 
Power 
5.84 kW (7.84 hp) at the high speed rotor output shaft 
5.26 kW (7.05 hp) including alternator or gearbox losses 
Pressure ratio 2.0 
Turbine inlet temperature 1300C 
Mass flow rate .0566 kg/s 





Figure 4.7.  Engine cross-section 
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This level of performance depends on reaching the turbomachinery and recuperator 
performance described previously.  CFD simulations of the turbine and compressor are 
described in the next section.  Recuperator analysis, CFD, and testing is discussed in chapters 5 
and 6.   
4.5 Turbomachinery design 
4.5.1 Turbine velocity diagram and stress analysis 
Although the turbine rotors designed for the three kilowatt engine had to be revised to thicken 
the blade roots and rectify other minor problems, the basic approach was sound.  The Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) CARES study results were very favorable, suggesting that the 
design was conservative, and could be revised to allow a slightly higher blade speed. Based on 
Choi’s research, however, it was desired to keep the blade speed well below 300 m/s to ensure 
excellent foreign object damage resistance.  CFD studies for the three kilowatt engine had 
indicated that large efficiency penalties should be expected if the work coefficient departed 
greatly from 1.0.  At the same time, an increase in pressure ratio and power was needed to 
satisfy the larger engine design goals.  To satisfy these conflicting priorities, the approach was to 
increase the work and flow coefficients and blade speeds only slightly.  The degree of reaction 
was reduced to .42 to keep the flow at the second stage outlet nearly axial, and thereby to keep 
the static pressure as high as possible.  The resulting turbine design is shown in Figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 4.8.  Dual turbine rotor design: velocity diagrams and stress analysis 
 (a) Velocity diagrams for high pressure (HP) (b) Turbine rotor 1st principal  
 and low pressure (LP) turbine stages stress at 100,000 rpm 
Centrifugal and blade pressure 
loads only (no thermal stress) 
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4.5.2 Turbine and compressor CFD 
Based on the velocity diagrams and other information generated in the design spreadsheet, 
blades were designed using ANSYS BladeModeler.  This tool allows the user to control every 
aspect of the blade geometry – thickness vs. chord and span, inlet and outlet blade angles, twist, 
hub and tip radii, etc.  It includes the “Vista CCD” preliminary design code for centrifugal 
compressors from PCA Engineers Ltd [176], which was helpful in choosing a starting point for 
the blade geometry, especially the hub and tip blade angles at the inlet.   
Once the blade designs were complete, a structured computational mesh was generated in 
TurboGrid, and CFD simulations were run in ANSYS CFX.  Each blade passage contained 20,000-
40,000 nodes.  The mesh was refined to obtain y+ values close to 1.0 at the blade surfaces.  The 
Shear Stress Transport turbulence model and the Langtry-Menter low-Reynolds number 
transition model were used, based on advice from a fellow graduate student who specialized in 
this area [177].  Adjoining passages used the “stage” boundary condition, which averages the 
gas properties over the outlet of one passage and applies it uniformly over the next passage 
inlet, subtracting or adding reference frame rotation as appropriate.   
The compressor results are summarized in Table 4.2, with important inputs for future 
calculations highlighted yellow, and in Figure 4.9.  Each rotor has 12 blades and over 50 degrees 
of backsweep.  There are 48 blades in each stator and 48 “de-swirl vanes” on the back side of the 
first stage stator.  Rotor inlet radii: 12mm (both hubs), 19mm (stage 1 tip); 18mm (stage 2 tip).  
Rotor outlet radius is 26mm for both stages; blade heights are 3mm and 2.5mm, respectively.   
The second compressor stage includes 150W of heat input at the rotor hub surface, and 280W of 
heat added at the stator hub surface.  The rotor value was calculated using thermal FEA in 
SolidWorks; the stator value was calculated based on .12mm thick Zircar AXHTM insulation, 
with a thermal conductivity of .17 W/(m⋅K), filling the space between the combustion chamber 
and the stage 2 compressor.  Without all this undesirable heat transfer, the compressor 
efficiency was over 80%, nearly 10% higher.  This corroborates Romagnoli’s finding that heat 
transfer from the turbine can greatly reduce the compressor efficiency [178], and Monroe’s 
findings mentioned earlier [67, 68], which noted that this is a major cause of microturbine 
efficiencies falling short of expectations based on adiabatic component rig tests. 
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Table 4.2.  Centrifugal compressor CFD results 
File 
Path 
C:\Users\Vick\Documents\_SMART-HFE_\--Imperial College & Thesis--\Compressor CFD\SMART-
HFE 63 Compressor_files\dp0\CFX\CFX\CFX_013.res 
     
Efficiency (Pts) 0.703 Ideal power -3.589e+03 [W] (adiabatic & isentropic) 
Efficiency (Ptt) 0.717 Actual power -4.917e+03 [W]    
Efficiency (TT) 0.693 Efficiency 0.730 (Isentropic/actual shaft power) 
       
 R1 R2 Total Units   
Torque -0.2 -0.3 -0.4791 [N m]   
Power -2312 -2605 -4917 [W]   
Axial Thrust 239.5 338.2  [N]   
 R1 S1 D1 R2 S2  
nBlades 12 48 48 12 48  
mdotin 0.05662 0.05661 0.05660 0.05660 0.05660 [kg s^-1] 
mdotout -0.05661 -0.05660 -0.05660 -0.05660 -0.05660 [kg s^-1] 
P0in 101301 150568 144004 141884 215206 [Pa] 
P0out 150921 144150 142132 215989 205469 [Pa] 
Psin 98732 129247 142179 138387 187108 [Pa] 
Psout 128639 142103 138539 186654 202647 [Pa] 
T0in 288.0 328.3 328.0 328.1 375.6 [K] 
T0out 328.1 328.1 328.0 375.6 381.7 [K] 
Tsin 285.9 314.3 326.8 325.6 361.0 [K] 




Figure 4.9.  Compressor CFD results. 
The turbine CFD output is summarized in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.10.  The turbine was modeled 
as operating adiabatically.  It is expected that heat transfer in through the turbine shroud, which 
 (a) Midspan velocity streamlines (b) Meridional static pressure contours 
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is exposed to 1300C combustion gases, will more than compensate for heat transfer out 
through the rotor shaft.   
The simulations below assumed blade tip clearances of .20 mm.  With blade spans of 8mm and 
10mm for the first and second rotors, respectively, this amounts to 2.5% and 2.0% of span, a 
good compromise between performance and reliability.   
Table 4.3.  Turbine CFD results. 
  Overall R1 R2      
 EtaPts 0.753 0.765 0.696      
 EtaPtt 0.785 0.825 0.775      
Stage Omega EtaPtt Power Torque      
Stage 1 98000 0.825 -5428 [W] -0.529 [N m]      
Stage 2 98000 0.775 -5334 [W] -0.520 [N m]      
Total   -10762 [W]       
Plane nBlades mFlow Mach T0 Ts P0 Ps Wu mag Wx  
  [kg/s]  [K] [K] [Pa] [Pa] [m/s] [m/s] 
S1 in  0.05660 0.130 1573 1569 197383 195211 0.1 99.9 
S1 out 17 -0.05660 0.477 1573 1520 193536 167003 338.0 120.6 
R1 out 23 -0.05660 0.434 1493 1485 150264 147106 300.1 137.3 
S2 out 17 -0.05660 0.527 1493 1432 146107 122144 361.7 129.7 
R2 out 22 -0.05660 0.437 1416 1405 112209 108572 280.6 142.8 




Figure 4.10.  Turbine midspan velocity streamlines. 
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4.6 Shaft dynamics 
Turbine rotor assemblies operating at high speeds are normally designed to operate below the 
first natural frequency or “whirl mode”.  Rotational stress and gyroscopic stiffen the rotor, 
which changes the forward and backward whirl modes as the shaft rotates faster.  The forward 
whirl mode increases with RPM, while the backward whirl mode decreases.  This means 
backward whirl is encountered first; however, it is normally somewhat self-damping, and is not 
a major concern unless the engine must operate at exactly the backward whirl frequency for 
extended periods.  The forward whirl mode leads to catastrophic failure very quickly, and must 
be avoided.   
These effects are normally plotted on a Campbell diagram, making it easy to determine the 
speed at which the rotor will excite the first mode.  The author performed this analysis on 
earlier versions of the present rotor, using a “classic” ANSYS script developed for this purpose 
by a former Imperial College graduate student [179].  This was a time-consuming, labor-
intensive process.  The result was that the forward and backward whirl modes diverged very 
little from the stationary value, throughout the size and speed range of interest.  It may be that 
the low density and high stiffness of the ceramic turbine rotor contributed to this phenomenon.  
In any case, later rotor assemblies were simply analyzed in the non-rotating condition.  Others 
familiar with high-speed machines confirmed that this was a reasonable approach for 
preliminary design [180].   
 
Figure 4.11.  Shaft dynamics analysis results. 
 
 (a) First bending mode of rotor assembly, (b) Illustrated Campbell diagram 
 From SolidWorks FEA for rotor assembly  
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The bearings are modeled as if the balls and outer rings were absent; the inner rings are 
supported by soft springs.  The location and stiffness of the spring supports has almost no 
influence on the first bending mode.  However, the bearing race locations do have a large 
influence, because as shown in part (a) of the figure, the bearing races are the smallest diameter 
component on the shaft, making the shaft less stiff there.  
The figure shows that the first bending mode for this rotor was estimated to be 140,000 rpm 
using these methods, giving a comfortable overspeed margin of more than 40%. 
4.7 Bearing life 
Chapter 1 explained that model aircraft turbine engines have bearing lives around 25 hours, and 
UAV engines typically have 100-250 hour time between overhaul (TBO) ratings.  UAV operators 
are extremely frustrated with both statistics, and would like an engine that lasts for at least 
1000 hours.  This is one area in which turbines have enormous potential to improve the status 
quo.   
Model aircraft turbines have very short bearing lives because their bearings are located 
between the compressor and turbine rotors, exposing them to steady operating temperatures 
around 300C, greatly reducing their load capacity and creating various failure modes that are 
not problematic for bearings operating near ambient temperatures.  In the latter case, failure is 
mainly due to dynamic fatigue of the bearing races, which is highly predictable using standard 





Pr = X∙Fr + Y∙Fa (4.2) 
where L10 is the life in hours at which 10% of bearings will fail.  L5 or L1 lives can be calculated 
by multiplying L10 by .62 or .21, giving lives corresponding to 5% or 1% failure rates.  Cr is the 
rated bearing load, and Pr is a single load value that combines radial and axial loads  and  by 
applying X and Y factors.  In the present case, axial loads due to gas pressures are much larger 
than radial loads due to rotor weight.  For this instance the appropriate X factor is.44, and the Y 
factor is 1.1-1.4 depending on the static load capacity C0 of the bearing and the number of 
bearings sharing the axial load.  The cross-section in Figure 4.7 shows two 10x22x6mm angular 
contact bearings sharing the load, and one in the opposite orientation with room for a preload 
spring washer.   
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The engine model spreadsheet described earlier performs these calculations automatically, 
including estimating the axial thrust of the turbine from the rotor radii and inlet and outlet 
static pressures.  The compressor thrust is calculated manually by summing the front side 
thrust values from CFD with back side thrust values.  The latter are estimated by multiplying the 
disc areas by the rotor outlet static pressures.  For this engine, the thrust forces for the preload 
spring, compressor, and turbine forces were estimated to be 20N, 29N, and 121N, totaling 170N.  
Table 4.4 provides the resulting engine life estimates for various bearing candidates.  
Table 4.4.  Life calculations for various bearings. 
Mfg 
  
C33 (daN**) C0 (daN) i** Fr (daN) Fa (daN) Fa / (i*C0) X Y Pe (daN) 
Reliability 
  90% 95% 99% 
GRW 8x22x7 304 95 1 .1540 16.95 .178 .44 1.1 19.0 693 430 145 
SNFA 8x22x7 240 69 2 .1540 16.95 .123 .44 1.2 20.2 1,217 754 256 
NSK 10x22x6 300 152 2 .1540 16.95 .056 .44 1.4 23.8 1,462 906 307 
GRW 8x22x7 304 95 2 .1540 16.95 .089 .44 1.2 20.9 2,244 1,392 471 
NTN 10x26x8 383 147 2 .1540 16.95 .057 .44 1.4 23.8 3,047 1,889 640 
Barden 10x26x8 544 275 1 .1540 16.95 .062 .44 1.3 22.1 2,535 1,572 532 
Barden 10x26x8 544 275 2 .1540 16.95 .031 .44 1.4 23.8 8,706 5,398 1,828 
* All loads are given in “dekanewtons” (10N, 1 kgf) per common nomenclature. 
** “I” is the number of bearings sharing the axial load.   
The table shows that the 10x22x6 mm bearings depicted in the engine cross section can operate 
for over 1400 hours with 90% reliability, but for 99% reliability, the larger 10x26x8 mm 
bearings are needed.  With a pair of these supporting the axial load, the predicted life is over 
1800 hours.  There is room in the engine for the larger bearings, and they can easily 
accommodate the rotational speeds (rated limiting speed is 150,000 rpm with oil lubrication), 
so this is a viable option. 
A different method of achieving longer bearing life would be to reduce the axial load.  This could 
be done by one of three methods.  First, a balance piston could be used.  This might create 
additional gas leakage, reducing engine efficiency, but it is a standard method.  Second, 
permanent magnets could be used as a “passive magnetic thrust bearing” to offset the axial load, 
as described in [64].  This could avoid the leakage cost of a balance piston, but would add mass 
to the shaft, lowering the first bending mode.  A third method would be to reconfigure the 
turbomachinery.  For example, the turbine could be redesigned for a lower degree of reaction, 
which would reduce the static pressure difference across each of the turbine disks.   
Alternatively, the flow direction of gases through the turbines could be reversed, putting the HP 
turbine on the right and the LP turbine on the left, adjacent to the HP compressor.  (This layout 
was used in the highly successful Rolls-Royce Allison 250 turboshaft engine, of which more than 
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30,000 units have been sold [82].)  This would reverse the direction of the turbine thrust load, 
so that its value would be subtracted from that of the compressor and preload spring.  A stiffer 
preload could be used; for example, standard preload washers for 22 and 26mm OD bearings 
produce 62N and 71N preload forces, respectively.  The combined effect would be to reduce the 
net axial thrust to 62+29-121 = -30N (+30N from right to left, i.e. toward the compressor).  The 
bearing life is proportional to the load cubed, so this would enable a 46,000 hour bearing life for 
the 10x22x6 bearings drawn in Figure 4.7.  The disadvantage would be a large pressure drop 
from the back side of the compressor to the turbine outlet, driving a potentially high leakage 
flow rate.  If this could be mitigated by an effective rotating shaft seal, the revised architecture 
would be a very appealing one. 
In sum, calculations have been given in this section to demonstrate that small turbine bearings 
can last much longer than 25 hours, as is currently typical in model aircraft turbines.  The key to 
accomplishing this is reducing the axial load and keeping the bearings cool. 
4.8 Ceramic recuperator conceptual design 
The 3kW and 5.26kW engines pictured above require an annular ceramic recuperator that can 
accommodate exhaust inlet temperatures above 1100C.  A number of different designs have 
been generated and analyzed.  Prototypes of “sectors” of some of them have been built, and one 
of the early designs was tested.  The exact geometry of these test articles and simulated design 
varied, but the general concept and overall flow pattern did not.  In this section of the thesis, the 
most generic embodiment of the recuperator design is described.  The discussion is qualitative 
only, to give the reader an understanding of the geometry and the gas flow pattern.  In 
upcoming chapters, more geometry details are given. 
Ceramic recuperators have been built and tested, but none with the performance level that was 
needed in this application.  However, as mentioned in chapter 2, a novel technology for 
fabricating intricate thin-walled ceramic heat exchangers is emerging, based on laser-cutting 
and laminating together sheets of tape-cast ceramic material and then co-sintering the sheets to 
form a monolithic part [123].   
This technology is being used for the present project to build a recuperator from .25-mm thick 
tapecast mullite.  Mullite is a aluminosilicate based ceramic with the composition 3Al2O3⋅2SiO2.  
It has many favorable properties in this application.  First, although it has relatively low fracture 
toughness in native form (<2 MPam), can be toughened by incorporating additives like yttria- 
or ceria-stabilized zirconia, reaching 5-6 MPam as described in [182-184].  It can also be 
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toughened by in-situ elongated grain formation during sintering [185].  Second, mullite is an 
inexpensive material.  Third, its relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), 5.1 
m/mK, helps mitigate thermal stresses in the heat exchanger.  There are ceramics with much 
lower CTE values, but these are not suitable for this project for various reasons such as 
excessive high temperature creep rates, chemical reactivity, cost, or thermal conductivity.  (High 
thermal conductivity is undesirable in compact heat exchangers because it increases heat 
conduction in the streamwise direction, a problem discussed in more detail in chapter 6.) 
The basic recuperator geometry is shown in Figure 4.12 through Figure 4.14.  The flow pattern 
is as follows.  In Figure 4.12 (b), compressed air enters the recuperator flowing in the radial 
direction, through the spaces between the tubes at the outer periphery.  It continues to flow 
radially inward, through the spaces between "wafers" of the recuperator, and finally leaves the 
recuperator through spaces between tubes at the interior, still flowing radially.  This puts the 
compressed air at the center of a large, empty volume, which is located there mainly for the sole 
purpose of allowing sufficient residence time for combustion to complete.  As the combustor 
development continues, some of this space will likely be needed for heating elements, auxiliary 
fuel injectors, and possibly some walls to guide the flow.   
Turbine exhaust enters the recuperator flowing in the axial direction, through the ends of the 
circular tubes shown near the center of the recuperator.  From these tubes, the exhaust is 
partitioned into numerous radial channels as shown in cross-section B-B, Figure 4.14(b).  It 
flows through these channels in the radial direction, and is then collected in integrally-formed 
circular tubes at the periphery, where the turbine exhaust turns to flow out of the recuperator 
through the outer tubes, moving in the axial direction. 
Each sector of the heat exchanger is formed separately.  Segmenting the recuperator this way 
dramatically reduced thermal stresses, in comparison with an earlier design in which the layers 
(i.e. Section A-A, etc.) of all 36 sectors were to be joined together near the periphery of the heat 
exchanger. 
At each end of each sector is a ceramic matrix composite (CMC) plate, bonded to the sector.  
These plates are shown in Figure 4.7, one at each axial end of the recuperator.  To withstand the 
high temperatures expected near the interior, a rigid ceramic adhesive must be used to bond 
each sector to its end plates in that location.  No bond at all is required in the middle radial area 
of the sector.  Near the outer periphery, an adhesive is again required to bond each sector to the 
CMC end plates, but there, temperatures should remain cool enough to permit the use of a 
flexible adhesive with moderate temperature capability, such as a fluorosilicone sealant. 
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Other than the CMC end plates, no parts contact the recuperator sectors.  The entire recuperator 
resides in a pressure vessel formed by the engine housing, so that compressed air puts pressure 
against the walls of the recuperator from all sides.  This loads the ceramic material in 
compression, which should help to suppress the growth of any cracks or leaks in the 
recuperator walls.   
 
Figure 4.12.  Complete heat exchanger assembly. 
 
 
Figure 4.13.  Streamlines from CFD, shown to illustrate flow paths and temperatures 
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Figure 4.14.  Basic geometry of a heat exchanger sector.   
The reason for breaking the heat exchanger into wedges is to mitigate thermal stresses.  
Thermal stress is minimized when a part is long in the direction of the applied thermal gradient, 
(b).  Cross-sections of each layer in a repeating subunit of the recuperator sector, actual size.    
Holes at top are 6mm ID; hole at bottom is 8mm ID; angle 10°; layers .25mm thick each.  
Section B-B represents exhaust channels; D-D is air flow path.  Material: mullite. 
(a).  A single recuperator sector, shown actual size. 
(c).  3-dimensional view of a repeating subunit. 
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compared to the other two directions.  The design pictured in the figures is longer in the radial 
(r) direction than it is in the circumferential (θ) direction.  However, the wedges are long in the 
axial (z) direction, which is not ideal.  There are two ways to mitigate this problem.  One is built 
into the design already: the wedges are made from individual wafers, which are not connected 
to each other except at the ends.  This should mitigate thermal stresses somewhat, but as shown 
in section 6.3, circumferential segmentation alone is not enough.  It is also necessary to break up 
each wedge into “short stacks” of  four to sixteen wafers, which are stacked up axially to make a 
complete wedge of 64 wafers.  These subsections need to be bonded together and sealed with 
ceramic adhesive at the inner manifold tubes, but at the outer manifold tubes they can be 
bonded with silicone to provide some flexibility.  The silicone flex-joints that join and seal the 
exhaust manifolds of the short stacks are not shown in the above figures.   
Upcoming chapters of this thesis describe the results of fabrication experiments, performance 
analyses, and experiments on this annular heat exchanger concept.   
4.9 Combustor 
Finally, this unusual engine may require an unusual combustor, which creates both problems 
and opportunities.  As discussed later, a conventional combustor may be viable.  However, a 
“heat recirculating combustor” is more appealing for emissions and stability reasons, so this will 
be discussed first. 
Jones et al. have shown [131-133] that fuel and air can be premixed in very lean proportions, 
upstream from a heat exchanger, and allowed to flow through it as a homogeneous mixture.  The 
resulting device is called a "heat recirculating" or "excess enthalpy" burner.  Such devices have 
been shown to extend the flammability limits of fuel/air mixtures to as little as one fifth of the 
equivalence ratio required to sustain combustion in non-preheated mixtures.  They have also 
emerged as one of the only viable ways to ensure stable combustion in microscale power 
generation devices [186].  Shih et al [130] have recognized the potential of this concept for 
stabilizing combustion in a small gas turbine.   
In heat-recirculating burners, combustion occurs either in a volume located at the end of the 
heat exchanger channels, somewhere within its channels, or not at all, depending on the mixture 
strength and the temperature of the post-combustion gases.  When the flame propagates 
backward into the heat exchanger channels, its position is self-stabilizing at the point where 
further propagation down the channels would expose the flame to areas of the wall that are cool 
enough to quench the flame.  Carbon is not expected to form or build up in the recuperator 
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channels, as long as the mixture in these burners is much leaner than the equilibrium point for 
carbon formation.  This has been confirmed experimentally in fuel cell research, for example on 
p. 654 of [187].  Emissions from heat recirculating combustors can be extremely low, because 
there are no rich zones in the combustion volume to cause the high localized temperatures that 
engender high NOx and CO formation rates. 
Although little work has been done on the combustor for this engine to date, analytical work  
and experiments are planned to investigate the feasibility of injecting fuel upstream from the 
heat exchanger, and to solve the problems associated with making this approach work.  Most of 
the major problems are expected in connection with starting the engine.  A means of preheating 
the heat exchanger electrically, or locating heating elements or a pilot fuel injector in the 
downstream combustion volume, may be needed.   The author successfully proposed a research 
program to NRL with the goal of addressing these issues.  Slides from the proposal that 
summarize the advantages and problems expected with this approach are shown in Figure 4.15. 
 
Figure 4.15.  Heat-recirculating combustor advantages and challenges. 
However, it should not be assumed that the entire engine proposed here is dependent on the 
heat-recirculation idea.  A proposal by a small company that intended to build a new engine 
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including the NRL ceramic heat exchanger, along with their own turbomachinery and 
combustor, envisioned a conventional design, as shown in Figure 4.16. 
 
Figure 4.16.  Ceramic recuperator with conventional combustor, from Kesseli et al. [188]. 
4.10 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a new engine has been designed to accommodate a ceramic turbine and a 
ceramic heat exchanger, following the guidelines established in chapter 3.  The turbine blade 
speed is 267 m/s at the design point, about half the value used in many other published ceramic 
turbine engine designs, enabling high reliability and low stresses.  Turbomachinery was 
designed and subjected to CFD simulations that suggested the required efficiencies, which are in 
the mid-70% range, can be achieved – even with 430W of heat conducted from the turbine to 
the compressor, via the shaft and housing.   The mass flow rate for the engine is 56.6 grams per 
second, close to the value at the low end of the flow range for the smallest available commercial 
turbochargers, which have peak efficiencies in the same neighborhood.   
The pressure ratio is only 2.0, an excellent value to mitigate water vapor erosion as discussed in 
the previous chapter, but an extremely low value compared with most other microturbines.  
Many engine designers have told the author that 2.0 is much too low.  The assumption seems to 
be that the specific work will be too low, leading to an unnecessarily high mass flow rate of air, 
and therefore an unnecessarily large recuperator and heavy engine.  A cycle analysis given in 
section 4.2, which is based on variable compressor and turbine efficiencies, contradicts this 
assumption.  It shows that although the specific work is maximized (mass flow rate is 
minimized) at pressure ratios between 3.0 and 4.5, the mass flow rate at PR=2.0 is only 20% 
higher than that optimum.  Thus the engine will only be 20% larger than it would have been 
otherwise – a small price to pay for the many advantages that the low pressure ratio confers.  In 
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particular, the bearing life analysis given in section 4.7 shows that achieving a life of 1000 hours 
is far from trivial, even at a pressure ratio of 2.0 and a shaft speed of 98,000 rpm. 
Finally, the conceptual design of a ceramic recuperator made from mullite, a low cost 
aluminosilicate ceramic, is described.  The three dimensional CAD model suggests that if this 
recuperator can reach the required performance level, the engine can meet or exceed the 
performance goal.  With a 3.4-kg, 84%-effective recuperator having .051 bar and .071 bar of 
pressure losses on the air and exhaust sides, respectively, the engine can achieve a net fuel-to-
electrical efficiency of 22.3%, or a fuel-to-propeller-shaft efficiency of 23.5%, thus meeting both 
the efficiency target set in Chapter 1 and the 6.1 kg weight target. 
Upcoming chapters will explore whether the design pictured in section Figure 4.12 and Figure 
4.14, or something like it, can achieve this level of performance. 
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5. Fabrication experiments 
5.1 Ceramatec trials 
Ceramatec, Inc., one of the pioneers of this fabrication technology, fabricated two complete 64-
wafer recuperator sector prototypes for testing.  The design they built was similar to the one in 
Figure 4.14, but its angular extent was 15 instead of 10.  Also, early fabrication trials showed 
that the solid layers were slumping in areas where they were not supported during high-
temperature sintering.  To mitigate this problem, the company added four additional 1mm-wide 
internal supporting ribs, as shown in part (b) of Figure 5.1.  Detailed dimensions are given in 
part (c).  The drawing was produced by grinding off layers of a broken section of one of the 
prototypes until the exhaust channels were exposed, measuring their locations, and recreating 
the geometry in CAD. 
 
Figure 5.1. Wafer geometry for first sector prototype made by Ceramatec Inc. 
 
 (a) Single wafer of 15 sector (b) Exhaust channels in 15 wafer with 
 prototype made by Ceramatec, Inc. extra 1mm-thick ribs to prevent slumping 
(c) Detailed geometry definition.  All linear dimensions are in millimeters.  The wafer is 1mm 
thick, and all four layers have equal thickness (.25mm). 
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The basic fabrication process was reportedly as follows: 
1) Ceramic tape was manufactured in-house by Ceramatec.  The tape ingredients were a 
proprietary mixture of powders and binders.  The ceramic powder(s) were pure mullite (no  
sintering aids) to the best of the author’s knowledge.  
2) The layers were laser-cut from this tape.  The ribs in the exhaust channels spanned the 
inlet/outlet manifolds and connected to the other walls, so the entire exhaust channel layer 
was contiguous and could be handled by hand.  The unwanted portions that spanned the 
manifolds were broken out after sintering.  This is illustrated in a later figure. 
3) The first three layers of green tape were stacked and laminated together in a low-
temperature furnace with a computer controlled platen that applied pressure which varied 
with time. 
4) The sectors were then moved to a high temperature furnace and sintered.  In general for 
ceramics, the sintering cycle involves computer control of temperature vs. time.  A very slow 
ramp is used from room temperature to about 300C to burn out the organic binders, 
plasticizers, and dispersants.  Next there is a faster ramp to the sintering temperature, and a 
dwell time there, often 1-8 hours.  These prototypes were sintered at 1700C. 
5) To add the fourth layer, comprising only the three circular walls outlining the manifold 
tubes (showing clearly in part (a) of the figure), circular pieces of unfired ceramic tape were 
laser-cut and positioned on the nearly-finished wafers.   
6) All of the wafers were stacked up and re-sintered, to densify the circular manifold layers and 
simultaneously bond and seal the wafers into stacks.  The second sintering was done with 
the sector lying on its side in the furnace, as in figure Figure 5.2 (c). 
The result is shown in Figure 5.2.   
 
 (a) 3D perspective (b) Front view (c) Side view 
Figure 5.2.  One 64-wafer, 15 recuperator sector prototype made by Ceramatec Inc. 
The prototype had excellent in-plane dimensional accuracy, very uniform exhaust channel 
thicknesses, and was lightweight due to the use of pure mullite, which is less dense than NRL’s 
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CeSZ-toughened mullite (2800 vs. 3400 kg/m3).  This prototype was later leak-tested using 
helium and found to have a negligible leakage rate (<0.1% of the design volumetric air flow 
rate).  Once shipped to NRL, it was used for the experiments described in chapter 7.   
This fabrication process had a few disadvantages.  First, it was labor-intensive, requiring a lot of 
assembly work by hand.  Second, three separate furnace runs were required, two having a peak 
of 1700C.  Such a high temperature requires an expensive furnace, and it is hard on the furnace, 
which requires frequent replacement of the heating elements and insulation.  Also, the heating 
rates were very slow, so total furnace time was several weeks.  Third, the wafers deformed 
during the second sintering step.  They were initially flat and parallel as shown in Figure 5.2 (b), 
which shows one side of the stack.  Part (c) of the figure shows the other side, which was face 
down and in contact with the furnace hearth plate during re-sintering.  Even though the wafers 
were already fully sintered and dense, they became pliable and soft during bonding.  As the 
tapecast circles joining the wafers together shrank to their final size, friction between the wafer 
edges and the furnace hearth plate pulled them out of shape.  A fourth problem was the need for 
so many supporting walls to be inserted in the exhaust channels.  These caused excessive 
channel blockage that resulted in .1 bar of pressure losses during testing, when the exhaust inlet 
temperature was 945K.  At 1416K, the density would be proportionally lower, the gas velocity 
higher, and the pressure losses higher by the square of the velocity, resulting in a .224 bar 
pressure loss. 
To rectify these issues, a second round of experiments was done by Ceramatec, involving new 
methods conceived jointly by the company and this author [189].  One idea involved creating 
channels using punches and dies to form bumps and depressions in the tape to create channels, 
rather than laser-cutting layers to form the channels.  Another was to use sacrificial supports to 
make the stacking and sintering process achievable in a single step, an idea that NRL had 
already employed very successfully.  A third idea was to use a process called screen printing to 
deposit ceramic paste in patterns on each solid layer to form the channel walls of the exhaust 
and air layers. 
The experiments were partially successful.  Results are described in a company proprietary 
letter report [190].  One difficulty, which was also identified by NRL Code 6351 during their 
manufacturing trials, was that although the tape was flexible enough to be sheared by the punch 
and die, it would not flow in the plane of the tape.  This means that the forming method cannot 
form extra-thick or extra-thin areas in the layers.  If that had been possible, the punch-and-die 
technology would have conferred a big improvement in design flexibility.  Also, On the other 
hand, it was shown that protruding features could be created by shearing deformation alone, 
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and it seemed possible that a leak-tight heat exchanger could be produced this way, though that 
was not proven during the experiments.  The conclusion was that the punch-and-die method 
merited continued research, but its benefits were much less significant than originally expected. 
In parallel with Ceramatec’s efforts, NRL conducted prototype fabrication experiments, as 
described next. 
5.2 NRL trials 
At the Naval Research Lab, various efforts were undertaken to improve ceramic heat exchanger 
materials and fabrication methods.   
5.2.1 Materials development 
Bender and Pan’s experiments were mentioned in section 4.8.  They established that submicron 
mullite powder doped with submicron yttria- or ceria-stabilized zirconia could be sintered to 
full density at 1487C for four hours.  This new composite material had extraordinary 
properties: a strength of 340 MPa and a fracture toughness of 6.3 Mpam.  Bender drafted a 
journal paper on this work, but retired from service to NRL before he could shepherd it through 
the review process, so it was never published.  Therefore, two of the figures and the Conclusions 
sections are reproduced below. 
 
(a) Density and toughness 
measurements vs. temperature 
and hold time, for mullite-
20vol% ceria stabilized zirconia. 
(b) Scanning electron micrograph of polished 
sample of CeSZ-toughened mullite sintered for 4h 
at 1487C. 
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Figure 5.3.  Key results from Bender, Vick, and Pan 2010 [184], unpublished. 
“Conclusions:  Pressureless-sintered mullite was reinforced with ceria-doped 
zirconia in order to improve its fracture toughness from 2 to 5 MPa-m½. Dense 
zirconia-mullite composites were fabricated via reaction sintering or solid state 
sintering processes. Reaction-sintered composites showed only the presence of 
zirconia grains that were well-dispersed in a mullite matrix. However, due to the 
large grain size of the zirconia, microcracking was present. Also the composite lost 
2.2% weight during processing due to a liquid that was exuded on the surface that 
appeared to be a cerium silicate phase. In order to avoid the formation of this phase 
the ceria was tied up by using a solid-state sintering process to fabricate an unique 
mullite composite doped with 20 vol% ceria-doped zirconia. Initial composites fired 
at 1500 oC for 4h resulted in a composite with a strength of 340 MPa and a fracture 
toughness of 4.7 MPa-m½. Optimization of the zirconia grain size distribution via 
sintering temperature and sintering hold time resulted in a dense finely-dispersed 
zirconia-reinforced mullite matrix composite that had a fracture toughness of 6.3 
MPa-m½.”  
5.2.2 Fabrication trials 
In parallel with these efforts, the author’s section at NRL conducted laser cutting, lamination, 
and sintering trials using various tapes, in an attempt to develop a repeatable process for 
making high quality heat exchanger parts without requiring excessive manual labor. 
One successfully tested idea was to add sacrificial supports to the outside edges of the 
recuperator layers, as shown in Figure 5.4.  The author designed the supports, but a summer 
student, G. Rancourt, performed all of the lamination trials.  The work was done with an early 
YSZ-toughened mullite tape formulation made from very coarse powder.  Rather than using 
heat and pressure to laminate the tapes, a different method was used, following work at NRL by 
Bender et al. [191].  This was to apply propanol to each layer before stacking on the next one.  
This slightly dissolved the polymers in the tape on its surface, making it sticky.   
 
A-A B-B C-C D-D
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Figure 5.4.  Layers of a 10 heat exchanger prototype, including sacrificial supports added 
to the edges, which were broken out or cut off after sintering. 
The tape laminated together very well in the green state, but due to the powder coarseness, it 
did not densify well.  A sintering temperature of 1600C resulted in significant slumping in the 
unsupported areas of the solid walls A-A and C-C, yet the samples only reached 84.9% density.  
Higher temperatures improved the density but exacerbated the sagging; lower temperatures 
accomplished the reverse.  Figure 5.5 shows a sintered prototype from one of the tests.  This one 
did not demonstrate much sagging at all, but taller prototypes did (no image available).   
 
  
Figure 5.5.  Sintered prototype of the design shown in previous figure. 
M. Kelly, resuming Rancourt’s experimentation, tested several new ideas.  First, tape was made 
using the powder composition Bender had recently discovered, and all fabrication trials were 
performed with this new tape.  The sintering schedule was modified to that shown below. 
 
Figure 5.6.  Sintering schedule used for mullite-20% CeSZ tape. 
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Second, the heat exchanger in Figure 5.4 was redesigned to include more supporting structure 
around the thin walls in the air and exhaust layers, to facilitate handling.  The exhaust inlet and 
outlet ports were also enlarged to reduce pressure losses in the manifolds. 
 
 
Figure 5.7.  Second recuperator geometry revision. 
Third, it was suspected that thermal nonuniformity during sintering might have caused the 
sagging problem.  The top layers of tall stacks showed the greatest slumping, while the bottom 
layers were nearly straight, while it seemed that gravity-induced slumping should be consistent 
throughout the sample.  To test this idea, insulation rings were placed in the furnace 
surrounding the sample being sintered.  Air vents were created at the bottom and top of the 
insulation ring stack to promote gas circulation.  This seemed to work well.  Prototypes sintered 
using the insulation rings have shown more uniformity and less slumping than previous ones. 
(a) New geometry: sealed side; exhaust port side; sacrificial supports.  Stack is 64 wafers tall  
(b) Exhaust channels (c) Air channels  (d) Dimensions 
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Figure 5.8. Schematic of the insulation rings used in the furnace to limit radiation heat 
transfer from heating elements (black) to the sintering sample (yellow).  Ports in the 
insulation rings (light grey) are drilled to promote convection (red arrows). 
Fourth, an attempt was made to laminate the layers using heat and pressure rather than a 
solvent, in an effort to improve repeatability of the lamination process.  If propanol dissolves 
layers nonuniformly, it was thought that their thickness might vary, although this had not really 
been observed in practice.  Another benefit of avoiding propanol, though, was that it would 
allow the layers to slide around while stacking them up, to enable more precise alignment.   
One difficulty with this approach was achieving uniform heating throughout the sample.  This 
caused incomplete bonding in the cool areas near the center, and cracking, drying, and warping 
in the areas that were too hot.  Greater uniformity could be achieved by slowing down the 
lamination step to 12 hours or more, but this increased process time and costs, and also tended 
to dry out the tape.  A different method was therefore attempted, in which air was heated and 
forced through the sample during lamination.  With such tiny internal channels, the prototypes 
reached the lamination temperature within 30 minutes.  Some drying and cracking of the tape 
was still observed, however.  A schematic of the hot air lamination rig is shown in Figure 5.9.   
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Figure 5.9.  Hot air lamination rig. 
Another difficulty was that heat/pressure lamination was not reliable in unsupported areas of 
the heat exchanger.  This is illustrated in Figure 5.10.  The areas of the recuperator that connect 
the air (red) or exhaust (yellow) channels to their respective inlet/outlet manifolds must be left 
open, so they are unsupported when axial pressure is applied to the entire stack.  This means 
that layers do not bond well, if at all, in those areas.   
 
Figure 5.10.  Unsupported areas in the heat exchanger design that cannot be bonded by 
axial pressure through the stack. 
Propanol lamination does not require pressure to laminate the layers; the solvent wicks into the 
spaces between them, and surface tension seems to pull the layers together and bond them.  
One of many prototypes, successfully laminated with propanol and sintered to full density, is 
shown in Figure 5.11.  The solvent lamination route is probably the best path forward for 
laminating tapes, and was used in the Cam-Lem trials described in the next section. 
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Figure 5.11.  Sintered recuperator prototype, successfully laminated using propanol  
A fifth experiment, finished very recently, was to use a “fugitive phase” material to support the 
red and yellow areas in Figure 5.10.  Dr. Pan had advocated this general idea, and had done it 
successfully in years past.  The idea was to insert wax, paper, or another material in the gas 
channels during lamination, to hold them open and keep their thickness uniform.  This material 
would be designed to melt or burn out during the low-temperature binder-burnout phase of the 
furnace cycle.  Rancourt and Vick tested this idea using mold-maker’s sheet wax from Freeman 
Wax.  However, under even gentle lamination pressure, with no heat, the wax flowed like a 
viscous liquid, squeezing out between the layers of ceramic tape, deforming them and generally 
making a mess.  It was clear that a stiffer wax would be needed, but a source of hard wax in .33-
mm thick sheets was never identified.  (The green ceramic tape is .33 mm thick; it shrinks to 
.25mm during sintering.)   
Another promising fugitive phase material is paper.  Vick, Rancourt, and another colleague, M. 
Schuette, tested this with ordinary manila file folders, which happened to be exactly the correct 
thickness.  The results were spectacular: after sintering, all that was left of the prototype was a 
pile of tiny ceramic chips.  Neither the cause of this destruction nor the part of the furnace cycle 
in which it occurred could be conveniently identified, and since propanol was working well, this 
line of investigation was dropped.   
Later, M. Kelly resumed the work and replicated the explosive findings of the earlier 
investigators.  Meanwhile, Pan had been experimenting with various papers, and had found a 
cellulose-free photographic paper that was the correct thickness.  Kelly tested this and had 
much better results.  The papers burned out completely, leaving no trace.  The ceramics were in 
excellent shape.  The photographic paper is an ideal fugitive phase material because it can easily 
be laser cut into intricate shapes, it holds its shape well, and it is quite porous.  The last feature 
is important because porosity enables the vaporizing organics to escape from the tape during 
the binder burnout process.   
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The latter results are very recent, and further experiments with the photographic paper are 
planned.  One is to revisit the heat and pressure lamination method, using the paper to transfer 
the axial lamination pressure to the unsupported areas of the heat exchanger.  Another is to 
attempt to tapecast ceramic tape onto a sheet of mylar, to which laser-cut paper patterns have 
been bonded.  This way it may be possible to form the air channels in the tape itself, avoiding 
the need for weak, thin-walled laser cut tapes that do not hold their shape well (the rightmost 
layers in Figure 5.7 (a), and sections B-B and D-D in Figure 5.4). 
These experiments and others are described in a forthcoming paper [192] which was written by 
M. Kelly, with some contributions and supervision by Vick.  
5.3 Cam-Lem trials 
Finally, a new set of fabrication experiments was begun at Cam-Lem, Inc.  This small company 
has developed methods to automate the tapecast ceramic laser-cutting and laminating process.  
Each layer is laser cut, then lifted up and placed onto the stack by a machine.  The goal of these 
tests is to determine whether the company’s methods can automatically build NRL’s heat 
exchanger in larger quantities, with less human involvement and greater precision than the 
efforts described in sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
The patterns that were drawn and sent to Cam-Lem are pictured in Figure 5.12.  A sufficient 
quantity of NRL’s CeSZ-mullite tape to produce a 16-layer stack of these patterns was also sent.  
As always, the stacking pattern is a-b-a-c-a-b-a-c… (wall-exhaust-wall-air).  The company built 
and sintered the stack, with excellent results, as shown in Figure 5.13.   
 
Figure 5.12.  Patterns for multi-sector automatic fabrication trials. 
 (a) Wall layer (b) Exhaust layer (c) Air layer 
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Figure 5.13.  Sintered prototype built by the Cam-Lem Inc. automated process  
The quality of the initial prototype was outstanding.  The layers were in essentially perfect 
alignment, and there was no visible sagging in the unsupported areas of the tape.  Although 
leakage has not been tested, the sector appears visually to be gas-tight. 
The main disadvantage of the automatic process was the time required to build the part.  The 
laser cutter moved at a rate of about 20 mm/sec, and on average each layer requires about 400 
mm of cutting, so to build all 36 wedges in a 256-layer recuperator would require about 51 
hours.   
On the other hand, this was only a 25-watt laser; more powerful laser cutters can move faster.  
In any case, this test shows that high-quality recuperator prototypes can be built in a repeatable 
process that requires very little human labor. 
5.4 Conclusions 
This chapter describes some of the many heat exchanger fabrication tests that have been 
conducted over the course of this project.  Several prototype heat exchanger sectors, and many 
short stacks, have been built successfully.  The best lamination method was to apply 
isopropanol to the surface of each tape, before or after positioning the next layer.  The solvent 
wicks into crevices, slightly dissolves the organic binders in the tape, and draws the layers 
together with its surface tension, apparently.  Novel geometries have been designed with 
sacrificial supports, which allow each layer to be handled as a unit.  The sacrificial supports can 
be broken or cut out later.   
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Tape made from mullite powder with 20 mol% ceria-stabilized zirconia, which acts as a 
sintering aid and a transformation toughening additive, yielded the best results.  This material 
has a fracture toughness of 6.3 MPam, a bending strength of 340 MPa, and low thermal 
conductivity.  The next chapter will show why the latter attribute is important. 
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6. Recuperator performance analysis 
Chapters 1-3 showed, among other things, that a compact, elegant ceramic heat exchanger 
design could enable miniature gas turbines to achieve efficiency and power-to-weight ratios 
competitive with IC engines.  Chapter 4 described a preliminary concept for the geometry, and 
Chapter 5 explored methods for reliably fabricating heat exchangers belonging to this general 
family of shapes.  The remaining question is whether this geometry could achieve the required 
performance.   
This was accomplished through several types of investigations.  First, a simplified axisymmetric 
finite volume model was built and used to estimate the heat exchanger effectiveness and 
pressure losses.  Second, a SolidWorks model was drawn, and a Solidworks Flow model was 
built to analyze gas flows and heat conduction in the real three-dimensional geometry.  Third, 
the same geometry was checked using finite element analysis to determine whether it can 
withstand the pressure, thermal, and combined stresses to which it would be subjected in 
service.  This chapter explains how these tools work, the assumptions on which they are based, 
and the performance they predict for a particular heat exchanger geometry.   
The heat exchanger was designed iteratively, evolving along with the rest of the engine as 
results accumulated from all of the different component models, conversations with parts 
suppliers, and fabrication trials.  The final recuperator geometry is specified in the first section 
of this chapter.  The following three sections will explain how each of the analytical models 
works, and then give results of that model for this geometry.   
6.1 One dimensional axisymmetric finite difference model 
6.1.1 How it works 
A simple counterflow model of the heat exchanger comprising a stack of parallel flat plates was 
developed in Excel.  In this model, each “cell” of the heat exchanger consists of one thin annular 
ceramic plate, with air on the top side flowing radially inward and turbine exhaust on the 
bottom side flowing radially outward, as shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.2.  This is the 
simplest possible representation of the real geometry pictured in Figure 4.12, while still 
capturing the basic heat transfer physics.   
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The solid walls are broken up into 100 annular finite volume elements: 25 in the radial direction 
and four in the z (through-thickness) direction.  The air and exhaust gas channels each comprise 
only 25 elements, one per radial station to correspond with the solid elements.  The 
axisymmetric heat conduction equation (6.1), which basically enforces conservation of energy, 
is discretized for interior solid finite volumes according to (6.2)-(6.4).  For elements with one 
surface exposed to a flowing gas stream, the conduction heat transfer into that surface is 
replaced by convection heat transfer, h⋅(2rr)⋅(Tgas,r – Tr,z).  
Heat conduction in solid walls  


















                    (6.2) 
           (6.3) 
Qin,t = k (2 rr) (Tr,z+z – Tr,z)  
 + k (2 rr) (Tr,z-z – Tr,z)  
 + k [2 (r - r/2)z] (Tr-r,z – Tr,z)  
 + k [2 (r + r/2)z] (Tr+r,z – Tr,z) 
(6.4) 
In the gas channels, the flow is one-dimensional: all variables are functions of radius only.  The 
inlet and outlet flow area of each finite volume is proportional to the radius at that point.  Flow 
through the channels is modeled as flow between parallel plates according to the Darcy-
Weisbach pipe flow equation (6.5) and the energy equation (6.6)-(6.8).  Dh, the hydraulic 
diameter, is twice the distance between the plates.  The Reynolds number is on the order of 100 
throughout the heat exchanger, so the flow is laminar, the Darcy friction factor fr is 64/Re, and 
the Nusselt number is constant at 8.23.  The gas properties – viscosity, specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, etc. – are all calculated locally for each elemental gas volume, based on its 
Figure 6.2.  Simplified heat exchanger 





Figure 6.2.  Computational 
domain and coordinate system. 
dz 
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temperature at the current timestep.  The ideal gas law is used to calculate the local gas density 
 r from the local pressure and temperature.  The specific heats were calculated using the same 
Chappell and Cockshutt polynomials used in the engine model.  In both spreadsheets, these are 
programmed into Excel as Visual Basic functions for the engine model described in the previous 
chapter, giving the specific heat for products of combustion of a generic hydrocarbon fuel at any 
temperature and fuel-air ratio.  A fuel/air ratio of .0089 was used for the exhaust, or 
approximately an air/fuel equivalence ratio of 7.5.  On the air side, the fuel/air ratio was zero. 
Pressure losses and heat transfer in gas channels  
Pair,r = Pair,r+r – fr⋅r/Dh⋅ rV
2
/2 




                    (6.6) 
        ⋅           ⋅        (6.7) 
Qin,t = 2h⋅(2 rr)⋅( Twall,r – Tair,r) 
 + mdotair⋅Cp⋅(Tair,r+r – Tair,r) 
 – mdotair⋅Cp⋅(Tair,r – Tair,r-r) 
Qin,t = 2h⋅(2 rr)⋅( Twall,r – Tex,r) 
 + mdotair⋅Cp⋅(Tex,r-r – Tex,r) 
 – mdotair⋅Cp⋅(Tex,r – Tex,r+r) 
(6.8) 
The main purpose of this finite volume model is to calculate steady state performance of the 
heat exchanger.  However, because it is an explicit (time-based) formulation, it can estimate 
transient performance, as well.  The disadvantage of explicit models is that a small timestep 
length must be used, or the model will become unstable.  This model has good stability when 
used with a one millisecond timestep. 
6.1.2 Material, geometry, and design process 
Along with the material characteristics, the 1-D model requires only a few geometric 
parameters: air channel thickness, plate thickness, number of plates, and inner and outer radius.   
The ceramic material modeled here is mullite with 20 mol% ceria-stabilized zirconia as a 
toughening additive.  The development of this material was described in the previous chapter.  
The fully fired ceramic material has a density of 3400 kg/m3.  To the author’s knowledge, the 
thermal conductivity and specific heat have not been measured yet, so properties of pure 
mullite - 710 J/(kg*K) and 3.5 W/mK – have been used.  The thermal conductivity of zirconia is 
2 W/mK, so the composite should be slightly less conductive than pure mullite.  Later it will be 
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shown that lower thermal conductivity is better for performance, which means that the value 
used here is conservative. 
The geometry of the heat exchanger approximates that of a stack of thin discs, but there are 
several differences that require compensation in order for the model to represent the geometry 
accurately.  One difference between the finite volume model and the actual heat exchanger is the 
percentage of surface area in each disc that is exposed to the gas flows.  In the finite volume 
model (FVM), the entire disc area is exposed to convection, but in the actual heat exchanger, 
there are walls that space the top and bottom layers apart and define the gas flow channels, as 
shown in Figure 6.3 for example.   
 
Figure 6.3.  Exhaust channels with area calculation. 
A simple method was used to account for this.  First, the inner and outer radii in the FVM were 
set to the mean values of the heat exchanger outlet manifolds for the design of interest, as 
illustrated in the figure.  Second, the exposed surface area on one side of an exhaust channel was 
computed by SolidWorks as shown.  This was multiplied by 72 to yield the total exposed area 
per disc in the real heat exchanger (neglecting the side wall area, which presumably contributes 
little to the heat exchanger performance).  This area was smaller than the disc area in the FVM, 
so the number of discs in the FVM was reduced in proportion to the area ratio.  In this case, 
⋅([102.5mm]2 – [76.52mm]2) / (72⋅152.58mm2) = 1.33, so the number of discs was reduced 
from 64 to 64/1.33=48. 
This accounts for the reduction in surface area due to the side walls of the channels, but those 
walls also increase conduction area and weight.  The compensation for this was to model the 
solid plates as being thicker than they actually are - .32mm instead of .25mm – to account for 
this extra material.  This would slightly increase the resistance to heat conduction through the 
thickness of the plate; however, it was hypothesized that this resistance would be very small, in 
Mean inner 
radius: 76.5 mm 
Mean outer 
radius: 102.5 mm 
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comparison to the convection boundary resistance.  Therefore, the main effect of the extra 
material should be an increase in streamwise heat conduction, which is bad for performance.  
(One of the functions of the FVM was to test this assumption.  Figure 6.4 shows that it turned 
out to be correct.) 
This finite volume model was one of several tools used to study the heat exchanger geometry 
and performance, to establish the design pictured in previous chapters.  As with the engine, the 
design process was iterative.  At first, the finite volume model was used to investigate 
approximate surface area requirements, pressure losses, and the effects of material thermal 
conductivity.  Round numbers were used for the radii and plate thicknesses.  Second, CAD and 
CFD models were built for a particular recuperator geometry.  These provided insight into 3D 
effects and manifold losses.  Third, fabrication trials were conducted to illuminate 
manufacturing process constraints.  The results from one round of these investigations 
provided input for subsequent iterations.  In reality, the investigations were not even 
sequential; they all proceeded in parallel.   
In no way does this thesis represent the above heat exchanger geometry as being “optimized”.  
To accomplish that would require formalizing the design constraints and using a genetic 
algorithm or some other method to find the optimum within those constraints.  It would be 
premature, at this stage, to attempt such an investigation.  There are too many design 
constraints that are difficult to define at this stage – fouling susceptibility, transient thermal 
stress, and hot corrosion, to name a few.  The design process also involves making tradeoffs, 
compromising performance in one area to improve performance or reduce risk in another area.   
The value of the finite volume model described here is 1) to provide something simple for 
comparison with CFD and test results, because all three have the potential for errors; 2) to 
gauge the transient performance of the heat exchanger; and 3) to quickly gauge the effects of 
any design changes (new geometry, new materials, different pressures and flow rates, etc.).  The 
time savings is significant.  The Excel model takes only a few minutes to reconfigure and run, 
while making a new CAD model and running the CFD takes 4-8 hours, and building and testing a 
prototype takes months.   
6.1.3 Detailed output for the baseline design case 
The entire model is shown below, after running for 420 seconds (seven minutes) simulation 
time.  For this run, the geometry and material were those described in section 6.1.2, and the air 
and exhaust inlet temperatures and pressures were from section 4.5.2.   
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Table 6.1.  Constants used in finite volume model. 
  
Variable Description Variable name Value Units
Initialize spreadsheet (if  zero, sheet w ill calculate iteratively) Initialize 0
Initialize gas temperatures Init_gas_temps 0
Initialize gas densities Init_gas_press 0
Elapsed time since initialization Time 420.0000 s
Fuel air ratio by mass fa_ratio 0.0089 kg_fuel/kg_air
Gas constant for air R_air 287.0 J/(kg*K)
Gas constant for exhaust R_ex 287.0 J/(kg*K)
Wall cross-sectional area - fraction of total cross-section Afraction_w all 56%
Ratio of exhaust f low  area to air f low  area Aratio_ex_air 1.000
Total recuperator thickness in the axial direction - approx. thk_recup_aprx .0640 m
Wall material name w all_material Toughened mullite
Wall density rho_w all 3,400 kg/m^3
Wall specif ic heat Cp_w all 710 J/(kg*K)
Wall thermal conductivity k_w all_const 3.50 W/(m*K)
Inside radius of recuperator core ri_core 0.07646 m
Outside radius of recuperator core ro_core 0.10252 m
Recuperator core w eight Wt_core 1.53 kg
Air/exhaust temperature difference - guess for initialization DeltaT_recup_init 100 K
Flow  pressure losses - guess for initialization DeltaP_recup_init 8,000 Pa
Nusselt number in air channels Nu_air 8.23
Nusselt number in exhaust channels Nu_ex 8.23
Mass f low  rate of air mdot_air .0566 kg/s
Mass f low  rate of air in half of a cell mdot_air_half cell 5.90E-4 kg/s
Mass f low  rate of exhaust (add fuel mdot, subtract leakage) mdot_ex .0566 kg/s
Mass f low  rate of exhaust in half of one cell mdot_ex_half cell 5.90E-4 kg/s
Recuperator core w eight (lbs) Wt_core_lb 3.37 lb
Number of "cells" (plate pairs) in recuperator N_cells 48.0
Total recuperator thickness in the axial direction - exact thk_recup .0547 m
Recuperator axial thickness (in.) thk_recup_in 2.15 in
Wall thickness  thk_w all .00032 m
Distance betw een w alls in exhaust f low  channels thk_ex .00025 m
Distance betw een w alls in air f low  channels thk_air .00025 m
Total "cell" thickness (2 walls + one air & one exhaust channel) thk_cell .00114 m
Wall thickness in inches thk_w all_in .013 in
Thickness of exhaust channel in inches thk_ex_in .010 in
Thickness of air channel in inches thk_air_in .010 in
Thickness of entire cell in inches thk_cell_in .045 in
Inside radius of recuperator core (in.) ri_core_in 3.01 in
Outside radius of recuperator core (in.) ro_core_in 4.04 in
Number of radial elements Nr_elements 25
Distance betw een radial elements delta_r .00104 m
Number of elements through w all thickness Nthk_elements 4
Distance betw een elements through w all thickness delta_thk 8.00E-5 m
Air inlet temperature T_air_inlet 382 K
Air inlet pressure P_air_inlet 202,650 Pa
Air outlet temperature for initialization T_air_outlet_init 1,316 K
Air radial temperature increment for initialization deltaT_air_init 202650.0 K
Air outlet pressure for initialization P_air_outlet_init 194,650 Pa
Air pressure increment for initialization deltaP_air_init 333.3 Pa
Air inlet density rho_air_inlet 1.85 kg/m^3
Exhaust inlet temperature T_ex_inlet 1416 K
Exhaust inlet pressure P_ex_outlet 108,500 Pa
Exhaust outlet temperature for initialization T_ex_outlet_init 482 K
Exhaust radial temperature increment for initialization deltaT_ex_init 38.9 K
Exhaust outlet pressure for initialization P_ex_inlet_init 116,500 Pa
Exhaust pressure increment for initialization deltaP_ex_init 333.3 Pa
Exhaust outlet density rho_ex_inlet .287 kg/m^3
Hydraulic diameter of air channels Dh_air 5.00E-4 m
Hydraulic diameter of exhaust channels Dh_ex .00050 m
Ratio of cold compressed air density to hot exhaust density rho_ratio_max 6.45
Area ratio - (air inlet area) / (exhaust inlet area) area_ratio_air_ex 1.341
Velocity ratio - exhaust inlet vs air inlet V_ratio_air_ex 8.65
Time step for transient heat transfer simulation timestep 1.00E-03 s
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6.1.4 Performance summary and discussion for the baseline design 
Table 6.3 summarizes the predicted performance of this heat exchanger design, according to the 
FVM and the assumptions above.  Figure 6.4 plots the gas and wall temperatures, heat transfer 
coefficients, local gas pressures, and pressure losses per mm as a function of radius. The 
effectiveness is 86.4% based on the hot side temperature difference and the air and exhaust 
inlet temperatures (382K and 1416K respectively).   The air pressure loss is 2.0% of the 
compressor pressure rise, and the exhaust side loss is 4.5%.  For a discussion of why it is 
important to state losses as functions of the pressure rise instead of the pressure ratio, please 
see section 3.2.6.   
Table 6.3.  Summary of key model output variables 
Effectiveness 86.4% 
T, cold side 171.3 C 
T, hot side 140.6 C 
P air 2,013 Pa 
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In sum, the predicted overall performance is better than that required for the engine to meet its 
performance goals.  This is good, because the FVM is an idealized one dimensional model that 
assumes perfectly spaced plates, no channel entrance or exit effects, no flow restrictions other 
than the tight spacing of the plates, and a perfectly uniform division of the mass flow between 
the plates.  All of those real-world effects should reduce the performance. 
Encouragingly, the output from the FVM model and the CFD model (presented later in this 
chapter) agree fairly well.  The FVM predicts nearly the same effectiveness (86.4% vs. 86.9%), 
but slightly higher pressure losses: .02 and .046 bar (FVM) vs. .027 and .065 bar (CFD).  These 
differences make sense.  The CFD model evaluates the pressure losses as the flow squeezes 
through the constricted areas at the channel entrances and exits, as well as those in the core 
channels, so it should predict higher losses overall.  The CFD model also exposes more surface 
area to convection heat transfer than the FVM, because the CFD model includes the sidewalls 
and gas manifolds.  These would contribute to the effectiveness.  The CFD model also captures 
flow maldistribution, which would reduce the effectiveness.  However big the effects of these 
two differences are, they seem to cancel out.  There may also be differences in the gas properties 
and heat transfer coefficients due to slight differences in the models, of course. 
It is hoped that the reader will accept this argument, for now, as being sufficient evidence to 
conclude that the FVM analysis is reasonably valid.  If so, the FVM may now be used to 
investigate the effect of material thermal conductivity on the heat exchanger performance. 
6.1.5 Material thermal conductivity optimization 
Section 4.8 mentions that a low thermal conductivity material is sometimes desirable for 
compact heat exchangers.  Actually, that is an oversimplification.  For a given recuperator 
geometry, mass flow rate, and inlet and outlet temperature range, there is an optimum thermal 
conductivity.   
This can be understood through the following thought experiment.  If the conductivity were 
zero, the effectiveness would be zero, because there could be no heat transfer.  The walls would 
insulate the gas flows from each other perfectly.  On the other hand, if the conductivity were 
infinite, the entire heat exchanger would reach a temperature about halfway between the air 
and exhaust inlet temperatures.  The air leaving the heat exchanger would be cooler than this 
value by some finite temperature difference, needed to drive convection heat transfer, while the 
exhaust outlet would similarly be slightly higher than the wall temperature.  Thus, even with 
infinite surface area and a vanishingly small delta-T driving convection heat transfer on both 
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sides, the heat exchanger effectiveness could never exceed 50%.  Higher effectiveness could be 
achieved with a wall thermal conductivity that is:  
 High enough to ensure only a small temperature difference from the exhaust side of the 
wall to the air side; and, 
 Low enough to minimize heat conduction in the streamwise (in-plane) direction. 
To further illustrate, Figure 6.5 shows exhaust and air flows in a counterflow heat exchanger.  
To move from the exhaust stream to the air stream, heat must travel through three thermal 
resistances: convection from exhaust to wall, conduction through the wall, and convection from 
wall to air.  The relative sizes of these three resistors is controlled by the heat transfer 
coefficients at the wall surface, the thickness of the wall, and the thermal conductivity of the 
wall.  In many heat exchangers, the convection boundary layers impose much more resistance to 
heat flow than the wall; thus the conduction “resistor” is pictured as being smaller than the 
convection resistors.   
 
Figure 6.5.  Resistor network analogy for recuperator heat transfer. 
The FVM was used to determine the optimum thermal conductivity for the heat exchanger 
described in the previous section.  The wall thermal conductivity was varied from .1 W/(m⋅K) to 
100 W/(m⋅K).  The .1 value is for a fictitious material: there is no fully-dense ceramic with a 
conductivity that low, and even porous insulation materials are typically in the .2-1.0 range.  
Pure mullite is about 3.5 W/(m⋅K), and silicon carbide can easily exceed 100 W/(m⋅K). 
Figure 6.6 presents the radial distribution of exhaust, wall hot side, wall cool side, and air for 
several conductivity values.  The lowest thermal conductivity material has a large temperature 
difference between the two sides of the wall, indicating that the wall’s resistance is larger than 
either of the convection boundary layers.  For this case, the effectiveness is only 81.7%.  At 100 
W/(mK), the temperature difference across the wall is negligible, but the wall is clearly 
conducting heat in the streamwise direction, producing the “dogbone” shape shown in Figure 
6.6 (c) and an effectiveness of only 64.6%.  In part (b) it is shown that 1 W/(m⋅K) is a “happy 
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medium” value—high enough to produce a negligibly small temperature drop across the wall, 
but low enough to minimize heat transfer in the streamwise direction. 
 
 (a) k=0.1 W/(m⋅K) (b) k = 1 W/(m⋅K) (c) k = 100 W/(m⋅K) 
Figure 6.6.  Gas and wall temperature vs. radius for various thermal conductivities, for 
the baseline heat exchanger design. 
To find the optimum thermal conductivity for this geometry, the model was run for more 
thermal conductivity values.  The results are shown in the following table and figure.  
Fortunately, it seems that the thermal conductivity of CeSZ-mullite is close to the ideal range.  
The best value modeled was 1 W/(m⋅K).  If the conductivity were reduced from its current value 
of 3.5 W/(m⋅K), the heat exchanger would perform better, and the performance would not be 
particularly sensitive to the value.  If a more conductive material were used, the performance 
would be worse. 
 
Figure 6.7.  Effectiveness of the baseline recuperator design for a range of material 
thermal conductivity. 
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6.2 CFD model 
6.2.1 How it works 
The second method of analyzing the recuperator was a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
model.  The geometry was the one described in Figure 5.7 and Figure 6.3.  A single 64-wafer 
sector was modeled.  As before, each wafer is 1mm thick and comprises four layers: two solid 
walls, each .25 mm thick, with a .25 mm exhaust layer and a .25 mm air layer between them.   
For the CFD model, a wedge-shaped box was drawn around the sector to constrain the flow at 
the air inlet and outlet.  Its walls were thin (.25 mm) to avoid greatly increasing streamwise heat 
conduction area.  All outer walls were adiabatic with respect to the environment.  The box was 
made of CeSZ-mullite with the same properties used in the FVM: specific heat, 710 J/(kgK); 
thermal conductivity, 3.5 W/(mK); density, 3400 kg/m3.  The properties were independent of 
temperature, a reasonable assumption because the thermal conductivity of mullite varies little 
with temperature from 300 to 1200C [193].  The model assumes that air enters through the top 
of the box at 382K and 202650 Pa, and leaves at the bottom at a defined mass flow rate, 1/36th 
of the design value for the engine (.0566/36 = .001572 kg/s).  Exhaust enters the port at 1416K, 
108500 Pa, and leaves the twin exhaust ports at  the same .001572 kg/s.  The solver assumed 
laminar flow, which is safe due to the low Reynolds number (~100).  The surface roughness was 
10 microns, a conservative value. 
Radiation heat transfer is neglected, because efforts to make SolidWorks Flow account for this 
in the model were not successful.  Since the channels are thin compared with their length in the 
thermal gradient direction, the view factor of wall elements relative to directly opposite walls 
(which should be at nearly the same temperature) would be near 1.0, while the view factor vs. 
far away elements (which would be at significantly different temperatures) would be small.  
Thus, it was thought that radiation heat transfer should not make a big difference in the results. 
The model calculates heat conduction through all solid walls of the model, gas flows, convection 
heat transfer coefficients, local gas and wall temperatures, and other variables of interest.  The 
gases were modeled as pure air for convenience.  This would slightly underestimate the specific 
heat of the exhaust stream, making the performance appear slightly worse than in reality. 
6.2.2 Results 
The model output is shown in the plots and tables on the next three pages. 
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Figure 6.8.  Exhaust streamlines showing temperatures, pressures, and velocities. 
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Figure 6.9.  Air side streamlines showing temperatures, pressures, and velocities. 
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loss (Pa)     
Air in 202,649 382 
2,693 
Turbine pressure ratio 1.85 
Air out 199,956 1281 Combined pressure losses - Vick model (eq. 3.20) 14.5% 
Exhaust in 108,103 1416 
6,463 
Combined pressure losses - Wilson model (eq. 3.19) 9.0% 
Exhaust out 101,640 540 Effectiveness 86.9% 
        
Recuperator Air Outlet (RAO) 
[FloWorks] 
Iteration [ ] 196       
Local parameters           Integral parameters   






Pressure [Pa] 199,918 199,991 199,956 199,956 6.37E-4 Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] -.00157 
Density [kg/m^3] .520 .569 .544 .544 6.37E-4 Volume Flow Rate [m^3/s] -.00289 
Velocity [m/s] 4.53 12.6 7.79 7.86 6.37E-4 Total Enthalpy Rate [W] -2,170 
Temperature [K] 1,225 1,338 1,281 1,281 6.37E-4 Uniformity Index [ ] .628 
        
Recuperator Exhaust Outlet (REO) 
[FloWorks] 
Iteration [ ] 196       
Local parameters           Integral parameters   






Pressure [Pa] 100,995 101,849 101,634 101,640 1.15E-4 Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] -.00157 
Density [kg/m^3] .527 .789 .663 .661 1.15E-4 Volume Flow Rate [m^3/s] -.00240 
Velocity [m/s] 19.5 29.5 24.2 24.2 1.15E-4 Total Enthalpy Rate [W] -864 
Temperature [K] 449 667 538 540 1.15E-4 Uniformity Index [ ] .897 
        
Recuperator Air Inlet (RAI) [FloWorks] Iteration [ ] 196       
Local parameters           Integral parameters   






Pressure [Pa] 202,647 202,650 202,649 202,649 .00131 Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] .00157 
Density [kg/m^3] 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 .00131 Volume Flow Rate [m^3/s] 8.51E-4 
Velocity [m/s] .0246 1.73 .650 1.14 .00131 Total Enthalpy Rate [W] 609 
Temperature [K] 382 382 382 382 .00131 Uniformity Index [ ] .614 
        
Recuperator Exhaust Inlet (REI) 
[FloWorks] 
Iteration [ ] 196       
Local parameters           Integral parameters   






Pressure [Pa] 107,859 108,208 108,111 108,103 1.17E-4 Mass Flow Rate [kg/s] .00157 
Density [kg/m^3] .267 .267 .267 .267 1.17E-4 Volume Flow Rate [m^3/s] .00591 
Velocity [m/s] 46.8 69.4 53.8 54.3 1.17E-4 Total Enthalpy Rate [W] 2,429 
Temperature [K] 1,416 1,416 1,416 1,416 1.17E-4 Uniformity Index [ ] .962 
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6.2.3 Discussion  
The engine model in section 4.3 budgeted for pressure losses of 5100 Pa for the recuperator air 
side and burner, and 7100 Pa for the exhaust side.  The CFD model predicts pressure losses of 
2693 and 6463 Pa, leaving an adequate allowance of 2407 Pa for combustor pressure losses, 
and 607 Pa of extra losses on the exhaust side.  The calculated effectiveness is 86.9%, while the 
engine model budgeted for only 84%.  This performance level is considered very good.  Many 
other designs were subjected to CFD modeling and abandoned upon finding that the pressure 
losses were too high, the weight was too great, the effectiveness was too low, or the 
manufacturability was poor. 
The streamline plots shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 contain a wealth of information.  For 
example, the fact that the exhaust flow is fairly evenly-distributed in this design can be deduced 
from the fact that the color bands in the pressure and temperature plots are aligned horizontal.  
Other designs had manifold tubes that were too small, resulting in high velocities and significant 
pressure variations across the channels.  An example of a design with undersized outlet 
manifolds is shown below. 
 
Figure 6.10.  Exhaust flows in a recuperator sector designed with deliberately undersized 
exhaust outlet manifolds. 
The air streamline plots show that the main pressure losses are in the core channels, which is 
the desirable outcome.  Heightened pressure losses are created at the channel outlets due to the 
flow area constriction there.  This is suggested by the tighter spacing of color countours there 




Explanation: angled contours (dashed line following the color bands) suggest flow is not well distributed.  Note 
the low pressure area (dark blue) in the top exhaust manifolds.  This suggests the velocity at the exhaust outlet 
is too high.  Enlarging the tubes would solve this.  In contrast, the inlet manifold is uniformly red, so the pressure 
varies less there.  The inlet tube is probably not causing the maldistribution. 
Angled pressure 
contour 
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enlargement.  Conversely, the air inlet area is does not appear overly restricted because the 
colors are changing only gradually in that area. 
Perhaps more deductions could be made from the CFD model output, and more plots could be 
generated.  However, the above information is sufficient to conclude that according to the CFD 
model, the recuperator’s performance should be adequate. 
6.3 Structural analysis 
To investigate whether this design could withstand the pressure and thermal stress to which it 
would be subjected in service, a finite element analysis was performed in SolidWorks 
Simulation.  The component was restrained by a soft spring (elastic support) attached to the 
face that would generate 1 MPa of stress per mm of movement in any direction. 
 
Figure 6.11.  Face to which the soft spring restraint was applied in the FEA model.   
As section 4.8 noted, thermal stresses are mitigated when a part is long in the direction of the 
thermal gradient compared to its other two dimensions.  In this design, each recuperator wedge 
would be long in the axial as well as radial direction if it were built as a complete 64-wafer unit.  
To solve this problem, it must be split up axially into “short stacks” comprising perhaps 4-16 
wafers.   
The first case considered was a model of a single wafer.  This was done to develop an 
understanding of the “basic” stresses that are unavoidable – those due to pressure and thermal 
stress in a single wafer.  Although CFD results can be imported to create thermal and pressure 
loads in FEA, there is not much visibility into this process; for example, the loads cannot be 
plotted or visualized.  To make sure all loads were even and symmetrical, for this simple case 
the loads were applied manually.  The study was done in two phases.  First, fixed temperatures 
of 382K and 1416K were applied at the outer and inner manifold surfaces, respectively, and a 
thermal study was performed.  This resulted in the temperature distribution shown in part (a) 
of Figure 6.12.  This was imported into a structural FEA simulation, which also included a 
pressure load of 101,325 Pa in the direction that would collapse the exhaust channels.   
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The results are shown in part (b) of the figure.  This plots first principal stresses (for brittle 
materials, this is the appropriate failure criterion) and indicates a maximum stress value just 
under 30 MPa.  The model was also run without the pressure loads, and the results were nearly 
the same, indicating that thermal stresses are much larger than pressure stresses for this 
design.  Both of these findings fit with the author’s previous experience with a wide range of 
recuperator wafer shapes. 
 
Figure 6.12.  FEA results for a single wafer after applying loads manually (not from CFD). 
Next, a larger stack was modeled, using CFD results to create the boundary conditions.  This 
should model the thermal gradients and thermal stresses more realistically than the fixed loads 
used for the single wafer.  In cases (a) and (b), a symmetry boundary condition was used to 
reduce the number of nodes in the model, so that a finer grid could be used.  In the third case, 
there was no symmetry boundary condition, so all eight wafers were modeled with a coarser 
grid.  Figure 6.13 shows the results.   
Peak stresses were around 120 MPa in all cases, giving a safety factor of 2.8 relative to CeSZ’s 
measured room temperature strength of 340 MPa.  The strength at high temperature will not 
necessarily be the same, and if the real part is not constrained in the same way as the FEA 
model, this could generate different stresses.  However, the safety factor is high enough to allow 
some margin for this.  Also, most of the model is shown in blue/green, indicating stresses of 60 
MPa and below; the peak stresses are only at sharp corners in the model.  This could indicate an 
analysis error due to sharp element angles in the mesh, or it could be due to actual stress 
concentrations in the design due to the sharp corners.  Either way, rounding off all sharp 
(a) Thermal FEA results for a single 
wafer in which fixed temperatures 
were applied at the inner and outer 
manifolds.  The thermal gradient is 
severe. 
(b) Structural FEA results for a single wafer 
with combined pressure and thermal loads.  
Thermal load was the temperature distribution 
in (a); pressure load was 101,325 Pa inward 
pressure on the exhaust channel walls. 
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corners would be a good idea, and could give in-service peak stresses  of perhaps 70 MPa 
throughout the part.  After doing this, it would also be worthwhile to perform a CARES/Life 
analysis to evaluate probability of failure over time due to low cycle fatigue and crack growth.   
First, however, it would be sensible to build and test some prototype wedges made from short 
8-16 wafer subsections that are axially stacked and bonded, using flexible adhesive to bond and 
seal the cool exhaust outlet manifolds, and rigid glue to bond the hot manifolds.  The geometry 
could be modified to include enlarged-area bonding flanges on the end wafer of each short 
stack.  If each is at least eight wafers tall, the flow blockage would be minimal.   
 
 
Figure 6.13.  First principal stress in 8-wafer and 16-wafer stacks, with pressure and 
thermal loads imported from CFD. 
(a) 8-wafer stack.  Four wafers were modeled, 
and a symmetry boundary condition was 
applied (green arrows).  Blue cones represent 
the soft spring restraint. 
(b) 16-wafer stack with loads from 
CFD.  Eight wafers modeled with 
symmetry condition (green arrows). 
(c) 8-wafer stack without the symmetry boundary condition.  All eight wafers were 
modeled.  Results were similar to the other two studies. 
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6.4 Comparison with current state of the art 
It is worthwhile at this point to return to the McDonald plot from chapter 2, which summarizes 
the performance of a large number of recuperators.  This figure is repeated below, with new 
points added to represent the predicted performance of this new ceramic heat exchanger. 
Since the mass of each sector was computed to be 69.54 grams by SolidWorks, the overall 
weight of the complete recuperator would be 2503 grams.  The volume is ⋅([112mm]2 – 
[62mm]2)⋅65mm = 1777 cm3.  These figures include the integral ceramic manifold tubes, but not 
the plates that cap each end of the circular recuperator assembly, nor the housing that encloses 
it.  However, C.F. McDonald’s charts represent weight of the “matrix” only, not the manifolds, so 
it is reasonable, or perhaps slightly conservative, to use these values to represent core-only 
weight and volume.  Since the engine mass flow rate is 56.6 grams per second, the “matrix 
specific weight” is 2.503/.0566 = 44.2 kg/(kg/s) and the “matrix specific volume” is 
1777/56.6=31.4 cm3/(gm/s).  Taking the recuperator effectiveness as being 86.75%, the 
average of the FVM and CFD values, its expected performance can be plotted on McDonald’s 
chart as shown in Figure 6.15. 
 
Figure 6.14.  Recuperator sector mass calculation, from SolidWorks. 
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Figure 6.15.  Recuperator performance relative to the current state of the art according to 
C.F. McDonald [109]. 
6.5 Conclusion 
This chapter describes a simplified finite volume model, a computational fluid dynamics 
simulation, and a finite element thermal/structural analysis of a baseline recuperator design.  
The finite volume model (FVM) was used to study the variation of heat exchanger effectiveness 
with thermal conductivity, showing that the optimum is 1 W/mK for this design, which lower 
than the material’s value of 3.5 W/mK.  The reasons for this possibly counterintuitive result are 
explained.   
The FVM predicts an effectiveness of 86.4%, and pressure losses of .02 bars on the air side and 
.046 bars on the exhaust side.  The CFD model predicts a nearly identical effectiveness of 86.9%, 
and slightly higher pressure losses of .027 bars (air) and .065 bars (exhaust).  All of these 
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estimates are better than the budgeted values of 84% effectiveness, .051 bars (air), and .071 
bars (exhaust).   
According to structural FEA, stresses will be 120 MPa or less, giving a factor of safety of at least 
2.9 relative to the material’s measured room temperature strength.  If redesigned to eliminate 
sharp corners, it is believed that the peak stress could be brought down closer to 70 MPa.  Once 
this is done, a CARES/Life analysis should be performed to establish the recuperator’s potential 
to achieve a long life when subjected to repeated startup/shutdown thermal cycles. 
In sum, the performance of the recuperator will be excellent relative to the current state of the 
art, if it is really as good as these analytical tools predict.  An experiment would verify this.  
Structurally, the safety factor appears to be adequate, but some physical experiments should 
also be performed, subjecting a prototype to high thermal gradients and substantial gas flows in 
order to verify its integrity.  Toward those ends, the next chapter describes a flowing hot gas 
experiment using the Ceramatec recuperator prototype. 
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7. Recuperator prototype testing  
Previous chapters have described a turboshaft engine design that depends on a ceramic turbine 
and recuperator to meet an aggressive SFC goal.  A suitable recuperator design and method of 
building it have been described.  Analytical work suggested that it can meet the effectiveness, 
pressure loss, and weight targets, and that it can withstand the pressure and thermal loads 
expected in service.  To validate the analyses, and to discover additional failure modes that 
could prevent this concept from working as envisioned, a test is needed.  This chapter describes 
a physical test of a recuperator prototype that was subjected to conditions similar to those 
expected in service. 
7.1 Goals of the experiment 
The objectives of this test were: 
1) To verify that the finite volume and CFD models can accurately predict the performance 
of this class of ceramic recuperator designs. 
2) To validate its structural integrity when subjected to gas pressure forces, mechanical 
constraints due to mounting requirements, and a severe thermal gradient that would 
create large thermal stresses. 
3) To subject the ceramic recuperator to conditions similar to those in the engine, in an 
effort to discover failure modes that could not be predicted in advance, or were difficult 
to investigate analytically. 
7.2 Approach 
It was thought that the best and simplest way to achieve all of the test goals was to subject a real 
recuperator prototype to the real in-service conditions, or the closest approximation to them 
that could physically be achieved.  Therefore, a rig was designed that could flow compressed 
cool air and low-pressure hot exhaust, at identical mass flow rates, through the recuperator 
sector.  Measurands were the mass flow rate and the inlet and outlet pressures and 
temperatures of both gas streams. 
7.3 Hypotheses 
It was expected that the test would confirm the validity of the FVM and CFD models within a 
reasonable margin of error.  However, since it was only possible to test a single wedge of the 
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recuperator rather than the full circular assembly of 24 wedges, and insulation material took 
the place of the other 23, it was thought that effects like streamwise conduction and gas leakage 
might be larger in the test than in the actual engine, reducing the measured performance to 
some extent.  Since the Ceramatec prototype (section 5.1) is the one that was tested, and this 
design had very little material (layer D-D) joining each wafer to its neighbor, it was also thought 
that thermal stress might crack and destroy the prototype.  Another concern was the fact that 
Ceramatec was not able to replicate NRL’s CeSZ-toughened mullite, so they made the prototypes 
from pure mullite.  This material had a much lower strength (~200 MPa vs. 340 MPa) and 
fracture toughness (~1.8 MPam vs. 6.3 MPam).  It seemed almost probable that the prototype 
would break.  Finally, as the design and fabrication of the test rig proceeded, the experimenter 
began to have serious concerns about fouling.  The rig contained about four kilograms of porous 
ceramic insulation, which continuously sheds a white powdery material when handled.  It was 
thought that this powder, along with the ceramic adhesive that was used to glue and seal 
everything, might clog up some of the passages. 
7.4 Prototype that was tested 
The prototype was one of the two wedges built by Ceramatec as described in Chapter 5.  At first, 
it was 64 wafers tall.  However, the experiment described in this chapter was repeated four 
times before good results were finally collected.  In the first three tests, various problems 
compromised the data.  Each time the rig was disassembled, the adhesive joining the sector to 
the orifice plate had to be cut, invariably breaking a few of the nearby wafers.  In most cases, one 
or two more also broke when the sector was sanded on the diamond grinding disk to smooth 
out the broken manifold edges.  By the time the fourth test was run, the sector was only 22 
wafers tall.  Figure 7.1 illustrates this short sector and provides a photo of the prototype bonded 
into an insulation block.   
There were two reasons the test did not use the other 64-wafer sector made by Ceramatec.  One 
was that it was not certain any of the tests would generate useful data, and even at the fourth 
try, there was a desire to conserve the second prototype in case more tests had to be run.  The 
other was that the layers of the second prototype had been pulled out of shape to a much 
greater extent than those in the first.  The very nonuniform channel thickness would have 
caused bad flow maldistribution.  As it happened, the most wavy wafers in both sectors were 
near the middle of the stack, and whittling the stack down to 22 layers eliminated these, leaving 
wafers that were somewhat more uniformly spaced, though still imperfect. 
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Figure 7.1.  Short sector prototype tested in the experiment described in this chapter. 
It should be remembered that Ceramatec inserted extra supporting ribs in the exhaust channels 
to eliminate sagging during the furnace cycle.  These are shown again in Figure 7.1.  The extra 
ribs caused substantial blockage and higher pressure losses in the exhaust channels than would 
be seen in the final recuperator.  This did not compromise the usefulness of the test, because it 
still provided data to compare with the CFD model to validate its predictions.  However, it did 
mean that the CFD model had to be run again with a sector drawn to match the geometry of the 
test article exactly, including the extra supporting ribs.  The results are given below. 








“Turbine” pressure ratio 1.13 
Air in 128,025 337 
2,713 
Combined pressure losses (eq. 3.20) 41.6% 
Air out 125,313 880 Combined pressure losses (eq. 3.19) 32.7% 
Exhaust in 111,197 945 
6,017 
Effectiveness - air 89.3% 




Figure 7.2.  Temperature streamlines from the CFD model. 
(a) CAD drawing of a 22-wafer stack, and a 
reminder of the exhaust channel rib geometry 
added by Ceramatec to facilitate construction 
as discussed in chapter 5. 
(b) Actual 22-wafer sector, prototype, 
mounted in an insulation block.  Red 
lines were drawn on every fifth wafer 
to make them easier to count. 
 (a) Exhaust (b) Air 
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7.5 Test rig design 
To ensure that the air and simulated exhaust mass flows matched, the same stream of air was 
used for both.  In other words, the flow path was much like that in a real recuperated gas 
turbine.  The only differences were that the compressor was the shop air supply; the burner was 
an electric heater; and the turbine was replaced with an orifice to simulate the pressure drop it 
would create.  (A turbine would also create an enthalpy loss and a temperature drop, but since 
this would occur outside the recuperator, the difference was not important to the test.  It would 
only have required the heater to warm up the air more, if a turbine had been used to drop the 
pressure instead of an orifice.) 
Also like the engine, the recuperator was housed in a pressure vessel.  Compressed air flows 
through the outside of the recuperator and gets heated, while exhaust flows through the 
recuperator’s internal channels.  This tends to load most of its walls in compression, and tends 
to squeeze any leaking cracks closed, rather than pushing them open and causing them to grow. 
The path of the air flowing through the rig can be traced by referring to Figure 7.3.  Shop air first 
entered at the left side of the Side View diagram at 60-90 psi (4-6 bar) and flowed through a 
variable valve, which dropped the pressure and thereby controlled the flow rate.  Second, it 
flowed through the mass flow meter (Omega FMA-A2323, range 0-100 standard liters per 
minute).  This mass flow meter worked by slightly heating the gas and measuring its 
temperature rise, so it truly measured the mass flow rate, not the volumetric flow rate.  Third, 
the air supply tube entered the pressure vessel through a Swagelok fitting that was actually 
located in the lid (bottom of the picture) rather than in the sidewall as pictured.  It was drawn 
this way to avoid clutter and make the diagram easier to follow.   
Fourth, the flow passed a thermocouple and an absolute pressure probe.  All t/c’s were 36AWG 
Type N in this test.  The wires were protected by PFA insulation in the low temperature areas 
and 1.2mm diameter rigid ceramic insulators in the hot zones. 
Fifth, the air left the supply tube and flowed into the recuperator via a plenum at the air channel 
entrance, shown in Figure 7.1 (b).  The recuperator was bonded into a cavity in a piece of rigid 
ceramic insulation material (Zircar SALI) that had been sealed carefully, outside and inside, with 
a two layer coating of Zircar ZIRPORCOAT and AS-CEM alumina-silica cement.  The tube was 
bonded into the plenum cavity in this block with epoxy.  The assembly was inspected carefully 
before and after the test, and appeared to be leak-tight.  There was no discoloration of the epoxy 
visible after the test due to heat, nor was this expected.   




Figure 7.3.  Test rig used in the recuperator experiments. 
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Sixth, the flow exited the recuperator via a collection enclosure made from the same ceramic 
insulation, flowing past three thermocouples – one at the right side of the air channel exit, one at 
the left side, and one centered in the collection tube.  From there, it flowed into a large plenum 
where there was a probe that measured recuperator air outlet static pressure. 
Seventh, the air flowed through holes in a ~10cm tall stack of insulation.  The holes held Super 
Kanthal A-1 electric heater wire coils from Duralite in place and ducted the airflow through 
them.  After flowing through the heater, hot air was collected in a semicircular indentation in 
the insulation layer beneath it (visible in Figure 7.4 (d) and (e)), and entered a well-sealed 
tunnel in the insulation that was covered by a hard mullite plate. 
Eighth, the air, which was at elevated pressure up to this point, went through the orifice plate, 
which caused a pressure drop, just as the turbine would create a pressure drop in the engine.  
From there, it flowed past the two exhaust inlet temperature thermocouples and the static 
pressure probe, though the recuperator exhaust channels, and out of the rig via the gasket plate 
and thick-walled tube pictured in Figure 7.4 (a) and (b) respectively.  This small gasket was 
made from laser-cut Viton sheet, sized to match a ridged flange on the exhaust tube.  The 
recuperator, gasket plate, gasket, and exhaust tube were all bonded together with silicone 
sealant.  The integrity of the seal was checked at the beginning of the test.  The author held his 
hand over the exhaust tube outlet, preventing the air from leaving the pressure vessel and 
causing pressure to build up inside it until he could no longer keep it from leaking out by hand.  
This was done twice, as can be seen in Figure 7.8 at around time=300 seconds. 
The basic method of controlling the rig was to adjust the upstream air regulator valve until the 
desired mass flow rate was reached on the flow meter.  This would create an elevated pressure 
in the vessel.  As the rig was heating up, the pressure drop across the orifice would slowly rise.  
Since the exhaust outlet pressure was fixed (ambient), this caused an increase in back pressure, 
and thus a higher pressure inside the pressure vessel (upstream from the orifice plate). 
The thermocouples, pressure transducers, and mass flow meter were connected to signal 
conditioning modules in a National Instruments CompactDAQ chassis, which in turn was 
connected to the data acquisition computer via USB.  A LabView program developed by NRL 
Code 5712 engineer J. Smith and summer student G. Rancourt monitored and recorded all 
signals.  Wiring was mostly done by physicist K. Goins.  All welding was done by engineer M. 
Schuette, who also suggested the cooling system and supplied some of the parts.  The author 
took the lead in designing and building the test rig, with assistance and significant contributions 
from the entire team, particularly J. Smith. 
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Figure 7.4.  Test rig photos showing assembly sequence. 
(a) Recuperator mounted in insulation block, with 
outlet plate and gasket bonded to the recuperator with 
silicone sealant.  These faced downward when 
installed.  Exhaust inlet port at right was bonded to the 
ceramic orifice plate with AS-CEM cement. 
(b) Upside-down lid of pressure vessel that served as 
base of rig.  Copper tube was for cooling water.  Large 
pipe at the back is the recuperator exhaust outlet; to its 
left is recuperator air inlet.  Small tubes are pressure 
probes.  Large flat circle at front is a wire pass-through. 
(c) Rig base with castable ceramic material that 
covered the water cooling tubes and filled in the 
concave lid to create a flat surface.  S-shaped tube is 
exhaust inlet pressure probe that protrudes through 
orifice plate in (e). 
(d) First insulation layer added.  Exhaust outlet and 
orifice plate are at left.  Air inlet is just below and to the 
right. A copper tube ported air from there to the 
recuperator. 
(e) Closeup of orifice plate and recuperator block, 
showing exhaust inlet thermocouples and pressure 
probe bonded into the orifice plate, and air out 
thermocouples to the left of this. 
(f) Recuperator bonded into position. 
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Figure 7.5.  Test rig photos before and after running the experiment. 
(a) Recuperator block bonded onto the orifice plate; 
t/c’s and air outlet pressure at right.  AS-CEM cement 
was being used to bond air outlet thermocouples and 
upper block.  Shiny tube at rear is air inlet pressure. 
(b) Main insulation block stack that holds the heater 
coils and creates the flowpath through it.  Heater coils 
are energized.  Blue RTV and AS-CEM cement were 
used to bond and seal this to the rest of the rig. 
(c) Side view of rig stack showing inverted U-shaped 
copper air supply tube and smaller-diameter copper tubing 
of the cooling water loop.  Thermocouple wires are in 
front center.  Pressure vessel and clamps showing at left. 
NI CompactDAQ signal conditioning chassis at right. 
(d) Complete stack with top insulation layer ready to be 
bonded in place with RTV.  Next steps were to wrap stack 
with copper wool to distribute cooling evenly; vacuum 
and clean dust out of gasket groove at edge of base; place 
gasket in position; slide the pressure vessel can onto the 
assembly from above; tighten the clamps. 
(e) Ready to begin test.  Data acquisition system is at 
right; mass flow meter and air pressure regulator 
front/center; test rig at left; 1500W DC power supply (red 
and black unit) at far left. 
(f) Top view of rig after test.  Top insulation layer has just 
been removed by cutting through blue RTV.  No cracks or 
air leaks were found in any critical areas.  Test was cut 
short by a cooling water leak and an intermittent ground 
loop, but was otherwise considered successful. 
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7.6 Procedure 
The experiment described here was the first long test that was run with a redesigned test rig.  
Although it was hoped that useful data could be gathered, it was intended mainly to be a 
checkout run, and the test probably would have been repeated if this had been possible.  
Unfortunately, near the end, the cooling system leaked, and the pressure vessel began to fill up 
with water, irreparably damaging some of the components and requiring a complete rebuild.  
There was not sufficient time and budget available to accomplish this task.  Nevertheless, the 
data from this first test is believed to be adequate for present purposes. 
Since the recuperator used the Ceramatec prototype, which was designed for the earlier, three 
kilowatt engine design (Figure 4.1), the the target mass flow rate for the test was set equal to 
the mass flow rate for that 3kW engine – scaled, of course, to reflect the fact that only a small 
portion of the recuperator was being tested.  The engine mass flow rate was .0454 kg/s; the 
sector was 22 wafers tall.  A full sector was 64 wafers tall, but the author mistakenly 
remembered this as being 63 wafers based on a previous design.  (Both the CFD model and the 
test were therefore run with sector mass flow rates scaled by 22/63 rather than 22/64.  Since 
these match, the test and model results are still comparable.)  There were 24 sectors in this 
recuperator since each was 15 degrees in angular extent.  Thus the target mass flow rate for the 
test was set as .0454/24 * 22/63 = .00066 kg/s.  The mass flow meter was calibrated to display 
mass flow in “standard liters per minute” based on a standard atmospheric density of 1.226 
kg/m3.  Thus the meter reading target was (.00066 kg/s)/(1.226 kg/ m3)*(60 sec/min)*(1000 
liter/m3) = 32.3 SLM.  
Once the recuperator, rig, and data acquisition system were ready, the experiment proceeded as 
follows.   
 The pressure vessel was moved onto the rig base, but the clamps were not tightened yet. 
 The heater and the cooling water system were both switched on. 
 The data system and Labview program were set to begin taking data. 
 The air supply was turned on.  At first, the mass flow rate was not set carefully. 
 The pressure vessel clamps were tightened, causing air to begin flowing through the 
recuperator and creating a pressure drop through the orifice, which dropped the mass 
flow rate to around 131% of the target value. 
 The rig was checked for leaks via the method described above. 
 The air flow rate was adjusted to the target value.  However, as the rig was heating up, 
the orifice pressure drop drifted upward and the mass flow drifted downward.   
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 The rig and data system were monitored for signs of any problems.  There were none, 
but it was taking a long time to heat up.  At about 900 seconds test time, the heater 
power was increased and the air mass flow was reduced in an attempt to accelerate this 
process.   
 The heater had a slow-blow circuit breaker that would not allow operation at this high 
power setting for long, so the power was reduced again after about two minutes.  Later 
the power was increased and then reduced again for roughly two minute periods.  The 
cooling water flow rate was adjusted as well.  (The cooling water flow rate was 
controlled open-loop and was not measured.) 
 Around 1350 seconds test time, the thermocouple signals were lost, and did not return 
until time=2100 seconds (about ten minutes later).  This happened again later, several 
times, for shorter periods.  One possible explanation for this problem was discovered a 
few days after the test.  The large DC power supply had a power cable that included a 
ground wire, which was not used.  This ground wire was cut off but not insulated.  When 
the power supply or other items on the lab bench were bumped or moved, it caused the 
exposed ground wire to contact the metal leg of the test rig.  This created a ground loop 
through the CompactDAQ signal conditioner, which seems to have confused the 
thermocouple measurement module.   
 Not realizing this, the experimenter (the author) adjusted the air flow rate, heater 
power, and other variables in various ways to attempt to discover the cause of the 
problem.  The thermocouple signals were eventually recovered, but were intermittent 
throughout the rest of the test. 
 Nevertheless, the test was continued.  A thermocouple in the tunnel just downstream 
from the heater recorded a peak temperature of 990C, but the recuperator never 
reached such a high temperature.  The peak exhaust inlet temperature measured was 
675C.  Toward the end of the test, the heater was shut off, which appeared to fix the 
thermocouple signals.  The mass flow rate was set equal to the target value and some 
useful data was collected. 
7.7 Results 
The raw thermocouple signals and mass flow rate are plotted in Figure 7.6.  Figure 7.7 shows 
heat exchanger effectiveness values calculated from the thermocouples judged to be “best” from 
inspection of the test setup (e.g., best positioned in the gas flow path; least potential for 
conduction error).  Figure 7.8 displays pressure loss data. Table 7.2 provides a data point for 
comparison with CFD, and Table 7.3 reports average effectiveness values for the whole test. 
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Figure 7.6.  Unprocessed thermocouple and mass flow data. 
 
Figure 7.7.  Calculated effectiveness values and mass flow vs. time. 
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Figure 7.8.  Pressure losses on air and exhaust side of recuperator, vs. test time. 
 
Table 7.2.  Data point selected for comparison with CFD. 
Air inlet temperature (left) 64 C 
Air outlet temperature (left) 590 C 
Exhaust inlet temperature (left) 672 C 
Exhaust outlet temperature (left) 173 C 
Mass flow rate 100.0% % of design value (32.3 SLM) 
Air inlet pressure 128,027 Pa 
Air outlet pressure 127,072 Pa 
Exhaust inlet pressure 111,248 Pa 
Exhaust outlet (ambient)  pressure 101,362 Pa 
Air side effectiveness 86.6%  
Exhaust side effectiveness 82.0%  
 






Average Rig warming up ONLY Steady or cooling ONLY 
Air Exhaust Air Exhaust Air Exhaust 
.9-1.1 84.0% 83.6% 81.6% 83.6% 86.3% 83.6% 
.97-1.03 84.6% 83.1% 82.6% 83.1% 86.5% 83.1% 
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7.8 Discussion 
Transient heating and cooling of various components in the test rig made these data somewhat 
challenging to interpret, but in general the following conclusions may be drawn. 
First, as expected, pressure losses on the exhaust side of the recuperator were high: .10 bar at 
the comparison point, vs. a predicted value of .06 bar from CFD.  This may have been due to 
fouling (powder stuck in the exhaust channels), inaccurate CAD depiction of the real heat 
exchanger geometry, or adhesive blocking the entry or exit of one or more recuperator wafers. 
Second, the air side pressure loss is less than expected - .01 bar measured vs. .027 bar predicted.  
The waviness of the wafers created during the second sintering run could explain this 
difference.  Wider spaces in some areas would be offset to some extent by narrow spaces in 
other areas, but pressure losses in laminar channels are proportional to the hydraulic diameter 
cubed, so the extra-wide channels would have allowed through disproportionately more mass 
flow, reducing overall pressure losses.  Also, if the recuperator sector was not perfectly bonded 
to the walls of the insulation block, this would have increased the flow area, particularly if extra 
area was available to the flow at the air outlet points.  These span only a few millimeters, and 
getting the insulation block in the test rig to obstruct precisely the right amount of exit area, 
simulating the presence of another recuperator wedge, was difficult. 
Third, while the rig was warming up, the air side effectiveness was generally lower than the 
exhaust side effectiveness, which makes sense: the thermal mass of the recuperator would 
absorb some heat from both gas flows, so the air and exhaust outlet temperatures would both 
be cooler during the warmup phase of the test than at steady state.  This would result in a low 
effectiveness on the air side and a high effectiveness on the exhaust side, as was observed.  The 
opposite effect would be expected during cooldown: the thermal inertia of the recuperator 
would keep both outlets warmer than they would be at steady state.  This, too, was clearly 
observable during the cooldown part of the test (time >2100 seconds).  To estimate the steady 
state recuperator effectiveness from that measured during a transient event, it makes sense to 
simply average the air-side and exhaust-side effectiveness values.  For example, the steady state 
effectiveness corresponding to the CFD comparison point (which was measured during 
cooldown with the heater switched off) could be estimated as (86.6%+82.0%)/2 = 84.2%.   
Fourth, Table 7.3 (in which transients have been averaged out in the same manner) suggests 
that the steady state effectiveness of the recuperator was 83.8%, which is similar to the test 
point selected for CFD comparison.  The CFD simulation itself predicted air and exhaust side 
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values of  89.3% and 88.4%, nearly five percent higher.  This is a substantial difference.  It is 
likely that the rig and prototype inadequacies mentioned above under pressure losses are partly 
responsible for the low measured effectiveness as well.  Specifically, fouling, adhesive blocking 
the entry or exit of one or more recuperator wafers, and flow maldistribution due to wavy, 
unevenly spaced wafers and/or imprecise air outlet restrictors would all have caused the 
measured effectiveness to be less than the calculated value.  Another contributor may have been 
the fact that the solids surrounding the recuperator sector were not adiabatic.  Ideally they 
would have been perfect insulators, mimicking the symmetry condition that is imposed when 
one sector is next to another, identical one.  Instead, everything that touched the recuperator 
sector would have added to the streamwise conduction effects, reducing the recuperator 
effectiveness as discussed at length in section 6.1.5. 
Fifth, CFD predicts air-side effectiveness about one percent higher than exhaust-side 
effectiveness at steady state.  The test results show exactly the same one percent difference.  In 
the case of the test data, this may be pure luck.  However, it is a real and expected effect, so it 
shows up for a reason in the CFD, and even in the finite volume model.  That reason is the 
difference in average specific heats of the air and exhaust streams.  Hot air has a higher Cp value 
than cool air, and on average the air is hotter in the exhaust channels, so the air side must warm 
up more than the exhaust side cools down. 
Sixth, it is encouraging that the recuperator sector itself did not crack or leak during this test, 
nor during any of the three previous attempts.  This was somewhat surprising because the 
recuperator was made from mullite, which has a lower strength and fracture toughness than 
CeSZ-toughened mullite.  On the other hand, admittedly this test did not reach the temperatures 
and pressures to which the heat exchanger would be subjected in service.  Furthermore, to 
rigorously verify the design’s structural integrity would require an extended-life experiment 
with repeated high temperature thermal cycling.  Thus, this result is only a positive early 
finding. 
In sum, the test confirmed the CFD and finite volume models, and the structural integrity of the 
recuperator, to an adequate extent to warrant further development.  The differences between 
the measured and calculated effectiveness and pressure losses are readily explainable, and are 
suspected to be as much due to inaccuracies in the test as inaccuracies in the model. 
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7.9 Conclusions from recuperator testing 
This chapter describes a test in which a 22-wafer recuperator sector was tested in flowing hot 
air.  The air followed much the same path it would in the engine: compressor, recuperator air 
channels, heat addition (an electrical heater in this case), pressure drop (here, an orifice rather 
than a turbine), and out through the recuperator’s exhaust channels.  The effectiveness was 
measured at about 84%.  On the exhaust side, pressure losses were higher than predicted by the 
CFD model that was run to match the test case.  This may have been due to imperfect CAD 
modeling of the additional ribs inserted by the manufacturer in the exhaust channels as a 
fabrication aid.  Since these were not visible, they could not be modeled perfectly.  It may also 
have been due to fouling, which could easily have occurred due to the powder shed by the 
porous insulation used in the test rig.  Other recuperator performance parameters were 
considered to be in decent agreement with the CFD and finite volume models.  The test also 
verified the structural integrity of the recuperator sector, which did not crack due to the 
thermal stress, but more testing is needed to establish that it can perform just as well at higher 
temperatures and pressures, even after long-duration operation and repeated thermal cycling. 
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8. Conclusion 
In this project, enabling technologies for a high-efficiency turboshaft engine for small UAV 
propulsion have been developed, analyzed, and tested.  This chapter summarizes some of the 
novel findings in this interesting research area, and recommends directions for future research. 
8.1 Contributions to the field 
This work makes a number of original contributions in the area of small gas turbines for UAV 
propulsion.   
Specifically, Chapter 1 presents an explanation of why, for all their shortcomings, internal 
combustion engines are still the dominant choice for UAV propulsion.  A new method for 
establishing the effect of UAV propulsion system SFC and specific power on the mission 
endurance by including tank weight with fuel weight is proposed.  This illuminates the fact that 
both high and low power loading aircraft have a “sweet spot” for the tradeoff between SFC and 
specific power, which is very close to the general range where IC engines perform today.  Gas 
turbines fall far outside this range, being much lighter but also much less efficient.  It is argued 
that if gas turbines could be designed to weigh more but achieve much higher fuel efficiency, 
commensurate with that of IC engines, their other advantages would likely win gas turbines 
widespread market acceptance.  Those other advantages include much longer life, less noise and 
vibration, fuel flexibility, meeting the “single fuel forward” mandate, compatibility with 
lightweight, high-speed electric generators, and the capability to exceed the range and 
endurance of current and future fuel cell powered aircraft.  Chapter 1 concludes by setting SFC 
and power-to-weight goals of 860 W/kg and 370 gm/kW-hr, respectively, and shows that this 
would make the new propulsion system attractive for a wide range of UAV power loadings. 
Chapter 2 investigates whether this weight/efficiency trade can be made, focusing on small (<10 
kW) gas turbine engines.  It is shown that the low turbomachinery efficiencies that are 
achievable in this range make the use of a recuperator not just helpful, but mandatory.  It is also 
shown that high turbine inlet temperatures are crucial, but accomplishing this with metal 
turbines that have internal air cooling passages is not a workable solution.  Materials that can 
operate at high temperatures (>>900C) are surveyed.  Monolithic ceramics are found to be the 
most suitable option for both rotating and stationary components, in terms of cost, 
performance, and technological maturity.  Although billions have been spent on ceramic turbine 
research, problems remain: slow crack growth, foreign object damage vulnerability, and most 
importantly, water vapor erosion.   This leads to a review of Wilson’s proposition that larger, 
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heavier gas turbines can reach very high efficiencies with high-effectiveness heat exchangers 
and ceramic turbines, while also addressing some of these life and reliability concerns.  Wilson 
proposes rotating ceramic regenerators to meet this need, but defines 13 cm as the limiting 
matrix thickness for limiting thermal stresses to an acceptable value, and in a UAV engine there 
is simply not room for this.  In turn, this brings up McDonald and Rodgers’ arguments that more 
research is needed on very compact ceramic recuperators.  These are required in the low 
pressure ratio thermodynamic cycles that are realizable in small engines, which if they operate 
at high turbine inlet temperatures, also have high turbine outlet temperatures.  The potential 
advantages of ceramic recuperators are enumerated.  Other publications are reviewed, most 
notably Merrill Wilson’s seminal 2005 paper on laser manufacturing of laminated ceramic heat 
exchangers.  The chapter concludes with a concise statement of the additional research needed 
in all of these areas, in order to achieve the vision set out in Chapter 1.  This is the main novel 
contribution of Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 presents detailed analyses to establish and quantify the degree to which ceramic 
turbines can in fact become more reliable, if used in low pressure ratio engines designed for low 
mean turbine blade speeds and high degrees of recuperation.  The most important finding is in 
the area of water vapor erosion, which is considered nearly insurmountable for ceramic 
turbines without environmental barrier coatings.  This thesis completely disproves that idea.  It 
is shown that uncoated ceramic turbines can last tens of thousands of hours in low pressure 
ratio, highly recuperated engines, if the degree of recuperation is high enough, the pressure 
ratio is low enough, and the turbine inlet temperature is not excessive (1200C for the cases 
studied).  It also helps if the fuel is jet fuel rather than natural gas.  Next, the effects of very low 
blade speeds and stresses on ceramic turbine reliability, life, foreign object damage, and cost are 
investigated.  A novel design for a miniature axial flow ceramic turbine rotor is used as a test 
case.  Operating at 262 m/s blade speed (about half the typical value from the literature), this 
rotor can achieve a life exceeding ten years of continuous operation, with severe thermal shocks 
every 10 minutes, yet under these conditions can still achieve >99.5% reliability.  Foreign object 
damage and cost are investigated less analytically and more qualitatively, but the arguments 
still suggest the advocated design philosophy will have very large benefits in these areas, too.  
All of these findings are new, and were published in a recent ASME conference paper [194]. 
Chapter 4 turns to the question of what a practical, realizable engine design would look like that 
is based on all of these concepts.  Two original designs are presented.  The first could generate 
three kilowatts and was described in a journal paper [158].  While attractive, the design was 
seen as slightly too complex, and its pressure ratio of 1.84 was slightly too low to reach the 
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performance goals from chapter 1.  A new thermodynamic cycle analysis based on variable 
turbine and compressor efficiencies representative of those expected at this scale (~50-60mm 
outside diameter, commensurate with the smallest turbochargers) is presented next.  The 
results indicate that the optimum pressure ratio for efficiency is only 2.8, much lower than most 
practitioners in this field would assume, and that the penalty in specific power for operating 
even lower is not as onerous as is generally thought.  A new, simpler engine design operating at 
a pressure ratio of 2.0 is presented, which can achieve all of the Chapter 1 goals.  Its conceptual 
layout is described, bearings and shaft dynamics are analyzed, and an original ceramic 
recuperator concept is proposed, though its details are left for subsequent chapters.  A patent 
application was filed for this recuperator concept, along with a related heat-recirculating 
combustor concept based on earlier work by Weinberg et al. at Imperial College. 
Chapter 4 also presents original multistage centrifugal compressor and axial turbine designs for 
this engine, and quantifies their efficiencies through a detailed set of CFD studies.  This was 
necessary, not because the design work is especially novel, but rather because specific numbers 
are needed for these components in order to quantify the engine performance, and to establish 
the mass flow and pressure requirements for the ceramic recuperator.  Axial turbines are not 
common in this size range except in hobbyists’ model airplane turbine engines, which are not 
documented in published research papers and are not in any case designed for very high 
efficiency.  Centrifugal compressors designed for turbochargers have published performance 
values, but this engine required a design optimized for efficiency rather than transient spool-up 
and cost, and its compressor is sure to suffer from undesirable heat transfer from the turbine, so 
this effect had to be quantified (and as Monroe warned, it had a huge negative impact).  Given 
these unusual features, the CFD work may benefit from publication and peer review anyway.  
Finally, though not discussed in this thesis, a rotating ceramic shaft coupling for reducing heat 
transfer from the turbine to the compressor was invented, and a patent application was filed for 
this idea as well. 
Chapter 5 describes fabrication experiments for a ceramic recuperator designed to achieve high 
effectiveness and low pressure losses in a lightweight, compact package.  Three sets of 
experiments were performed, two outside NRL and one internally.  An extraordinary ceramic 
material for this purpose was developed to the author’s specifications by NRL materials 
scientists, who graciously added Vick as a coauthor on their draft publication [184].  It is a 
mullite composite with 20 mol% ceria-stabilized zirconia.  This was added to provide 
transformation toughening, and to act as a sintering aid, allowing the heat exchanger to be 
sintered at the very practical temperature of 1500C.  While this material was being developed, 
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Ceramatec built a pure mullite recuperator sintered at 1700C that was used for the 
experiments in chapter 7.  The prototype was leak-tight and the exhaust channels were very 
uniform, but they had significant blockage due to extra ribs that were added to improve 
manufacturability.  The air channels were less uniform due to friction with the hearth plate 
during one of the two sintering cycles.  The manufacturing process required several weeks of 
furnace time.  To rectify these shortfalls, the author and his staff performed numerous 
fabrication experiments at NRL, resulting in a method that could produce a fully sintered 
recuperator sector prototype from raw tape in 24 hours.  Sacrificial supports are added to the 
laser cutting patterns that can be broken off later, allowing the layers to be handled easily.  
Using a solvent to dissolve the binders and bond the layers together was found to be a better 
method than heat and pressure lamination, which is the standard approach.  These experiments 
and others are described in a forthcoming Turbo Expo conference paper [192].  Finally, under 
contract with NRL, Cam-Lem Inc. successfully manufactured NRL’s latest recuperator design 
from CeSZ-mullite tape by an automated method, producing very high quality results. 
Chapter 6 presents detailed analytical work on a specific version of the ceramic recuperator.  
Several tools are used.  First, a finite volume model (FVM) is derived that computes gas 
temperature and pressure distributions, and solid wall temperatures.  Conduction and 
convection heat transfer are both modeled in axisymmetric coordinates.  This simple model, 
developed in Excel, is shown to agree well with both CFD and tests, provided the geometry is 
represented appropriately as described in this chapter.  The FVM predicts an effectiveness of 
86.4%, and pressure losses of .02 bars on the air side and .046 bars on the exhaust side for the 
heat exchanger being studied.  The FVM is also used to determine the optimum thermal 
conductivity for this recuperator geometry, which turns out to be about 1 W/m-K -- lower than 
the already low value 3.5 estimated for CeSZ-mullite.  This may be counterintuitive to some.  
Those involved in microscale heat exchanger research are aware that streamwise conduction is 
responsible for the performance degradation at higher conductivities, but this is still an 
important finding that is not generally known.  In any case, knowledge of the optimum value 
and the heat exchanger performance sensitivity to this variable are key findings for this project.   
Next, Chapter 6 explores the performance of a CAD model of the heat exchanger through 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element analysis (FEA).  The CFD model predicts 
an effectiveness of 86.9%, nearly the same as that from the FVM, but slightly higher pressure 
losses of .027 bars (air) and .065 bars (exhaust).  Both estimates are better than the budgeted 
values of 84% effectiveness, .051 bars (air), and .071 bars (exhaust).  The CAD model was 
subjected to fluid pressure and temperature distributions from the CFD work, resulting in 
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estimated stresses in the neighborhood of 120 MPa for the present design, a safety factor of 2.9 
relative to the 340 MPa material strength.  A greater safety factor is desired, and can probably 
be achieved through a combination of approaches recommended at the end of the chapter, 
potentially reducing the stress by a factor of at least two.  It is shown that breaking the 
recuperator into segments – both axially and circumferentially – is essential for achieving the 
desired low stress levels. 
Finally, Chapter 7 reviews a test that was performed on the Ceramatec mullite recuperator 
prototype.  A 22-wafer “short stack” was subjected to simulated turbine exhaust gas inlet 
temperatures up to 675C, counterflowing with compressed air at up to 1.26 bars that entered 
the recuperator at roughly ambient temperature.  The rig was designed for higher temperatures 
and pressures, but these were not achieved due to a catastrophic water cooling system leak.  
However, a CFD model was run with identical conditions to those that were achieved in the test.  
The measured effectiveness was 83.8%, significantly lower than the predicted value of 88.8%, 
while the exhaust pressure losses were higher (.1 bar measured vs. .06 bar calculated).  The air 
pressure losses were small in both cases (.01 and .027 bars for the test and CFD respectively).  
The differences between the model and test were significant, they could be explained by 
nonidealities of the test rig and the prototype, including imprecise geometry and geometry 
modeling in CAD, imperfectly balanced air outlet restrictions in the test rig, heat exchanger 
fouling, and measurement inaccuracies.  It is believed that there are at least as many sources of 
error in the test as there are in the fluid dynamic models, which are based on laminar flow in 
tiny channels, a very predictable and well-studied phenomenon.   
Nevertheless, the test was useful in that it highlighted the types of real world effects that can 
destroy the heat exchanger performance unless given proper attention in the design process.  
For example, later versions of the recuperator design have sidewalls in the air channels as well 
as in the exhaust channels.  This not only facilitates manufacturing, but also affords much better 
control over air channel geometry and uniformity.  Another great benefit of the test was that it 
subjected an actual prototype to severe thermal gradients and rapid gas temperature changes.  
Though not as severe as those expected in the engine, it is encouraging that the recuperator did 
not crack or leak during any of the testing, even though it was made from mullite without any 
additives, a weaker and less tough material than CeSZ-mullite composite. 
Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis are the first documentation of the heat exchanger performance 
analysis and testing.  A paper on this topic is being considered for later publication. 
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8.2 Questions for follow-on research 
All of these advances notwithstanding, there are still numerous research topics requiring 
further investigation. 
Ceramic turbines have been studied in great detail, so the reader may judge many of the tasks 
below as being engineering and not research in nature, but this is debatable since no <10 kW 
turboshaft engine has ever been built that has achieved a 1000 hour life and an efficiency 
exceeding 13%, to the author’s knowledge.  In any case, the following topics should be studied:  
 Build prototypes of the ceramic turbine, and subject them to simulated or actual long-
duration engine tests, including many startup and shutdown cycles. 
 Fabricate a dual-blisk monolithic turbine rotor and measure the material properties 
using H.T. Lin’s methods, taking material samples directly from the blades and discs.  
Use these in a CARES/Life analysis to predict the reliability of the new turbine rotor 
design. 
 Measure the aerodynamic performance of the turbine and compressor, and compare the 
measurements with the CFD predictions.  Refine the CFD models using experiments to 
enable accurate performance prediction and successful design optimization, to the 
extent this is possible. 
 Refine the rotor design to minimize axial thrust on the bearings throughout the engine’s 
operating envelope, either by adjusting disk areas and shaft seal diameters of the 
turbine and compressor rotors, or using a balance piston or passive magnetic bearing to 
offset any unavoidable axial thrust.  If a balance piston is used, quantify the leakage rate, 
and make sure that it does not impose too severe an efficiency penalty on the engine.  
For the passive magnetic bearing, make sure the mass of the rotating component can be 
accommodated on the rotor without causing shaft dynamics problems.  Bearing system 
life is critical for small turbines to gain widespread acceptance, so the importance of 
axial thrust mitigation cannot be overstated. 
Encouraging early results are reported here for primary surface recuperators made from 
ceramic materials, with very small hydraulic diameter channels, short flow paths, and a 
segmented design that has a high aspect ratio in the direction of the thermal gradient.  These 
warrant additional investigations, such as: 
 Measuring the thermal conductivity, creep rate, toughness, strength, and other 
properties of ceria-stabilized zirconia toughened mullite. 
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 Investigating related materials, realizing that low thermal conductivity materials are not 
just viable options, but are in fact ideal.  Attempt to maximize fracture toughness and 
water vapor erosion resistance, while minimizing cost. 
 Test the water vapor erosion rates in the recuperator design described here, and similar 
designs.  It is suspected that the rates could be significant due to the thin fluid boundary 
layers created by the small channel sizes.  Although it is an oxide, mullite, being an 
aluminosilicate, still has a relatively high silica activity, of the same order of magnitude 
as silicon nitride according to Opila et al [195].  Water vapor erosion of silica formers in 
internal channels, as opposed to samples representing flat plates in a free stream, has 
not been studied yet to the author’s knowledge.  Since this is a boundary layer 
controlled phenomenon, it needs to be studied for internal flows, and a correlation like 
the one developed by Opila, Jacobson, Smialek, and others for external flows needs to be 
tested and proven.  Also on this topic, a test should be done to determine how much ceria 
stabilized zirconia is needed to suppress water vapor erosion, and how much 
suppression 20mol% provides relative to undoped mullite. 
 Build axially segmented recuperator wedges that are rigidly bonded together with 
ceramic adhesives, or sintered to net shape at the beginning, with elastomeric flex joints 
in the cool manifold areas.  Identify all suitable elastomers for this purpose and 
determine which has the best combination of properties for this application.  Refine the 
heat exchanger geometry to improve the viability of this concept, perhaps including 
wide flanges at the joints between axial segments to provide more bonding/sealing area. 
 Test recuperator segments of the new design (pictured in Figure 4.7, Figure 5.7, Figure 
5.11, Figure 5.13, and Figure 6.3) or similar designs.  Verify/corroborate the 
performance estimate from CFD and from the FVM.  Validate the structural integrity of 
the design by subjecting prototypes to temperatures, pressure, thermal cycles, and 
burned gas compositions representing those expected in the engine. 
 Perhaps the greatest number of unknowns reside in the combustor required for this 
engine to work, since that is the component that has received the least study to date.  A 
prototype heat-recirculating combustor should be designed, analyzed, built, and tested.  
Establish its potential for low emissions and its vulnerability to the potential problems 
described in Figure 4.15. 
8.3 Final summary 
This thesis describes several new contributions that together can enable entirely new small UAV 
propulsion systems.  First, a novel heat exchanger design is proposed, together with analysis 
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and test results that suggest it can achieve superior performance compared to state of the art 
metal and ceramic heat exchangers.  Second, a ceramic turbine analysis is given, showing that 
low crack growth and water vapor erosion rates can be achieved with this recuperator and an 
engine designed for a low pressure ratio and low blade speeds.  Third, original turbomachinery 
designs are described, along with analytical methods that are used to estimate performance.   
Together, these new results and novel ideas can produce a turboshaft engine that equals or 
exceeds the power to weight ratio and fuel efficiency of IC engines, while achieving far better 
noise, vibration, fuel flexibility, electric power generation, cooling and lubrication requirements, 
reliability, time between overhauls, engine life, and high altitude performance. 
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9. Nomenclature 
 
A Material parameter in slow crack growth equation 
B1 material constant in standard recession model (m/hr) / ([m/s].5bar1.5) 
B2  material constant in modified recession model (m/hr) / [(m/s).5bar1.5cm-.5] 
BV Fatigue constant (MPa2·s) 
CARES Ceramic Analysis and Reliability of Structures software (© Connecticut Reserve 
Technologies) 
CeSZ Ceria-stabilized zirconia 
CMC Ceramic matrix composite 
Cpc  Mean specific heat in compressor (J/kg-K) 
Cpt  Mean specific heat in turbine (J/kg-K) 
CFD Computational fluid dynamics 
CTE Coefficient of thermal expansion 
FEA Finite element analysis 
Eflight Total energy consumed during a flight 
FOD Foreign object damage (also “foreign object debris”, i.e. objects that can cause 
foreign object damage) 
FVM Finite volume model 
GTOW Gross takeoff weight (same as MTOW) 
IC Internal combustion 
Javg  Average mass flux of the diffusing species  (kg/m2s) 
JP5, JP8 Military kerosene-based jet fuels  
KIeq Equivalent mode 1 stress intensity factor 
L  specimen length in the streamwise direction (cm) 
LHV Lower heating value 
MTE  Trailing edge Mach number  
MTOW Maximum takeoff weight (same as GTOW) 
N Slow crack growth exponent 
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
NT154 Proprietary grade of silicon nitride from Norton/Saint-Gobain 
NRL U.S. Naval Research Laboratory  
Nst Number of turbine stages 
NuL Nusselt number 
Patm  Atmospheric pressure at engine inlet (bar) 
Pavg Average power requirement over a UAV mission 
Psat Saturation pressure of water vapor  
Ppeak Peak power requirement during a UAV mission 
Pf Probability of failure 
PH2O  water vapor partial pressure (bar) 
Ptotal  total gas pressure (bar) 
Ploading Power loading of a UAV 
Pr Prandtl number 
Pratiomean_peak Mean-to-peak power ratio for a given UAV and nominal mission 
PRc Compressor pressure ratio 
PRt  Turbine pressure ratio  
Q  activation energy in recession model (J/mol) 
Q  Specific heat addition in turbine cycle  
QLHVfuel  fuel lower heating value (MJ/kg) 
R universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol-K) 
Re  Dimensionless Reynolds number  VL/ or  Vx/ 
Rair  Gas constant for air (J/kg-K) 
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Rn Turbine stage degree of reaction 
SCG Slow crack growth 
Sc  Dimensionless Schmidt number, /( D) 
Si3N4 Silicon nitride (chemical formula) 
SiC Silicon carbide (chemical formula) 
SFC Specific fuel consumption 
LSh  Dimensionless Sherwood number, JavgL/(D i)  
Shx  Local Sherwood number at position x 
SN282 Proprietary grade of silicon nitride from Kyocera Corp. 
T  local gas temperature (K) 
TRL Technology Readiness Level 
Tatm Atmospheric temperature 
Tti Turbine inlet temperature 
TRt  Turbine temperature ratio  
V  local gas velocity (m/s) 
Q  Specific work of turbine cycle 
XH2O Concentration of water vapor in combustion products 
UAV Unmanned air vehicle 
UAS Unmanned air system 
WtFracpropsys Propulsion system weight fraction 
Wtfuel Fuel weight 
ZTM Zirconia-toughened mullite 
 
a Crack length (m) 
h Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
k Thermal conductivity (W/mK)) 
m Shape parameter of Weibull distribution 
    ̇  Mass flow rate of air  
    ̇  Mass flow rate of fuel 
  ̇  ̇        stoichiometric air/fuel ratio by mass 
rai, rao (subscripts) Recuperator air inlet, recuperator air outlet 
t time 
ti, to (subscripts) Turbine inlet, turbine outlet  
u  Stage blade speed (m/s) 
x  distance downstream from leading edge of turbine airfoil (cm) 
x Number of moles of carbon in reactants 
ly  recession rate (m/hr) 
avgly _  average recession rate (m/hr) 
 ̇         local recession rate (m/hr)  
y Number of moles of hydrogen in reactants  
z Number of moles of water vapor in reactants 
 
t  Ratio of specific heats (Cp/Cv) 
Pb Burner pressure loss (% of PRc)  
Phx_air Heat exchanger air pressure loss (bar) 
Phx_ex Heat exchanger exhaust pressure loss (bar) 
h0t   Turbine total enthalpy change  
hx Heat exchanger effectiveness (%) 
ηth Thermal efficiency of turbine cycle 
ηpt  Turbine polytropic efficiency  
ηpc  Compressor polytropic efficiency 
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  Gas viscosity (Ns/m2) 
   Mass concentration (density) of bulk gas mixture (kg/m3) 
 i  Mass concentration of the diffusing species at the surface (kg/m3) 
0V Scale parameter of Weibull distribution (MPa·[m3]1/m) 
 Local stress  
 Characteristic strength of a material (MPa) 
AF Air-fuel equivalence ratio 
FA Fuel-air equivalence ratio (FA=1/AF) 
 Turbine stage flow coefficient 
RH Relative humidity 
 Turbine stage work coefficient  
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